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CHAP.rER I
THE TOPIC AND DEFINITIONS OF TEimS USED

In 1939 the California political scene was enlivened
b7 a controversial oil control bill which split the- Olson
administration and was ultimately de:f'eated in a special
re!erendWil election.

No extensive study has ever been made

of the multipl.e economic and political !actors that made
the .Atkinson 01.1 Bill the ce-n ter of so much d1 spute •
I.

Statement

~ ~

TilE PROBLEM

problem.

It was the purpose of this

study (l) to investi-gate the circumstances that seemed to

warrant this le6islati on; {2) ·to study the important aspects
of the bill 1 tse lf; ( 3-) to follow the bill thro-u gh 1 t s
heated p-o-litical battle prior to its legislative passage;.

(4) to trace the !actors that led to its defeat as a referendum measure; (5) to grasp the significance o! defeat
to Governor Olson; and (6) to determine the merits of themeasure in relationship to conservation and production.
Importanc.:!!, ~ the atudl•

·Nhen a politically -d evised

solution aimed at curbing the economic ills of the second
largest industry in California kindled a "war" bBtween large

and small oil producers and created a rift in the Olson

2

administration, a careful study ot the problem seems
warranted.

But 1.n addi ti ·on 1 this study intends to ehow

how dif'f'erent
cernin ~

:intere~t

groups viewe.d economic problems con-

oil production, and then channeled their talents

and. -energies into the arena of politics in order to achieve

their ends.

Attention has not been recused heretofore on

what mi ght be deemed one

o~

California's dramatic political

epis·odes.
Delimitation~ ~

stu d:•

Several related aspects

did not come within the scope of this study.

No atto:npt

was made to analyze the complete billJ the only nnnlysis
made was in terms of the provisions that aroused opposition.
The technical a .spe·cts of' petroleum production were only

briefly touched on.

Although much valuable informntion

might have been gleaned from the transcripts of the committee
hearings, they were unobtainable.

Both the California s·tate

Library and the Bancroft Library indicated that their attempts
to obtain the transcripts from the committee w&re in vain.
The brief information on the hearings that was obtained was
!rom newspaper articles tho. t appeare.d sporadically during
t.hat period..

Neither the Assembly records nor the· Long

Beach phone directory reveal the present ·whereabouts of the
bill's author, 11aurice Atkinson.

His firsthand recolle-ctions

might have added some interestinb sideli~hts and insights i !

3

he could have been contacted.
II.

DEFINITIONS OF

Drilled potential.

T~~S US~D

The uneurtailed amount of oil

that can be brought to the surface when state eontrol ia
lacking.
Drilling
erticientl~

and

YE!!•

The maximum area that could be

~conomically

drained by one well.

Flush production.. The yield

or

an oil well during

the early period of production and before the output would
settle down to what cou-ld be re.garded as usual for the Eield

or district in which the- drilling bad taken place.
~

2!!•

Oil that had been produced in violation -of

the- proration regulations
Marfdnnl ~·

or

t ·h e state.

A well that could not produce a maxi-

mum capacity of oil unless pumped by gas or the use of some
other artificial me.thod.

Because

or

the nature o! its equip-

ment, this typ-e or well should not have it_s daily production
artifici-a lly curtailed; to do so would force abandonment of

the well prematurely.

The term would be

s-ilrll~

to a

"-stripper well n.

Q.!! fie1d.

A general oil producing re~ion which

4

could be large or small, usually- co·n sistinc or num.~rous individual poo-ls.

It would also be a district containin.:_: a

sub-surface store of petroleum or commercial value.
Q!!-sns ratio.

The amount or cubic f'ect of ens

produced in relation to the production of

Q!! pool.
Proration,

burrel~

or oil.

A division of an oil field.

Allocation of production th3t

~u~t

be

determined among the separately owned tracts rri thin a e.ommon

source ot supply •.
Stripper

~·

An oil well was a

"strip;;cr'' ·.-:ben it

would produce only a relatively small acount of oil.
use of the term began in

19~0

The

in Oklahoma and re !erre-d to

those wells tba t produced les.s than twenty-rive barrels per
day.

Unitization or unit operations.

The consolidntion

of the separatelY owned tracts in an entire

~ool,

or a

large part of it, in which the oil resPrvoir -v!ould -be

operated as a common source

or

supply,

The total pro-

duction would be divided among all the interests on a !air
and equita-b le basis.
·:tell spacing.

Well intervals would be determined

by the peculiarities of the oil reservoir it-s el.t; there

5

-

would be no definite pattern applicable to all fields.

Wildcatting.

The drilling o! wells in tho hope o!

finding oil in territory that was not known to bo nn oil
field.
III.

ORGANIZATIOU OF TliE R!:!.UiriD.ER OF T!Ig

Chapter II.

de!'initions

appl~ed

'l'lii.:~IS

This ·chapter deals w1 th the mnny

to the term "conservation", and :pro-

vides a capsule survey o.f both unsuecessi"ul atto;;_:Jts at and
success!'ul applications of oil le.gi. s·1 a t1 on prior to 1939·

The· political and economic !actors that brauvht about the
voluntary program, with its strengths and weakncsso3, are
brought into !ocus to help understand the agitatiao by
certain interests for more stringent legislation.
Chapter

!!!•

This chapter describes th~ bleak out-

look that faced California oil producers in tho late· 1930's,
and explains the earnest attempts ot the vo~untary control

agencies and other interests to rectify what n~ pcared to be
an intolerable situation.
Chapter

ll•

This chapter includeD th'3 introC..uction

of AB1926, an explanation of its most importa..tlt provisions,
a description of the fi{;ht t ·h at ensued to ram it throuzb the

Legislature, and descrribes the et!orts ot those who fought

( .

- . . . -·

... ..

or supported its enactncnt.
Chapter

!•

This chapter is concerned ';7ith the oil

bill as a referendum measure.
strug3les

or

It ~ollo·11S the acriconioua

strangely allied interest:J whic!1 dcluccd the
ca~paign

electorate with words in a costly

righteousness

or

to provo the

their respective positions.

Chapter VI.

This chapter ex:>lores the- ran1!1c·a t1ona

of defeat to the Olson administration. the react1on2 ot
industry-connected interests. and evaluates the role

or

propaganda and publicity with regard to its impact on voter
understanding of the measure.
-Chapter

!!!•

This chapter dolves into the ndaquacie s

o! the bill it self in terms of sound petroleun p::-aeti ce !l-•
Chanter VI-I I.

This Chapter

Su:t3

up tho 1nveatigat1on

as a whol.·e and: pre sen t.s some -conclusio!'ls.•
IV..

P3Vlr:··: OF ·TH.: LIT;~!t'~TU:'B

There have been no prev.ions s -tudies ot this topic.
A number o! sources contain in!orma t1 on on th-e t:e ri t s ot

oil control statute's and o.il conservation in ~erroral.

no thorough study

or

But

the Atkinson bill's pas sa~e trsough

the 1 egislature-, it
· s referendu m ri~ht, it~ shortoocin0s
end strengths exis-t s. In f a ct ., there is a dearth or
(;.>

7
historical studies of the Olson administration

it~el!,

with

Burke's wThe Olson Regime in California," a doctoral dis-

_

sertation, later developed into a book,
Olson's _,..............._
New Deal
.

!2£ California, the only comprehensive study on the subject.
There is a great deal of literature in the area

or·

statutory legislation of oil bearing states,. but mo.st sources
had scant information on the Atkinson bill proper.

Referen-

ces containing information on oil conservation and economics
were

~tiliz.ed

·t ·o emphasize the problems of constructing a

bill that would be

comp~tible

with proper petroleum practices

and the existing political realities.
The information obtained frcm

~he

two trnde journals,

Anselea Times, Sacramento

Petroleum vrorld and Oil a..Tld Gas. Journal, and the three news-

papers, the

~

~'

and the

~

Francisco Chronicle., were a'b solute req,uisitcs in the fashioning o£ this paper.

The great bulk or information relating

to the bill's tortuous passage through the

le3i~lature and

its ienominious defeat as a referendum is based on tbese
newspaper publi.c at1ons and the trade journals.

Chapters III,

IV 1 and V reflect to a high degree the information gathered

from these newspapers and trade journals.

CBAP.rER II

I.

BACKGROUND· TO

CALIFO~l:IA PZTROLI!.'UM

Defining conservation.

DIFFICUl':.' IES

The definition or the term

"conservation" as i ·t pertain3 to ·the oil industry depends
~one's

political philosophy. scientific background,

economic affiliation, or any combination of these.
To Robert Sullivan conservation means making the

ultimate economic recovery· of o-11 ·and gas from -any petroleum
deposit.

Conservation legislation would center around waste

prevention in order to attain the ultimate in e·conomic recovery, as well as to protect tbe rights
sur .race s1 te.s occup,. a field in common. 1

or

owners whose

To the American Petroleum Institute, "Conservati.on

is an exercise ot state police power to
resources, protect individual property
safety regulations.• 2

ccc~~rve
int~rests,

natural

and make

William Kemnitzer takes a somewhat different tack.
He defines conservation "• •• as tho use of a commodity

with the maximum of et£iciency and minimum o! waste at the
~obert E. Sullivan, Handbook £! Q!!r.: an ·:l ~ ~
(New Yorka 2rentiee-Hall, Inc., 195$),pp. c~~·
2American Petroleum Institute, Petroleum Industry
Hearin·.,.s before the Te:rrroornry rrati onal t!JCononu.c Co:J!:ti ttee
(Baltimore, Maryland: The Lord Baltimore ~ress, 1942),
P·• 66.

·- -···· -·-

- -- ···-

- --- -- ----- ·- --- ·- ·· ----

·· - ---·------~

9
price established in a competitive market • .. 3

Ho also s -t ates

that "the conservation of natural resour·c ea, therefore, can
not be interpreted as non-use , but a a use- wi th minimum
waste. 114 To ignore the laws or supply and demand and to,
determine the .supply and price ot

petro~eum

arti!icially

through some g·o vernment agency would be _dl!!ic :llt.

It 1•

not easy to determine production and consumption quotas,
and "·e ventually the entire economic system might bo !creed

or

into the hands

governmentt whereupon our democratic

society would be in dang~r of collapse and we midlt rind
ourselves unde.r a dictatorial system ... 5

To Governor Olson conservation meant the minimizing
of waste involved in oil extraction and controllin~ oil
production in order to preserve the economic lifo of the
. .
6
state's
oil reserves.
.
. .

To John Lichtblau, Jos&ph Bain, and Reginald .Ragland
the esnential meaning of conservation 1a in obtainin~ the
maximum .amount o! recove-rable oil from any gh·en pool in

3
1 t er nebirth of n Vono'1olz·:lilliam Jobnson_,Kemn z 'nauc-t in t.hc -retroleum
A Critical Analysiti 2! .uconami{.N;~ York:Ha..rp;r & Erotbers,
Inc1untq of t.be Lin t ed state-s
19;i0)' p. b'2::4Ibid., p .. 76•

5Ibid-.

t

P• 63•

information, see th~ Governor'•
For more complete in Chapter IV, P• 71.
speech ot June 18, 1939t
6

------- . . .~ ---- -· --

-- ---·

~

. . . . . - ---- __.... .- "· -·- - . ---·

-· ----~

10
the best known scientific manner.

Except for Ragland the

nec-e ssi.ty of the state to use its police power to provide
the proper legislation is -stressed.?
Such wide differences regarding what constitutes
-conserv~tion

helps explain why it has been difficult to

obtain any kind of unanimity or op'inion betwe2n oil inters ateand state legislators concerning the enactment- of de-s irable-

conservation legislation.
Le5islation

!2

1929.

However, legislation governing

some phase s of the oil industry had lone; exi.s.t ed in Cali.f .ornia; completely unbridled oil exploitation had never occurred.
In 1911 legislation was passed that

outla~ed

the blow-

ing or large amounts of natural gas into the atmosphere.

A

Department -of Natural Resources was created in 1915, and it

-was in part "• •• to protect the natural resour-ces or wate-r,
petroleum, and gas from damage, waste and deetruction.• 8
These early statutes pertaining to gas and oil would ·be
amended in the 192.0's and 1930's, but the key principles

or preventing gas and oil waste and preventing oi.l from
r;ettin~

into precious water supplies remained fixed.

Unfortunately the 1915 effort of the Legislature -to

1 A more thorough examination or tho thinl:ing -of
these men may be found in Chapter VII, PP• 128-132.
8 Amer1can Petroleum Institute-, .212• £ll•, P• 540.

'

·· -~ --"

11

control oil exploitation was. prett7 ·much in vain.

Along

with the Department of Natural Resources, the Legislature
had established an Oil and Gas Supervisor.

He was to

"advise and consult" with producers in order to conserve
oil and gas pools.

The Supervisor was responsible for the

operation of wells as concerned shutting out water, well
abandonment, and other similar mat.ters.

But "he had no

errective authorit.y to curtail the production of eitbor
oil or gas, or otherwise to control the rate of exploitation of reserves where this control was contrary to the self-

conceived prot'it intere·s ts of individual producers. ,.9
California'~

uniaue position

!! altered.

The demand

for additional oil and gas legislation had fairly well
abated until 1929.

Then demands !or curbs on oil production

be_g an t.o be made by certain quarters of the oil industry.

A brief look into tha background will provide some underst-a nding.
From 1903 to 1915 California. was the leading state
1n oil production; from 1915 to 1939 California held second

place in produetion. 10 As a large oil-bearing state,

9Joseph Staten Bain., Behavior !B!! Competition· (Part
II of The Economic-s of the Pacific Coast Petroleum Industrr'
Berkeley, Californla:-bniVers1ty o£ California I~ess, 194~,
P• 68.
·
lOGuy Harold S:l:l1 th (ed.) • Conse.rvation 2f Nnturnl E!sources (New York: John ~iley and Sons, 135t), P• 369.

12
Calif.o rnia was .somewhat unique in that it was separate from
the :o il industry east o.r the Rocky- Eountains.
f~elds

California

were isolated enough !rom the m-id-continent end east-

ern seaboard that production and market policies could be
planned with. total disregard of the previously nentioned
areas..

Neither California crude no.r 1 ts refined products

were regularly earmarked fo·r any area other than the Paci.ric
Coast region.

This situation rel!lained

uncha~-; ed

even after

the opening of the Panama Canal. 11
Following

~orld

V/ar I several independent com;>anies

had become quite powerful.

Interests such as General Petrol-

eum, Associated, and Union Oil Company established themselves
as nmajors," and controlled the Pacific Coast market by a
method of "amicable cooperation." 12
But the picture

c~-mged

drastically in the late

1920's; California lost its previously described unique
position.

A hi-gh level o·f production had been nchie.ved in

the 1920's

o~ing

re~ion.

to new fields openinG in the Los

Angele~

There was unrestrained flu·sh production of the

newly discovered Los Angeles reserves with intenzive drilling,
11Myron w. Watkins, 0111 Stabilization or Conservation,
R Case Studi in the OrganiZation of lnduntriarconbrol
tNmork: arper& Brothers, 1C13'7), P• 2:;o.
12Ibid.

---

J

I

i

!

--· --- ---··· ________j
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and "!ron 1922 to 1927 production outran n9w discoveries

• • • •

nl3

This fiush production was most im;;>ortant in that

there blossomed forth in these fields large numbers
de)endent re..tin~ri.es.

n.

•

~!

in-

these numerous s:::1all re-

•

fineries showed themselves formidable ani tenacious competition • • • and they

wed~d

tt cir way into thia rich

market by underselling the major

compan~es

• • • •

.,14

The-ir

share in the California market constituted fifteen to thirtyf .ive percent.

The fluctuation is explaine-d by t he intensity

with which the majors conduc·ted the "price. wars."
Need

!2£ legislation.

In 1929 1 Cali.f'ornia had a

di.scovered cr undereround reserve of almost

4-,ooo,ooo,ooo

barrels and a drilled potential of -a bout 3'50tOOO,OOO barrels
per year. 16 Therefore, 11 the 1ni tial curt·ailment aim in 1929

and 19,3 0 was to harness the -existing

dril~ed

potential in

california and thus to conse·rve previous petroleum preserves

and to reduce production to a level where dooestic market

prices could be mainta.ined.ul7

A less immediate .goal, but

1 3Bain t 0..2. ill.•-. P • 64.
14·-.;a. tki ns, £.,£• £:-__.,
.t
p • 2'X'l
.., •

-

l5Ibid., P• 232.
lGBain,

l7Ibid.

-

~· £!!•, P• 64.

14
no less important, was to discourage a:IlY increase-a in the

potential through wildcatting or through more intensive
drilling in old fields.
In a word, stabilization of produc.tion and prices

was needed.

In an attempt to control oil exploitation the

Legi-s lature attempted to enact an -effective ·program to

curtail and prorate production o! crude .oil.

II.

LEGIS~\TION ~\ND

LEGISL\TIVE

ATTE~T3

PRIOR TO 1939

The California :~ Conservation ~ of ~·

calit"ornia Ga·a Conservation Act

or

The

1929 gave California the

distinction o! being the .fir·st state to curb excessive production o! .gas .trom oil wells. 18 .T he act empowered stat-e

officials toE
• • • supervise the drilling, op&ration, and maintenanee
and abandonment of petro·l eum and gas. wells in the state
of ·California as to prevent, as far as possible, damage
to underground petroleum and Bas deposits from infiltering water ~d other causes and. loss of petroleum
and natural gas.~~
Provisions of this law 20 enabled California to go
18 Joseph Stan1ey Clark, .T be Q!! Centur:v .!!:QE! the Drake·
1
Well to the Conservation Era (Normanl Univers~ty
o£ Okrahoma

Pres's-;-1~) ,

P·• 1?$.

-

l9J. Howard Marshall, "Legal History o£ Conservation
of Oil and Gas· in California," Legal Hiotory of 9onservation
of Oil and Gas, (Balti~ore: Section of Minerar-Law o£ the
lmer1can-Bar-Issociation, 1939),. P• 31.
2°Fox !urther details about this act and the implementation o.f its provi.sions, see tlarshall, £2• ill• ,. PP• 31-35·
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far beyond other states in controlling unreasonable wastes
of gas in that the oil producers in California be.came more

aware of . the value of oil field gas in producing oil.
Prior to . 192~ 11ttle regard was paid to the oil-gasratio, but when oil production in

cer~ain

fields diminished

along with a decline of ·underground gas pressure, a !our-year
study to investi:gate the correlation between the oil-3as
ratio was undertaken.

It was found that in

gas .h elped to rai.se the oil to the surf"ace.

~oma

!ields the

I.f the gas-

were allowed to escape in great quantities, less oil would.
be obtained because the lifting power of the gas had been
allowed to blo...- oft.. 2l.
As an outgrowth of the

stud~

the Gas Bill allowed

producers to enter curtailment agreemants _as an aid to gas
conservation.
Since unrestrained _production and the uneconomi.ca.l use
of subsurface gas prcosure are closely associated, the
bill in efrect legalized the restriction o~ crude oil
output·, particularly in areas of flush production.~2
Through this Act then, t·he state could determine
whethe-r unreasonable waste was occurring in the production

of crude oil;

turthermo~e,

any given well or field.

21

Bain, ~· ~., P•

22 Ibid.

it. could

establish ratios· .tor

Thus the Oil and Gas Supervisor,

?6. ·

.

... -

... .

. ..

.
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operating under the Director of Natural Reso·tn"ces, could

make sure that the greatest lll!lount of oil could be gained
trom a given. area by putting into ef~ct the proper "oil-gas
ratio."

Enforcement would be based on the state's police
Thus, a regulated ratio o! gas . to oil would play an

power.

indirect role in promotinB oil conservation.
Another feature ot the 1929 Act was that Which

authorized unit operations whenever o!'ti·c ials should deem
that it would protect oil and gas from unreasonable waste.
But

until 1939 unit operations had been virtually non-

existent.
~-~

Drillinr;

~·

The Town-Lo.t Drilling Act

was passed in thebope that newly opened fields would subscribe to the unit operation concept as stated in the

1929 Act.

The latter would have very little meaning 1!

indiscriminate spacing of wells in new fields were permitted.
This ·s tatute "• •• prohibited the drilling of wells to a
greater density than one to an acre in new fields.• 23 But
the provisions

or

the law did not include scientific w.e ll

spacing and excessive or wasteful drilling waa not
drastically eliminated. 24
2 3Marshallt= .22•

.!!!!!

ill• •

P• 36.

24Jose~h .sta~en Bain, .~blic Policf Toward po~petition
Pricing (Part ni of ~ .c;conomlcs 2......lli .t'S.Cl. r~c Coast
;

I

. . .. . .

- ·-.....

-· · -

..

IJ

1?
In September, 1938, this statute was challenged ~
the Cali.t·ornia

Supreme Court, and although the de·c i:sion was

doubttul, 2 5
• • • it served for several years as a deterr.ent • • . •
such /conditional as existed in the Santa Fe
a
Springs oir Field,. where wells were drilled to such
·d ensity that the legs o.£ the derricks interloeked. 2 6
~o7

But in the main the. statute was not satisfactory
becau~e

there was no way of forcing the operators

by i ·ts tepms.

~o

abide

Al thoueh regula tiona existed f'or the supe..r-

vision and regulation or- the individual well or

dr~lling

site, the bill did not
• •. • deal with the broader and equally significant
problema of overly intensive drilling., of drilling
poorly placed on the structure, or of rates of production which decrease the ultimate recovery from a

poo1.2·1

Unit drilling or cooperative pool development was next to
·impo-ssible in that each lot .o wner wanted to make the great-

est profit in ·the shortest time possible.

Petroleum Industry, Berkeley, California: University of
·C alifornia J?ress, 1945) • P• 28.
2 5william L.. Holloway t "Calit'ornia," Conservation of'
Oil and Gas, A Legal Ristop:, 1948• Blakely t. Lurpey
editor-(7li:"p.J _ :. Section o Mineral Law or the Ancric~n Bar

Associat!on, 1~49), P• 52. The author referred to the
decision as "d.oubtful" without further elaboration.
26Ibid.
P• 27.

27Bain, Public Policy Toward Competition ~ Pricing,

l
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~

Central

Co~ttee.

Another important feature o!

the Gas Conse.rvation Bill was the e-stablishment of a commission to- establi-s h proration by voluntary means. 28 Proration .and conservation laws would be administered by

~

. .

non-governmental agency acting under the Director of Natural

Resources.

Up to the time of the Atkinson bill's defeat .

the oil industry operated under a voluntary proration system.
Originally the state was d -i vided in.t o eighteen producing
districts, each containing one or more fields.

The pro-

ducers in eact field balloted secretly- in electing a committee that varied from six to twenty-one members.

The

eighteen di-s trict committees each chose a chairman, and
these eighteen chairoen composed the Central Committee. 29
The latter group chose an oil umpire who "• •• was to

determine the drilled

potent~als

of the various districts,

fields, and wells, and develop curtailment schedules
allotting the- monthly quota £or the stat8.n30
J. Howard Marshall believed that the major oil pro-

ducers were responsible for forming the Central Committee
of -California Oil .Producers.31 Without statutory provisions,
28 The voluntary program went into effect in April, 1929.
2 9see the Appendix fo_r tho voluntary ~yG tem as it
existed in 1939.
30Ba1n, Price Behavior ~ Competition, p-. 71.

31 Marsha11, ~· £!!., P• 29.
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the Central Committee was attempting to limit the production
o! crude oil to meet market demands.

Laboring under a volun-

tary· proration system· the Central Committee allocated demands
by using the monthly figures of the United · states Bureau of

Mines, which forecasted the demand tor the entire state.
Despite consc-ientious e-f 'torts on the part of the Central
Committee, the latter
.• • • have been utterly unable to adhere to any consistent plan or syste~ of proration. • • • particular
fields and particular operators have either £latly refUsed to curtail their production at all or have curtailed only to such an extent as tb.air own individual
desires have dictated.~2
William Kemnitzer defended those small operators who
ref'used to abide by t.he voluntary proration syst·em.

He f'elt

that proration placed a hardship on the small operator in
that restricted output meant higher costs and a longer time
·needed to· amortize his invest!!lent.
many

Limited finances plagued

sr:1all operators·, and in order to meet the overhead

nec.e ssary to prevent the lo.ss

or

his wells,

11

•

•

•

he is

forced to incr-ease his output in excess of the proration
orders, whereupon he becomes a hot oil runner.n33
The Central Committee o£ Cal1£orn1a 011 Producers was
£ormed in 19}0 " •. •• under the cloak o:f conservation,"

32 Ibid.
33Kemn1tzer, 22•

£!i., P• 113.

''
'

j

I

I
j

J
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according to ~)Ton Watkins.3 4
were beyond the pale ot

~his

Since re!fnins operations

group, their efforts were

directed toward the curtailment of crude oil production
by voluntary

action~

All cooperating producers ·had a

voice• as previously described, in determining the

~e-up

of the Central Committee, which was to set up allowable

production tor each of the several·tields.

/Jl

Oil Umpire

was chosen to sae t .b at each field did not exceed its quota,

but curtailment was stric.t ly voluntary.

On

the Ce!ltral

Committee, up to 1939• wore represented the seven major
integrated companiea35 and most of the independent crude
producer.s.

The Central Committee never represented le.ss

than ninety percent of the current aggregate crude oil
production within the state.36

Watkins ·believed that, in the main,

t~~

Central Com-

mittee had been success-f ul in achieving voluntary proration.37

However,

~urther

to

pro~ote

their own interests the independ-

ent crude oil producers formed the Oil Producers' sales
Agency, which bargained as a tight-knit bloc on behalt o!
3 watkins, ~·
4

ill·,

P• 233··

35Ne1 ther Watkins ·nor an:y othe:r source listed the names
of the specific seven major companies.

36 ,:ratldns, ill•
3?Ibid.

-

ill•
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the

independents within the larger stru·c ture of the

.s~ll

Central Committee of Cali.fornia Oil Producers.

However,

the Oil Producers' Sales Agency was independent
larger organization.38

or· the

~

Sharkey

nn.

ITior to the establi.s hne·nt o.f the

Central Committee, there were other attempts to control
crude producticm.

Before

19~0,

producers bad tried voluntary

curtailment programs, "but by and large, the voluntary curtailment· activities prio.r to 1930 were sporadic, limited,
and ineffective,R39

The principal reason £or this was that

there were no severe economic penalties on unrestrained production.

But by 1930 the

d~pression

prices in California and oil

had brouzht depressed

produein~

regions

ela~where;

without a program of curtailment the market uould have
collaps8d. 40 So the 1929 legislation, which had been

pattcrencd !rom a pro~rac fashioned by the federal governmont, 41 combined conservation to save preciou~ oil reserves
with a voluntary curtailment program designed to stabilize
a £altering industry.

38For additional inrormation 1 see~., P• 234.
~9Ba1n, Price Behavior~ Competition, P• 69.
40Ibi<1 .•

-

-Ibid.

41 For more in.f'ormati.on on the federal progrru::~, see
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While the Gas Conservation Bill o£ June,
mitted producers to enter into

curtail~cnt

1929~

per-

agreements,

ostensibly motivated by conservation reasons only, the program was voluntary.

In this

e~nse

conditions Ln California

in the &arly 1930 1 s involving conservation legislation did
not differ appreciably from other large oil bearing states
in the mid-We.st, Sot.itht a.nd Southwest.
In

42

1931 the Legislature passed an act which vtould have

regulated and prorated the production or oil.

This act,

known as the Sharkey Bill, 4 3 e.stablished an Oil Conservation

Commission to be chosen by the voters.

The Commission would.

be endowed with powers to determine production quotas for
fields and wells, define waste in gas and oil production, and
to curtail it.

However, this att.emp·t to establish proration

by a state commission never e;ot on the statute book-s .

It

was defeated as a referendum by the voters on Mwy 3, 1932.
The defeat was by a .margin of nearly four to one. 44 According to William Xemnitzer the de!eat came in spite of the
frantic efforts of propagandists, who even put Governor
"Alfalfa :Bill" Mu-r ray of Oklahoma on a radio hook-up to

42nolloway., ~· E::l•t P• 39.
4

3The complete text of the Sharkey Bill cnn be found
in California Statutes of 1931, p. 126?.

~emnitzer, 22• .£!!.,, P• 133-.

I

appeal to. the voters of California not to repeal their.
so-called conservation law. 45

Myron Watkins

stat~a

that the Sharkey Bill was sought

by the majors of tha Central

Com~ittee

who wanted to attain

legislative sanction !or thair program o! voluntary proration.
The bill "• •• in

s~bstanco

simply provided legal warrant

for the doing of what was already being done, that is voluntary proration ... 46 r~ven after the severe defeat the Central

Committee and the Oil Umpire continued to function in tneir
reapective capacities.
In a different vein Joseph Bain attributes defeat of

this referendum (and the later 1939 one) to the propaganda
success which was supposedly generated b7 independent producers and re·. finers. 4 7 Until the advent or the Atkinson

Bill in 1939 attempts to enact a. similar type ot conservation
law in both the regular and sp·e cial aessions
48
lature .failed to materialize •.
Fed.ernl Petrolew:1 Code.

--~~~

~~~~-=

----

or

the

legis-

Thus, until the pacsage o.f

the Atkinson Bill, California had no statutory ·provisions
4 5Ibid.

46 ·. Jatkins, .2£•

ill•,

P• 234•

4 ?Bain, Price Behavior ~ Compet1 tion, P• 71

48

Ib1d.

!
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!or the proration o! oil production.

If

nothin~

else, it

indicated that -s tate government inte-r ference in the oil

industry had been held to a minimum.
one brief period of time

From September, 1933 to

wh~n
1~y,

There was, however,

statutory proration did exist.

1955 1 the federal

~overnment

• • • set monthly qu.otas o! production !or all wells and
fields in the state in -accordance wi-th the provisions
of the Cod-e of Fair Competition for tho Petroleum Industry adopted pursuant to the National Industrial
Recovery Act •• ,_49
Under the Fetroleum Code50 proration orders were
issued by the Federal Petroleum administrator.

Sinee cali-

fornia had no state agency- to prorate the petroleum code as

did Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas, the petroleum administrator
made the Central Committee

or

California 011 ?reducers the

agency to compile quotas !or crude oil production.

This

meant that the federal administrator had not ono,_ but two
tasks.

The demand !or the state as a whole had to be as-

certained, and the demand had to be allocated ~one t~e individual producers throu..;hout the state.

Non-com:;;>liance

was to be considered as unfair co.m petition and -a violation

of the code.

The computing and compilin~ of the proper

49.:Jarshall, 2E.•

ill••

P• 23 •

50For more complete d~ta on the NIRA Petroleum
.Administration, see ~·, PP• ;o-;1 o.nd ·: .·atkin-'1, £.2.•
Chapter 11.

ill•'
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proration schedule for the state, as well _a s all-o cating this

schedule- among producers by the Central Committee, wan to be
done on a monthly basis.

All work done by the

subject to tbe approval of the Petroleum

Co~ittee

was

A~iniatrator.

Control of crude production enabled tha Preoident to
establish prices and regulate production.

was re.guired to dig a

nG\V

7edernl consent.

well, and to aid conscrvo.tion,

". • • monthly reports ware required or every a hip::~.:: nt,

as well &a its source and tice o! production. the
!low

or

the wells, and other pertinent

aver~ge

1nrcr~ation."5l

In effect, the ruling covering we-lls meant th.:l t production

of new fields or flush fields waa limited.

Thin li~to.tion

would be enforced, and an i&~~eaa~d allot~ent woul~ be tortbcoming only it oil from an older field declined, or 1! the

market demand made it seem neeessar,r.

This.,

or

cour-s e.

had the effect of discauracing the drillin~ anc devalopin~

of new wells, and t~is was to the advant~Ge or th~ major
integrated compan1es.5 2

limited number

or

Tbe independent operate=

'171 th

a

w~lls su!!ered hardship wh~n w~ll allow-

abies decreased because of either ne~ drillin~ or n market
A ,

d

u.-;.r.J.an_

r or o11 •

so under a curtailJ:lent p:;.:.o;:;ra.~ the snaller

5lclerk, ~· £!!•, P• 195·
52 .'Jatkins, 2£.• .£!!•' P• 235·

r
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independent operator could have been pushed into

ban~~ptcy,

enabling the larg_e r organizations to purchase his property

at a discount.53
The Petroleum Code did not impose any production
limitation on

operatorE~

The Code, with minor nodifications,

was essentially the same, as far a6 producticn liDitations
ware concerned, as tho former state voluntary systcm.5 4 .
. When the Petroleum Code was abolished,chaon did -not
result, according to William Kennitzer.
pire~

\'/hen th L; Code ex-

the alleged daily potential in California

1,500,000 barrols.55

~oG

about

Pressure for an. oil bill inmcdiat·ely

ensued on the crounds that if this potential becanc a
reality there would be a delue;e of oil on tho IJD.rkc t w1 th
it. ~

obvious consequences.

IIoiTever, there '::as no law, the-

wells opened, and there was being produced a.bout 750,000 B/D
(barrels daily), which

~as

just slightly core then had been

produced under the proration setup.56
Interstate Compact.
early years

or

It was being predicted in the

the 20th century that oil, the life blood of

£!!., P• 116.
54\·:atkins, .2.!l• ill•t P• 236.
5~emnitzer, ~· ill•, P• 112.
53Kemnitzer, 2£•

-

56rbid.

our mechanized society, soon would b.e deplet-ed...

But the

irony was tba t in the 1930 • s so much . oil was being produe.e d
that the surplus was resulting in cut-throat price wars.5?
Waste and overproduction could not ·b e curtailed by

federal authorities in that oil extraction was primarily
intrastate. 58 The large companies agreed to limi~ output
but

lt~..rge

quanti ties of oil were produced and marketed by

the small firms.

In. some states this was in violation of

state· ·s-tatutes a:nd becane lmown as "bootleg" or "hot" oil. 59

The

preble~

then devolved on the states, but

• • • no satisfa ctory .colution could be reached
without cooperation of adjoinin_g states a.r.rl the .federal
governm~ nt, !or to permit unlimited production in one
state whi·le the state next to it was tryin3 to curb
excessiv~ producticn would have been unSair in the
extreme.60
·
The result was thG Interstate Compaot61 approved by
Congress on February 16,

1935. 62 It was designed to prevent

5?william E. Colby, "The Law or Oil and Gas with
Special Reference to the Pllbl.i c Domain and Conservation,"

California Law Review, ~~ (L~ch, 1942), P• 267.
58However, oil and sas transported !rom one s.t ate to
another comes under the £ederal government's ri~ht to
regulate commerce-.

59colby, loc. ~·
60Ibid., P• 268.
61For a more detailed analysis or the Compact, see
Holloway, 2£• ~·• Chapter. 39.
62see Colby, loc. cit., for the lis·tin.g o.f states
that ratified the c~ml)act.
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tba physical waste of oil nnd gas and fUlfill the need far
effccti ve conr::Jervation of petroleum resources.

·l :itllin the

broad he·a ding c! conservation, the Co::1pact v;as to p:::ovide
for ex-eater ef.ficienc:r in oil extraction and: "• •• to
limit production, not for the purpose of stabilizinG price
or crcat5.ng monopoly, but in order to conserve
natural rescurce." 6'

vital

t~tis

A representative !rom California helped to draft the
Com_?act as authorized by the Legislature but the
never ratified the Compact.

I~gislature

Nor did the Legislature pass·

any legi-slation to enforce the conservation ro.easur3s con-

tained in the Compact, although the Governor sent an observer to the meetings to maintain contact.

A bit -of irony

is that the same .Legislative session which authorized the
sending of the above mentioned representative passed a
resolution later in that session cGndemning

Con~ress

for

meddlin~

and attempting to regulate the output o£ unrefined
petroleum. 64
Conclusion.

Wasteful extrao·tlon of oil wa:J the pri-

mary motivation for oil legislation in California.

But

the impetus for conservation laws was allied with the quest

ror production stabilization of the· oil in:iustry as

29California's position as an oil state changed.

The statutes

and voluntary program that existed were felt by certain
elements to be- inadequate; thus began the of.fort to enact a
bill that would_ not only foster conservation, but would
permit th-e state to it1posc

~sndatory

curbs on pr·oduce-ra in

order to achieve stabilization.

. ,'

CHAPrEI? III
OV3RPRODUCTION'

I.

T!ill

~'ffi(EATEN'S

NATUR~

CATASTROPHE

OF T1l3 PROBLE!!

Overproduction £igpres.

About a year prior to

Governor Olson's inaugural address o! January 2,_ 1939-, the

balance between supply and demand of crude oil in the
Golden State had bec.ome quite a vexinz problem.

In .Decem-

ber, 1936, crude oil production had been 584,000 B/D;
however _, b;y

Dec~Jmber,

19_3 7,_ t!1is figure had increased to

705,000 B/D·, an increase of' 121,000 B/D. 1 But '-Yhile demand
kept pace with the increase in 193?, 2 this was not the case
in

l93G.
Beginnin3 about the first o! 1933 supply

excesd

de~an1.

bo~an

On the basis of -a yearly average

to

de~and
~

dec-r eased about 60 1 000 E/D belo·,'l 1937' a average.""

Crude

oil proiu.;;ers w·e re faced with the problem. o.f C1ll'tailin-g

production in order to alien it witn market conditions.
1Allan H. Hani, "Aggressive Search !or Cil Produced
Four N"\~w Fields in 1939; Year .in Review," Petroleum 1.' lorld
XXZVI (Dcce~ber, 1939), P• 20.
2In 1937, the coa~t re5ion enjoyed a much Gruatar
market stability than the East Coast, accordin1 to C. o.

-J illson, '1 I'ucin3 Ew.ergency California .is Studyi!!.~ Conservation,'' Q!! and Gas Journal _XXXVI (Lrarch 10., 1938 J, P• 2?.

3Hr.tnd ,

~ ·- ill•
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There had been a continued expansion or procuction "• ••
in the face -O f a levelling off or decreas~s !~ demnnd for

finished products." 4

Cru de o11 pro d uet1 on averaced

30 1-000 B/D more tha:l the precedin;J year or 1937r consequently-,
30,458 1 000 barrela of crude had to be added to otorage.5
Jap ~nese

purchanes.

One

or

the

1:1an' s plight in 19-38 involv-ed Ja_p an.

reason~

for t!"le oil-

In 19:37 Ja;:&n was

takin:; 75,0CO B/D ol' about fifteen percant "CJ! C;J.lifo~·uia
cr~de oil production. 6 But in the early months of 19~8

there had be e n
hacls of th8
Jou~nal

Q

drastic dro9 in exports.

defe~t

LV~~

en the

of the Atkinson Bill, the Qi1

~

Q!!

stated that

For several yeurs Co.lifornia n:arkatcrs h:,vc used the
Japanese market as a balancing item to absorb surplus
producti..._n • , • if t ~i3 mark~t outlet is C".l"!; o ff i ·t
may mean n severe reduction in ~rude oil production to
ke ~ p .:m:;Yply anj do:ns....J.d. in line;/

! Texan Einpoints !h! blame.
Railroad Commission, ·r~'ir. E.

o.

A member or the Texas

Thompson, stated tb~ t rugged

individualism among Cali!orn-ia. oil men was rco,onsible tor

the latter's isolation in reference to the Oil Compact.

This

4 Willson, !2£•

£!!•
5nand, l.Q.£. ill•

---

6 "0pposition to Cole Bill Spreads~" Oil an d Gas
Journal, XXXVII (Dece~ber 7, 1939), P• 2~.

-

7Ibid .

'
- --

.. .. -- .

-

- ·--· -

- - ..J

\vould not cha.Il6e so. lonr:; as enough cpere.tors accepted the
theory tho.t the Pacific

"Co~st

region e.n-1

th~

CricL.t uere

:.::.~.

no.rr:al :c:.arkets !or crude ani refine<! oil.

Thocyscn

cuzgeztcd the. t C3 lifo.rn.io.. coue up ui th a s·oun-1 ;lru1 to reduce. drilling operations and gear it to the
home .me.rl:etz. 8
II.

w~s

situaticn.

of

CZUTRAL COM!JITTZE E!-HJllAVOR.S

The Central Committee,
fornia,

con~m.my;tion

tb~

volw:..t ar:r agen(;y in Cali-

having cnly limited. success .in c or•inc v.·i th the
In early_ !.:arch, 1938 , it attem p t ~' cl to curtail

crude pro=.u.c tion by 100 1 000 B/D; e.n actu·nl red::.lcticn o!
30,000 E/D took placo.9

The lack of success in brinsine

about tho :!ull reduction was owing

to. the

non-cooperation

of operators, principally at 'Nilmin~ton and Lon3 no.ach Harbor Ocction. 10 Also, at l::lk .Hills, the diGtric"t ";"las o.v erproduc.in ~ 1, 532 13/D, with Richfield the chief o.f.f-Jnder. 11
Another major company12 \vas taking allov:ablcg from its San
8 L. r .. Stockman, 1'Thomp son Warna California Bofore
Los An~eles A. P. I.,. " Oil -~ Gas Journal., X.UVII
(April 20, 1939) 1 P• 70.
Q

Seek Quick

J~.ction

s tron.~ I.ia.n Gats Re su 1 ts, " Fe trolcu~
XXXVI (January, 1939) 9 P• 2~.

;·,' or ld,

"'L. P .
Legislature, ...
10

Stockrl~n,

Q!! E£

"C-~lifornio.ns

·by

~ JoJ.rn<:>-1, XXXVI {IJarch 1 '/ 1 1938), P• 24.

Ibid-.

1111Hew

12Petroleum. World did not provide the name of t:-J.e company.

-
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Joaquin Valley holdings and using them in their
fields. 1 3

Ven~e

Although the Central Committee bad established in
January·, 1939,

8·

state production goal of 600~000 B/D, 14 the

actunl production figures were £ar over the
riGUre.

OVerproduction was

t~~ing

establishe~

tankage facilities to such

an extent that. it was !cared that if production rmo not

reduced in sixty days, all availnble tankage would be in
une. 1 5 At r.~~ rate, the storage problem rcnained throughout 1939 •

.E!.£1 Findinr; Comm.i ttee rep-ort. 111 th the situation
still "-grim" in 1939, a Fact Finding Co:nmittee made a report

to an. executive committee of California Independent Operator·s
on

~arc~

'l, 1939 1 in Los

Angeles~

It acknowledged certain

weaknesses in the present· voluntary curtailment

pro~ram

and

made recommendations for changing the objectionable provisions in the present set-up.

The Committee stated that

seventy-eiGht percent of the producers cooperated nnd that
1:7

.:Jn~iew 3.trong

:r.:o.n

Gets Results," loc. ~i~.

14Ibid.t p. 22.

l5L. P. Stoc~nn, ~cali!ornia Operators Vote on Cur-

~ill!~c:t t , ~~

p.

:o ..

£!!

~ ~ J ou:!'Ilal , x;:::~Vll

(l.:OXch lG , 19 39) 1

j
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twenty-two percent did not cooperate with the Central Committee.16
The Committee's report recommended_ t~t the present
organi2ation be retained along with an
Oil Umpire's duties.
report.

enlarge~ent

of the

There were two important parts in the

One was that allotments would not be transferrable

without speci!ic justification.

The Umpxe and Central Com-

mittee would be- not.ified of the intent tv
would have to give their approval. 1 7

Ciran~.fer

potentials
of less than 25 B/D would be exempt from curtailnont. 18 In
~he

other

second proposal was that all wells

and

~ords,

~ith

they would be able to produce to capacity.

Not

only would the small well operator be satisfied but proration
administration would be simplified.
Trade journals propose

r ~,:rnedies.

On the basis of the

Fact Finding Committee's report Petroleum World stressed

that here was a splendid opportunity for the industry to
prove that it could police itself.

If the recommendations

were .adopted immediately there- would be no need for the
16 "Fact Finding C.ocnittee !!.akas Its Report." Petroleum

World, XXXVI (March, 1939) 1 P• 32.

l?Ibid., P• 33.
18This would af'fect some 11,000 wells.
Petroleum_World, XXXVI (March, 1939), P• 27.

"Editori-al,"
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Atkinson Mll.

We have now progressed some distance alon~ the road
to socia.liDm, at least to the point where sta te control

of tho oil industry might be a danzerous thintil not only
for the busines-s but for the pu-b lic 1 t serves. 9
The Oil and Gas Journal ,editorially admonished its

readers that "the emergency. in California is- driv i n~ hone
the conviction that effective regulation is dependent upon
state conse.rvation legislation, as h.s.s -b een de!!lonstrated
in other etates.n 2 0

In the same

is~e

writer

c. o.

Willson· maintained

that with the outlook bleak for 1938 many
an d

s ~ all,

after the

~perators,

major

favored a state conservation act patterned ·,
mi~-continent

states.

•support tor the conservation

act is based on the realiz-ation that voluntary activities
are temporary eXp,dients which usually !all short of their
goal of stab111zation." 21
Governor Olson affirms his position.

·:ihile two-

major trade journals, one national in -scope and the other
se-rvin :~

ho~

the coastal region, had different outlooks regarding

'·
,
California might

resolve the oil crisis, Governor Olson

let his feelings on the subJect be known in his
address.

In the address delivered to the Senate nnd Assembly

l9Ibid.
20

21

in~u3Ural

·~'111
cit.
" 1 son, _.22•
_
Ibid., P• 27.

36
in Joint Session on January 2, 1939,. Olson said in part: .
·. • • • I have long been committed to the proposition
that where a service is or becomes neces!lary to the
daily life or existence of ell the people and is in
effect a monopoly~ it should be owned and operated by
the people through their government. In this field of
public utilities • • • private corporations owning or
controlling· the natural resources o! the State . . . ..
should be no more than a nonprofit service to the
general public for its health, com!ort, and welfare.
In accordance with this principle, this administration
will, in all possible directions. furth~~ public ownership and operation of public utilities.
Describing how earlier in its

hist~ry

California bad

been under contr.o l of those who bad gained enormous ·p rot'its
from exploitation

or

natural resources., Olson stated that:

Since then, privately owned public utility interests

and powerful oil and gas producing and distributing "interests, have again moved in 'a nd have been exercising

control of legislation and adm"inistration to such an
extent that the natural resources or water, power, oil,
and gas have been exploited primarily for tba enrichment of such intere.sts. These resources have not been
protected and their exploi ta·tion has not been re.gula ted
in the inte~est of the people.
He added that "It shall be the· policy of this admin-

istration to conserve and protect our great natural resources
2
and control their exploitation in the common intcrest.• 3
It would appear from the foregoing that the ·G overnor

had in mind some kind

or

legislation app.licable to the oil

22 Inaugural Address of January 2, 19.39, in Stanley
Mosk (comp.), State Pauers !!!!£ Public Addresses ~ Oloo.n,
Januar:, !222-January, t~43, Selected by Stanley i-iosk,
Execut1ve Secretarl to
e Governor (Sacramento: ~~a.rnia
State Printing Off ci; !;42), p.

!o.

23 Ibid.

3?
industry.

This feeling may have stemmed

private lew practice where he

n •••

fro~

his earlier

had come to know a

number o:f 'independent' oil operators and. had been impressed
with the idea that they were exploiters, interested in
getting all they cou.ld out o:£ their wel1s here and now. " 24

IV.

COUCWSION

Overproduct.i on tms a fe.at or pe·trole.um. life, end it
seemed to pinpoi-nt the need for action either by the industry·
or the

politic£~1

machinery of the state.

The Governor and

his supporters were now ready to act.

24nobert E. Burke, "The Olson Ra.g ime in California
(unpubli~hcd Doctor's thesis, The University o! California,

Berkeley, 1950), P• 290.

CliAPrt:R IV

A LEGISLATIVE
I.

VIC~ORY

INTRODUCTION OF THE BlLI,

Maurice Atkinson, Assemblyman trom Long Beach
(63rd District) and journalist by profession., introduced
his bi.ll January 24 1 1939.

Read for the first time on

Januar3 24, 1939, it was referred to the Committee on Oil
Industries, a r..ine man committee o·r · whtch freshm.n Assemblyman Atkinson was ·c hairt4.an. 1 Atkinson •.s bill, AB1926, was

"• •• a bill which had been handed to him by CIO leaders
representing oil workers." 2 CIO sponsorship is readily
explainable.,. If prod.uction could bo regulated,. it would

probably stabilize employment and maintain wage $Cales in
the industr;r. 4

1 Josenh Beek anJ Jack Greenburg (coo~s.), Final

Calendar g! Legislative Busi~ess {3r~ Sess~on ~f!ornia

I..eF~slature (Sacramento 1 Cal~for-n1 a ~tate .t·rl:nt..Ln3 O.tfl.ce,

1939), P• 19.

2 Robe-rt· E. Burke, Olson •s New Dea.l for California
(Berkeleyz u. c. Press., 1953), p.-r!6.
--

3In one of the henrings, Assecbly.man Thomas Y.uchel
had asked Atkinson if the roea~ure was not a CIO sponsored
bill. The reply .waa thnt it had been dra!ted. ~ lnr~e part
from the ITcw l!exico lmv by CIO oil \'.rorlcers off~cials.

-

Sacranento Bee, March 23, 1939, P• 20.

---.,;,..;;..;"""-

4"Industry Stueies New Contro·l . Bi 11," Petroleu:cr i:orld,

XXXVI (February, 1939), p. 18; Burke, "The Olson
California," P• 291.
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The text of the act had been borroNed from the New
Mexico statu·te, ". • • generally conceded to be the best of

the 1!id-Cont1nent laws, and recommended. as a n:>del statute
by

the .Mineral Section o! the Ame·rican Bar Association. "5
II.

TIU F'JLLY A?..lliNDED .BILL

AND ITS

I.t~ORTA!iT

PROVISIOilS

The final version ot the . bill6 is presented fir·st·

for better understanding; tbis is followed by an account
of the important amendments and committee
determin~d
~he

hearin~

that

the bill's final wording.
Oil and Gas Conservation and Control Commission

that would be established would have considerable authority.
The Commission would be composed of the Director of Natural
Resources, Director of Finance,

Works.

a~d

Director of Public

The latter two would serve without remuneration,

but the .Natural H3so.urce Director would re-ceive $4 1 .000 1. as
he was the chairman nnd administrative officer.?

5Editorial. "Voters at Sea as Pigs and nharks Appear

on Billboards in Oil Control. Camp·a ign," Potroleum World,

XXXVI (October, 1939), P• 20.

6 This is in re!arence to the bill as it ~as last
amended on June 7·, 1939.
?Assembly Bills California !929

California Sta ti Pr~ting
AB1926.

(Sacrcmentoz

Office, ~~' poction 3 of
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Specifically, the Commission would have the following authority z

a. It was to regulate the rate ot crude oil production
to prevent waste.

Thus, it could prohibit overproduction

or

c·r ude .o il,. both surface and underground.

Both eurtace and
underground waste were explicitly defined. 8 In order to

be effective, the Commission was required to choose a start
based on professional competence under civil service laws.
b ,. The Commission was required to prorate the pro-

duction rate for all the fields in the s·tate and for all the
wells in each .field.

In other words, it ·was to· allocs.te

field and well allowables.9

However, transfer of allowables

would not come under the Commission's jurisdiction.
No well could be· allotted less than twenty-five
barrels daily. 10 The Commission would establish a state
produc ti.on figure tha. t would not be lowe-r than the oil
needed for current consumption within and outside the state.
In arriving at the !i~e of state demand, ·the Commission

was prohibited from permitting other seasonal additives or
withdrawals f'rom storage. 11
·
8

Ibid.~

section 10.5.

9 Ibid., .section 12.
1o!.2,g., Section 11.
11 Ibid.

-
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c.

To~-lot

pools-pools where wells are drilled to

a greater den5ity than one well to five aeres--crould be prorated on the basis of. well potential.

With ttH:l exception

of town-lot fields, the Commission was

e~powered

li~h

a well-spacing

pat~ern

ing of unnecessary wells.

in -order to
But an

p~vcnt

o~erator

to estabthe drill-

could not be

,

denied t he righ.t to drill on prope-rty smaller than the
spacins pattern, although the Commi.asinn could impose on

his a proportionate cut in the allowable production.

The

Commins! on was not a.l!llJOWorea rl th tha fL"ero.g c.ti w of -prohibitin3 the drilling of wells. 12
d -. The Commission had the right to establish drilling

units; this involved well spacing in a given field, so long
as there was agreement by the operators in that field.

How-

ever, there was a limitation on the Commission's authorization. to fix the spacing of wells 1 1 t could no·t fix a drilling unit in excess of to·r ty acres as a basis for the develop1

ment or operation of any pool capable or production. 3
Commission was .also emrowered t ·o adopt

e.~-yy

plan, subject

to operatQr•s approval, to distribute the allowable production in a particular tield.-14 It was hoped that this

The

42
would encourage the operators to reconcile their differences

voluntar.ily and make it easier for the Commission to administer the law in such a field.
e • Action by the c-o ::.m:fssicn, incl.u.:lin.::-; the issuance

subpoenas, must be based on professional

econo~ic,

geo-

logic, or engineering evidence, and must be

sub~itted

in an

o~

open

heo.rin~.

Unanimous con-s ent of the Commission would enable it

to

~ssue e~ergency

than fifteen

d~.ys.

orders which would be effective no lonBer
Any

operator who felt that the Commi-s ~ion

had acted unjustly could seek redress in court, either at
his plo.ce of business, location of land, or Los

An~eles.

_T he-

choice wan his.

f. Administration o£ the law would be financed by a
t~~

on each barrel of prouuotion.

imposed on the

amou~t

A maximum limit would be

-of money the Commission could expend,

but it could levy, assess, and collect the noney as prescribed by law. 1 5
g. The Commission had the

ri~ht

to

conii~cate

illegal

or "hot" oil;- it could regulate the. distribution of refinery
products when made !rom crude oil that was produced in excess of prescribed_limits.

Profitin~

from t'!ie llid-Continent

15Ibia., section 24.

!

I
J
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proration legislation concernlng '1hot" oil tne act prohibited
buyers end tranepo.rters from taking

11

hot 11 o·il or its products.

In earlier years these J,! id-Continent st9.tes had an im'lJO.ssible

policin& problen: exces.s cruc!.e oil production. was forbidden,
but tru.nsporliers end buyerz: \'Tare not for.bidd.en by the 1aw to
take "bot" oil.

With transporters and

b~rs

belG accaunt-

able it was not necessary to place surveillance over

~very

well in the state, in itself,. a physical impozcibility.
h. ·The Commission was empowered to collect. data on

all phases of oil production.
the Governor and the

Data would be

~zislature

sub~itted

to

tor study and tha possible

need for further legislation t ·o carry out po.licic s of the

net,
1. The

Con~ission

would have the power to test all

oil ond. gas welle, plants, tanks, refineries,

tr~~sportation

equipment and .tacili ti.es, an well a·s to exa-:d.ne prQperties.,
leases, books,. anil records. 16
Pow-er.s

~

enforcement rnacflinery.

ThG ban:ic regu-

latory powers that have been enumerated with ao~G explanation
consti~~te

a small part of tbe bill.

Mid-continent experience

16Infor:na .t io.n about provisions is derived fro.m Assembly
Bill!3 Qill~o:rf'lia~ ~; PP-troleum World (Octob0r, 1)39),
2J-21; und .L.. P. Sto..;km:m, 11 Cal£1ornl.a Conserv:1tion Aot V.ay
Face Referendum," Oil a•·1d Gas Jou:rna.l , X}DCVII (June 29, 1939),
PP• 15-16.

had shown that only a small part or the bill need deal with

The- re.gulatory powers stated in AD1926 were
sho-r t and :s1mple. 1 7 The legal machinery necessary to en.-

regulation.

force the lacr against o!tenders took up most of tbc act.
a -~t,

The great bulk of the

then, set up the procedure which

the Commission was to tollow in issuinG orders or applying
recedi-e s to- violators

or

the act.

The procedural requirements imposed

by

the Commission

followed the usual provisions found in all regulatory
Comm1 sG....; ons. 18 Tha operator was protec~ed a5ainst arbitrary
action by the Commission and was -g uaranteed

hearing_::;~

before

the Commission and the courts.

I~uortant

differences in

~ ori r, in~

act.

Following

the initial introduction the bill was first subjected to

hearings and

a~endment5

.t!arch 14, 19,;9. 19

by the 011 Industries Comnittee on

Accordine; to the Independent I'etrolewn

end Consumers • Association, these hearin;;s

nr~a

the subse-

quent public hearings in April produced

co~siderable

mony.

typin ~

"Over 160 page s o.f cingle spaced
1

7Petrole~ Wo-rld, !.C!£• ill• ·,

18Ibid •. , P• 21.

l9Boekt 22•

£!!.,

P• 490.

testi-

on lec;nl

! -
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size paper were required for the lengthy testimoey.

More

than 100 changes were made during twelve or fi!toen separate
hearings." 20
Prior to the first amendments of March 14 1 1939, the
original draft stated that the Commission wao to consist of
the Governort· the Director of llatural Resources, and the

Director of Finance.

The Governor could appoint aom·e practi-

cal oil man to take his p·l ace.

Commission mombera w.o uld be

paid out of an oil conservation fund which would be caintained
by placing a charge of

one-eighth o! one percent on the pro-

ceeds· of al·l oil and gas produced.

l!arch amendments

21

~ bearin~s.

r/hen an.cnded on

l.tarch 14, 1939, the three-mem·b er c·ommis!lion was to be appoint-ed by the Governor with the Senate ·•s consent.

.commissio·n ers' salaries would be 5"8tOOO.

The

The Govcrn.o r could

appoint any one he wished so lone as the appointees were
not stock or bond holders in any oil co~PaDYt and eo lon3 as
they did .not enjoy any official relationship with an oil
compa.n;r. 22

The oil ~onservation fund set-up was chanced; the
20Pamphlet Box· of Literature fro~ 1939 politicnl campaign (Bancroft Library, UniversitJ of Califcrnia)
21 Assembly Bills,. 22.• ill•, Section 25.
22

Assembly Bills, .2£•

ill•,

Section 3·

.. ..

--..

·-· -· ,..
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Department of Natural Resources would impose char~cs which
would ·be paid into the State Treasury,
~other

important amendment was

th~t

there would bo

no curtailment o! ·wells with potentials or· ten or tewer
barrels daily.
About · five weeks· elapsed be!ore the bill would
go additional amendments.

un~er

But in this 1nt·erval, evaluations

were being made by interests !riendl1 to the bill anJ by

those hostile

t~w3rd

it.

The Petroleum World o.b served that many of the bill 'a

supportors were not crazy about it, "• •• but they believe
that alternative is preferable to the 1negu1t1en o! volun-

2
tary curtailme·nt or to federal control. " }
Excluding wells with po-t entials ot ten or !ew.er

barrelc daily would gr~n the support o! omall -operator&.

But it was the composition o! the Commission that concerned
the trade journal.

It brought into the picture the quos.t ion

ot unionization since most small companies .ec ployed n·o nunion labor. 24 . conceivably the Governor could appoint a
CIO advocate or sympathizer, and "in this case· tho· Com-

~

miss·ion I:lit;ht conceivably, it is alleged , !orco the operator

!
!

to employ union labor on n penalty o! bein~ aborted on his

23 ''Pro&!ress o! t!lC Oil Control Bill,"
XXXVI (April: 1939) 1 P• 21.

<

Petrole.um ··;;orld,

24Ibid".
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a1lotoent." 2 5

It would thus be possible for the commission

to be wracked with politics to the detrim8nt of non-union
operator3.
The Oil Industrie3

Cor~ittee

oil industry conditions on L~h 21,

bagan its study or the

1939. 26

Passace was

urged by representatives ot the Navy, tho Interior Departmcnt, and the oil crorkers.
Oppon-:lnt.s o! the measu:-e, including Willitut Murphy

of the Independent Petroleum Dealer's Association, claimed
that the bill would increase gas prices by limiting production, and compared the measure with the referendumdefeated Sharkey b111, 2 7

E. G, Starr and IIa.rold Morton, representative-s

or

small producers, told the committee that producers were
cuttinz production voluntarily, and they feared that if the
measure vre.re passed, t ·h c producers would be denied equitable

proration.

Starr declared that "in Texas where a sioilar

law is in effect, the talk is you go and buy your allotment."28

Another

represont~tive

or

the independents stated

25 Ibid.
26

;.

News item,

Sacramc~nto ~, ~rch

22, 1939, P• 6, col.

27 Ihid.
28
news Item, Se.crn.!!!ento Bee, .March 23, 1939 9 P• 20,
co·l. 2.
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that r.a.ny small operators !eared com·i ng out openly ac;ainst

the oeasure for they thought the major concern :mi_13ht impose
eccno.:::ic repr-isals on them. 2 9
Arthur Fisher, repre·sentntive of' the· independents,
n. • • declared tho. t . a proposed provision in the
bill which would prohibit proration except· among pro-

ducers o! 1,000 barrels or more per day, r.ould sr::oke

out the fact that the majors are actually the people

behind t-~i s b1.1!. 11 30

Allen U. Hand, petroleum

econo~ist,

the voluntary program was ineffectual

testified that

becau~e

of lack

or

enforcenent ability and that overproduction was threateninJ; the industry.31 Fi.sher's 1,000 B/D provision would
not ·w ork. according to Hand.

have

oul~

one well and

by

"He· declared one fire migh.t

its allotment o!

l,ooo,

succeed

in drainin:3 oil .from several surrounding walls 0\vned by a

company _placed on a proration basis. "'

2

.l

qith the public bearings completed on April 4, 1939,3'

some· committee members were hesitant about voting to send
tho bill to the floor.

Their approval would have been

forthcomin 5 if the bill had contained a

t~o

year limitation

2 9uews i ·teo, Sacramen.t o ~' April 5, 1939, .P• 6.

30 Ibid.

31 Ibid.
32 Ibid.

3·3 Ibid.
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so tlk'lt if it proved to be injurious either to the public
or the industey, it could be termin·a t.ed be!ore extensive
damace could be done.3.4

ADril

~~endments.

amended on April 21, 1939,

~hen

tho co:r.mission would be able to

:~ake

rules and reculations

for detarmininG the spacing o! wells.

But the con~ ittee

would not have any authority to !ix a dr11lin~ unit in excess of forty acres as a basis far tho development or
operation or any pool capable or production.

In tho

sa~e

Section 10, there was deleted the right of th~ commission
to ma~e rules and regulations requirine the operation of
wells with e!!icient gas-oil ratios and to fix

euc~1

ratios.35

Any vi·o lation or the ·a ct would be considered as a ois-

!elo~

demeanor rather than a

~ amendments

S!f

Llay 2

as was origi·nally 1ntcnded.3

!!E. ~·

6

As runen1ed on Ua;y 2,

1939, ~ important addition was that. the oo~caion could
prohibit the transfer o! ~y allowable !roc one field to

rmother.37 The Oil Industries Committee brouc;ht forth a
"do pass ns a,ended," rocommondation and the ·b ill was once

-' 4 Ibid.
351his was restored in Section 10 o! the !innl approved
version.
36 As-sembly Bills, .22.• ill•' Jec·tlon. 22.

37~·•
. Section 12.

. .. ·- -······ -· --· ·- · -- _________ _ j
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nore ordered reprinted and enr;rossed on ;:.a~T 2, 1939 •.3·8
on May 8,.
~ss~mbly

1939, Atltinson made the I:lotion

for the

to consider the bill and debate it as a special

order of busine-ss ~or ~ 11 at 2:30

r. 1!.39

However, on

1.!ay 11, Atkinson made the motion that tho bill be withdrawn
from the calendar and re-rc!erred to his committee. 40

Thu3, the cornmi tte\3 ' ·s recommendation ot a "do pass as

amended" was not acted upon.
The

-a.doptcl on

a~endnents

1~ay

to the .Atkinson measure v.·hich were

25 were of special signi!ico.nce in t .h a t some

of them had been proposod
42
meeting or Uay 24.

b~ the Governor41 in an avenin~

The commi.ssion would be coruposed o! the Director o!
H'atural Resources-.as chairno.n, the Director o! ;·'llblic Works,

and the Director of Finance.

Two members would con9t1tute

a quorum.; ·there would be no compensation; the .commi!:ei.o n
would reside in Los Angelea; the Director o! Natur~ Re... _ aet.·4 3
sources would carry ou·t the provi I! 1 ons. o t t .;..w-

38Beek, 22• £!1•• P• 490.
39 Journal of the Assecbll:

durins the

1M.

•ue

~ s~e~ion

(Sacr3-.~ento: Californ1.a t)tate alntin~ office, l '; ;'J;. P•
40

roia.,

P• 1973·

4l.Ar.lendments specifica-lly pro·p osed by the Governor
Nere not made knoml.

42news item, saer~nento ~' Cay 25, 1939, P• 22.
4 3Asseobly Billa, ~·

£!!•t
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commiDsion was also to cake a study o!

th~

It was to gather data dealing with all

pbas -~s

entire

indus~ry.

of the 1ndustr1•

.

'

1 -·i

;:

Their

findi~gs

. :l

were to be reported, anJ they were to uuggest

: i .

further legislation that miGht be needed tor c3rrying out
policies o! the act more etroct1Yol;r.

44

In ro,:;:trd to the

cha.n[!os, "Atkinson said the purposa or th.o ""'~~~-~ !"! :nto is

to

e~tnblisb a

toundation tor doalaring thA oil

in~u~triea

a public util1ty."45
IV.

SENATOR WAGI SUB!.:IT.3 A~l OIL nlLL

Because or tho !allure or the AaaoMbl1 to act on
i ::

the bill, Sanator J. I. Wa~ of Kern County 1ntro1uced bia
bill on ~~ay 12, 1939· 46 He had requeste-d a rutJh orue-r on
the printing so that it could be di-stributed to oil j')rodu-cers
in time !or the .Senate Oil Industries Comdttee bearing on
J ;._

~ay 18.

So~e kind o! leg1slat1~n wss needed, accoriin~ to

t>

! -.

tho Senator, since a certain percentage or operator2 Just
would not cooperate 1 this would cause a decline in price•
r
. 4?
which would mean walls shutting do-.fn and asn out o wor ~.

-

'

.J

j : : -,
'' .-.
~ .
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'·

~., section
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The bill was Wag;y' s own creation, an<l 1 t would ".

• •

\.-

set up the prasent commission ac!ministerin::; the volun-tc.ry
o~l

curteilment act and

-th~

-

State· Division of Lands aD the

ad.o.inistrD_tors ot the nev! act. n4B

The

conmi~aion,

however,
.

would be ablE" to 11"-B.ke 1t9 decision a entorcoa.blo.
Vacancies would ba tilled
b~ oo~~o~ed

-bj

the- Governor, 1\11.1 the

coc~ission

would

industry.

-No company could have more tban one roprosenta-

tive- on the commission.

.
~

or twenty-eight

'.~l!l~

This,

me~bors

~

~

i

l

':

of the

contP-nd.od, would pr&-Y ent

either the najor or independent groups !ro~ doainntin~ the
coi!I.I!liss-ion. 4 9

·. . 1 '
. ! :

i '

Th.e Senate Oil InduRtries Committee, by n tour to
one vote, recommended a "do pass" on the ~7ar;y Oil Control
Bill SB1269 1 which would establish a -co~,ulsory oil proration progr~~ similar to the voluntary one in artect.
Ad.!ninistration of the law would be 1n the han- ~s ot the DS.-

rector

or

Natural Resources.

~aav clai~-·d h~ ~ • • • in-

•

~

Ov

~ baa been tak!~ by the
troduced the b-1 11 becR.uso no actio.....

Asse~bly on the Atkinson bill and bec-a use tbe k"reaent
t -e-igh .. perce~.t et!ectiva. •

"50

voluntary progra11. is only eevan Y
·"
51 •ent to t b •
en~te on Jun9 7, 1939,
S
th
e
passe
e
~
bill
d
Th

48~.

·:

49~.
50SacrP..mento

-

51 Beek, loc. -cit.
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53
Committee on Oil Industries in tbe Assembly June 8, and died

1n that Committee on June 20,52 when it was voted from com-

mittee without action.
The Wagy bill did not

sponse fron the oil industr,r.
split.
i

I

any kind or

Independ~nt

una.ni.mou~

operators were

control the commission.

Proponents cla-i med that they were

into overproduction by those operators who

spurned the producticn -a llo-t ments of -the Central Comm1ttee.5~

Also, Olson had stated that if the bill eame to his desk

i

he would veto it because control of the industry would

I

remain in_ the hands- of the oil compan1es.54

j

re-

One group Claimed that the majora would ultimRtely

bein~ ~oroed

I

~et

Ve

OLSON DECIDES TO- FIGHT FOR PASSAGB

Caucus action

~ ~

.Governor.

On May

27, 1939,

Speaker Peek w1 thdrew the l.iay 25 amended bill from the calen-

-

dar and re-reterred ·i t to- the 011 Industries Comni.t tee.-5 5

He repeated his actions on June 8 aLter minor additional
committee amendments were adopted on June ?.·56

On the

52Ibid.
53sacramento ~ .. 12£• cit.
54sacramento Beel Jtine 13 1 1939, p. 2.

55Journal .2! ~ Asse:nblz, ~· cit., P• 254~·
56Ibid., P• 2815.

.:-·

i

basis of

th~ 3~eake.r's

action, the Saera.oento Bee could

report on June 9- that it

se~ med

most unlikely that any oil

bill was rr.oing to get through the Legislature.57

On June 8 1

~cocratic

members of the .Assenbly h-a d

held a. caucus and had decided to leave the l.tldnson Bill

in

cor.un ittee~-

to study the
~P

ngroe~

It he.d
indu~~ry

to appoint an interim commission

whose recol!Ulendati.ons -w ould be brought

at the next regular

s~ssion.

The ccucus

w~s

reluctant

·to take more positive action because of the nee.rncss o£
adjourruncnt.

A few days a.rt.e r the caucus convene d , a carr.-

ple t ·e reversal was ·to take. place.
On June 12, Olson called a c.aucus of Democrats5

8

to

discuss the possibility of re-opening the oil control bill
or to leave i t buried in committee.
action

beccu ~ e

he had

r~eei~ed

Re warr takins ttis

reque sts from t he

Gccr~taries

of the Interic:r· anct 1favy for sone positive- results on the
b111.59

Governor Olson wc.n being subj-ected to intense

pressure by the national administration, especially

E~rold

Ickes, the wa tchdog of conserv£tion, to secure passage

or

57sacra mento B~e, June 9 _t 1939, P• 20.

58 In the Sacra~cnto Bee of June 12, 1939, P• 3, re-

ference ia ma.de first to a --caucus of Democrats, -a nj then
late-r i.e. the same article, reference is Mde to a caucus
~emocr ~ tic leaders.
59,..
>~acra m.ento ~'"
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the bill.

60

55
Also, on June 12. Olson had consulted with re-

presentatives or seventeen major and minor oil companies
which had requested that some action be taken in this session tor a bill that would conserve the State's. petroleum
-supplies. 61

On

the -evening of June 12 Olson and a caucus

Democratic le·aders decided to make the attempt to withdraw the bill !rom committee. 62 Thus tar Speaker Fee.k bad

-O!

managed to keep the bill bottled up in committee.

As

R. E. Burke stated,
Speaker Paul Peek had at· fir.st tri.e d to hold the
measure back, knowing that it had the support o! some
of the major oil companies and might brine the administration to grief, but • • • the Governor had
secured ,fpproval of the measure by a Democratic
caucus. 6 '
Prior to the decision arrived at on the evening ot

June 12 Olson and his party leaders had given their endor-sement to another oil connected b111. 64 With only ·minor opposition, the Assembly .h ad passed AB2878 sponsored by Democratic Assemblyman John O'Donnell ·of Woodland.

Introduced
on June 12 the bill passed the Assembly the following day. 65
The bill established a. five member commission appoihted
60Burke, "The Olson Regime in Calitornia,n P• 292.
61

sacrarnento

~~ ~· ill•
~' June 13, 19 39 • p.

62
...s..a.;.;;e.-r.. ,a. . ,:n....e.iiiin,..t....,o
2.
6 3Burke, Olson'!!~~ !2.£ California, P• 117.
64
sacramento ~' June 15, 19·3 9, p .. 3.
6
5Beek, Q£• cit ... , P• 664.

b7 the Governor.

The group would evaluate the voluntary oil

control proeram and then submit a raport to the Governor and
the Legisla.t ure.

The bill was read in the Senate for the

first tillle on June 15t 1939.

It went to the Finance C.om-

mittee on June 1? and was referred to the Committee on Oil
Industries. It died in ·c·o mmitt.ee on June 20.·66
~

floor

~ ~

lobbyist pressures.

and other administrative leaders were

.~~ile

caucusin~

Olson

and making

their decision• a decision which brought violent disagreements from some of those prescnt,"6'7 the Asse:o.bly. was engaged
in a has-sle that same evening, June 12.

fully stymied Atkinson's attempts

tl

.

..

That body success-

to have the Oil

Industries Committee excused .!rom the House se.ssion so the
bill could be reported out." 68 ~wo comments that perhaps

reflected the .Assembly's feelings were made by Gerald Kepple

o.r Lo.s· Angeles and Frederick Houser, a member o.r the Oil
Industries Committee.
ing the

Asse~bly

Hous·er charged Atkinson wa.s pressur-

with his last minute tactics.

Kep~le

said,

I •m oppos·e d to endinG up this session o.r the Legislature with a cat and dog £1ght on an oil bill as we
66 Journal of th~ s~nate durin$ the 52rd Session
(Sacramento: Californfa Btate Prlnt1.ng o.rf'I'Ce, 19·39) t P•
3446.
6 7sacramento Bee, June 13, 1939, P• 2.

68 Ibid.

,------

-·.
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did. in ~935 and 193?. I'm o.spec1all;r oppo~cd to taking
it up when there miebt be a possible scandal attached
to it.bl;l

Now that the Olson Administration had comnitted itself to passage of the bill, it commenced action on June 13.
The determination to seek paseage ot reculation to
control California's Sl 1 000 1 000 1 000 a year oil output
came in ·the !ace or a previous announce~ent ot the Olson
administration that it bad discarded all proposals dealing with oil conservat.ion orrered at t ~:is oe~=ion. 70

nevertheless, around 4a30 P.

1~.

on June 13, Atkinson

requested that the bill be withdrawn from his
re-referred to the Ways and

~eane

Committee.

co~ittee

and

The cotion

caxried by a 44 to 31 vote.71
At 4:45 P.

u.,

an atte~pt to postpone indo!1n1tel:r a

motion to withdraw the bill !rom the fays and ~cans Co~
mittee- lost by a 40 to 33 vote.72 Thereupon, Atkinson requ~ sted that his bill

be wi.thdrawn .trom the cor:ni tte.e •

Atkinson's request to withdraw his bill subjected
the Assembly to tremendous proasure rro::1 lobbpsts and
administration forces.

Further pr~ssura resultod !ro~ tbe

fact that they would be in a siege-like session ~hat would
last thirty-four hours. ?3

Tha 1Dt.e nai·t1 o! the pressure

70!lli·
?!Journal ot the Aoser:.bl_;r, 22.•
.-,;;::;..::;;:.=;;. -

-

ill·•.t P• 3055 •

7 2Ibid., P• 3070•
73Burke, Olson'~ New Deal tor Cali!Gr~i~, P• 11?.
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came about because June 13 had been desi&nated as the very
i

j
I

j

last

j

that the

Asse~bly

could consider bills originating

in the lower houae.?4

The activities of the lobbyists

I

I

~ay

bec~e

intolerable.

They became so brazen in their ac.t ivities thnt on June 14

all

person~,

with the exception of the e.ttacbe·s and wives ·o r

assemblymen, were barred !rom the Assembly floor.

The ruling

applied to the royer o! the As·s embly !'loor -a nd not just the
section where the legislators• desks were located.?5
The move to exclude all but tbe above mentioned was
introduced by Melvyn Cronin o£ san Francisco, who complained

that the lobbyists

~ere

more than be could bear.

Cronin

stated that he was being "high pres-sured, 11 "blackjacked,"
that be "couldn't walk out on the· foyer without slipping on
oil." and that he "couldn't use the phone without being
buttonholed b7 lobbyists."?G

The exclusion also applied to

ex-legislators, some of them lobbyists, who ordinarily en.joyed the privileges of the floor. 77· "The battle on the bill

saw the gre,a test. array of lobbyists on each side that capit .o l ob-servers can recall, a7B stated C-hester Hanson, Los

?5sacromento ~~ June 14, 1939t P• 2.
?Gibid.

-

77Ibid.
78Los Angeles Times, June .16,. 1939 • .P• 1.
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Anheleo Times 3tatt ReprP.sentative.
\'/hen the bill was brought to ·the floor at 1 tl5 A. M.
·.vednesda;:r, the gallery swarned with lobbyists, pro and con,

and the legislators were being deluged with tele erarns end
inces ca nt phone calls "• •
urgin~

~

!rom all parts

or

the state

and demandin3 that they either vote for or against

the b111."79
I

l

I

On the

other hand, .Assem·b lymen were not immune .from

the lobbyinr; tactics of the Olson forces.

Those f'orce·s

I

I

j

were quit9 busy prior to the b111 1 s being withdrawn from

I

the Ways and .Ueans Committee· to the tloor .about 1115 Thurs-

j

day morning. 80

Dur!ng an all-night Wednesday session in-

formation reached the

Asse~bl7

that the White Uouse and

some national ·administration leaders had sent word to the
Governor t .o urge passage of an oil conservation measure.

Postmaster General Farley telephoned the Govcrnor•s office
to make kno\vn his views

th~t

"california certainly should

go along v.rith the national administration on this type
oil legislation. nBl

or

Navy Secretary S;ian.s·on a."ld Interior

Secretary Ickes also wired.

Following these

ur ~ ings,

motion to move the bill !rom committee was ap proved.

the

82

?9~ Angeles Times, June 16, 1939, P• lA.
80rbi1., P• 14 and Burke, "The Olson. R0 bi~e in Cali-

fornia,"-p;-292.
81

82

sacr~ mento ~' June 15, 1939, P• 1.
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.Preeedin ~

the succes·s f\ll \'11 thdrar..-3.1 fro m the :,·:ays and

Means Coiilili ttee, Lee T. Bashore, Republican of I.-os Angeles .,
and an Atkinson Bill opponent,

clai~ed

Olson•s secratary, had entc=ed the
sembly and had auc·ceeded in

Pelletier

~nd

antecha~ber

callin~

Fred Reaves, both

that George Killian,

out

fro~

or

the As-

A::;se7:lb1yn ~n

Los An3eles.

John

Arter

these two individuals had spoken to the Governor by tP-leI

I

I
I

I

phone, they returned to vote tavorably on the motion that
took the bill out ot committee.

This Bashore asserted,

w~s

·a breach o£ £ai th in that all lobbyists were to be barred

trom the chamber. 8 3
Thero were charges

or

lobbying while debate on the

bill was in prozress, and the parliamentary maneuverings by
legislative leade.:-s was

bein~

blamed on Olson..

Bitter words

were heaped upon the Governor because he had announced
earlier in the session that state otficials would not in-

dulge in lobbyins, a pioun phrase that was quickly run
aground !or state officials were in the legislative halls
in drove!l. 84
Asse ~ blv

pasca7.e i .s s ecured.

ceedin;:s, according to Times

\Yiri te·r

The climax of t he proHanson, occured in the

8 3Ibid.
84

~

Anr;ale-s Times, June 24, 19:59 1 P•

5·
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·-
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small hours

or

Thursday morning.85

The Assembly -h ad voted

to withdraw the bill f~om committee by a 37 to ~0 vote.B6
This was accomplished after the committee itself retu 1 ed to
pass tha bill to the floor, and atter the S;>oa.ker had declined to acknowledge Asseinblyman Kepple's point or order

that no calendar bad existed on which to plnee AB1926.
With the bill on th.e floor,_ Asae-mblywonan -Junnette
Dalcyt an anti-Olson Democrat from San Diego, protested
the

Asse~bly

was operating under a new legiolntivo

t~at

d~.

She demanded that the Speaker recognize Thursday aa Thursday
and .not the legalized f-iction o! Tuesday.

The Speaker re-

Cused to recognize Daley's mot1on; 87 his decision was ba-sed
88
on a ruling or the Legislative Oounae1.
then his decision
on Daley's motion was appealed, the Assembly sustained him.
Any re-c ognition

outright. 8 9

or

the motion would have killed the oil bill

In additiont Dsler t:old the .!-s se:1bl7 that dur-

;,

i..

.:

.

r .r . ;
I_ i
'

ing the Democratic caucus she had in!ormed the Governor

..

.

I

!; '

that she -"would stump the state to tell that- yau have 10ld

\ ~
' ..
._

,. :

!. '

8 5Los Angeles Times, June 16, 19~-9t P• 1.
86 Journal

.91

the Asseobll,

gj!.•

ill• t

1

P• 307 •

I

'

- '·

'

8 '7Ibid.
88
Le i 1 tive Coun3cl were- printed
Two opinions of the
g soS5-G to support tblo cnj
in the Journal of the Asse~bly, 3 k''8 arli~entar1 =aneuother rulings thit-riiUited lro~ Pee
P

verings.
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89 sacramento Bee, June 15, 1939, P• 1.
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62

out to Standard 011•9° 1! the Govarnor pushed the bill to a
vote.

Atkinson countered by stating that -· It 1a an- h-onest

bill which 'places the contr-ol

or

the oil 1ndust17 in t -be

bands of the representatives ot the people •• 91

Shortly a·f ter 5s00 P.

u.,

the bill was ordered plaeed

on the third reading calendar b7 a 42 to ~2 vote.92

The

bill was giv-en a third reading ovor the pro.testo ot Republi-

can Floor Leader Charles Lyon ot· Los- Angeles.

~on

tuoa1le4
I-

Peek and administration leaders tor br1n 01ng up- t!le bill on

I
1

j

the third reading calendar when 1 t had not unllercone the

l"
I'

formality of first and second readings on the floor.

I

But

I

Peek declined Lyon • s po-i nt ot order that tho bill wao not
properly upon the- third reading calendar.

!

The bill ha.4

• appeared on the third reading tile- in a
•
second supplement to the Assemb-17 calendar_, w1 tbout the

actually

"•

fornality of tirst and second readin3s on the

tloor.•~'

The two men almost clashed pbysicall1 ~bon t1on
stated that Peek was running things in a high-handed aanner.

~ek, in an attempt to control biasal!, haj to get out
his chair and take a tew steps. ~on later apolo~is~d

or

90Ib1d., P• ,.
91Ibid .•

bl
on. _cit., P• 30'76•
the As.se~ :.I.• ~
93 SacramentQ. Be!t J une 16 ' 1939t P• 5•

92-Journal

.2!.

-·- --- ---

__ .--·----·---- --

- -.----

bu~ it illustrated to what extent nerves were trayed.9 4
Again, Kepple stated that the Assembly could not
consider the bill as it had not been pr.inted on the June l?
calendar, but the Speaker denied this point of order.
Kepple also stated

th~~

very !ew. members, aside !rom those

who served on the Oil Industries Committee, under·s too·d the
sixteen page measure because

or

had been brought to a vote.

He also mentioned that the

the speed with which it
:r. ·'

;

~ ,.,

·l

·. !

.. -;

I

Oil Industrie.s Committee had refused to pass the· bill to

i .•

the floor.

I.;.:

The ordeal had to come to an end; it did on. Thursday, June 15, at 6a:lo P.

J.~.

f

r

i

\1 : .
,t· I ·:

l\

J.' _I~. '
. , l .

f

The passage of the bill, which

· II '

,

i 1•

:

1

f i.

V:' · !! .r

1

came after several hours of debate, was by a 44 to 28 vote.
Thirty-one Democrats and ·thirteen Republicans supported

th~ bill, and twenty-one Republicans and seven Democrats95

1

'I

I

l l :i ' :
l ' ''
! ';

Repu-blicans clained that passage was illegal in that
it had not preceded .!'lo~urrun.ent by seven days.

or

!i :' l'i ' i.·.
. } I.

opposed it.

opponents

rt u·\

the measu:rc were b-itter..

In ~eneral.,

They clained that

l .
~ ~I ~ ~

day

j:; · ;

I

t

i

:

' ~

!·

:l!)'

I
,.

..
I

l '

~

i

'l

Tuesday, June 13, wan the l -a st

that bills c.culd be considered, but the legialative

i

.

. ·l

·.;

at midnight pas illegal.

1':

jjL,.l I. ;:· ..' I
i, ·

everything the Assembly had boen doing since 'l'ue·sday nir;ht

~

;1·:

i

i

,

I
· )i

I ·,·. ·.

94 nacramento ~. June 15, 1939, P• 3·
95Journal £! ~ Assc~bly, 2£• ~., P• 3986.
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64
day had continued as lon~ as it did by stoppinJ the official

clock in the chamber.
• • • at least tw~ members explained their votes
against the bill on the ground that although the official record will show the bill to have been pa~sed
at a fictitious hour before last Tuesday night. the
actual time was 6Jl0 F• M•, Thursday, Jun~ 15.96
Their explanations were placed in the Assembly Journal as
i
I
J

a basis !or court action, although "the courto previousl7

have held that they cannot go behind the of£icinl record,

I

which never shows anything but the ot!icial tice."97

j

for tho ot!icial clock, it bad been set for 3140 P.

Ag

u.,

Tuesday, June· 13.98
When the bill was passed, it brought.

to a clone a

continuous ses-sion o! over thirty hours behind locked
The legislators were physically and

doors.

drained.

emotionall~

The. Assembly had gone into session 10:00 A. tf.

Tuesday. and except !or lunch and dinner, had had little
re.spi te.

ot

On Wedne sda;r they had been locked up under o. call

the bou·se •
~y

of the leGislators were so t~noe ~ith sleep-

lessness and fatigue in the eo·:rly hour3 of :]ednesday

96Los .\ngel~s Ti::te'3, June 16, 1939. ·P• 1.

97Ibid.
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9Blhid. t P• U •.
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65
morning they thou.ght they had seen flashing lights
gallery.
j

I
j
j

l
I
J

i

1~

t he

It was :t'ea.:red that un.f'riemly lo-b byists were

ahootin3 pictures of dozing legislators.

However, ser-

geants-at-arms could find no photoeraphers, nnd Peek warned
sternly

a~ainst

picturG takine.

In the same ve-i n,_ n

camera smashing occurred \7hen Assemblyman Thonas Kuchel or
'T.

Oran::ie C-ounty was talldnG to an oil

lobbyir.~t.

A commercial

photoGrapher attempted to take a picture of t he two confer.rins, but Kuchel knocked the camera to the -r loor and
demoli.~hed

it with his -r _
o ot.

His unusual action was

prompted by the tact ·that he thought the photographer had
been

Lire~

by another oil lobbyist.

Senate passage is assured.

In the Senate _AD1926 was

read the firet time on June 16 and referred to t be Committee
' -

on Finance.

Senator Robert

Administra~i on

w.

Kenny of Los

J~o.D.geles,

Sena.t e

leader, was chairman of the Fi nance Committee.

He was in doubt as to

whe~her

he would support the measure.

His concern was whether the bill. -would help perpetuate the

price o! gas at the present level, a level wh ich he considered already too high.

Nevertheles 3, the bill was passed

out of the Finance Co!!llllittee- on June
Oil Industrie-s.

1?

"": -:>

the Committee on

It was voted out unanimously by the nine

members and referred without

discus~ion.

On the sane day

the Oil Industries Committee recommended a "do pas :3 ," with

'

•'. ~
f' ; . ·;

.-- .
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five members voting for it. and

t'RO

abstaining.

At 2:30 P. !.!.

on June 19, the Senate approved the measure by a 27 to 11
vote.

Sixteen Democrats and eleven Republicans e.pprove·d ;

;

nine Republicans and two Democrats cast dissenting votes. 99

'(

The victory was achieved without the vo-te o£ Ke:nny_,
who bo.lted .f'ro-o the ranks to be one of the two Democrats

voting a.gain_s t the measure.

Kenny wanted an runendmen t 19hich

would ha.va required the Governor to app·o int a consumer's
reprenentative to the commis3ion in place o! the Public

Works Director.

Senator

H~ry

Westover, a Democrat from

Orange County, moved that the proposal be tabled.

Kenny

withdrew it, stating that lack of' this provision gave him
..

the right to cast his vote against the bill when it
a roll call.

c~e

to

Westover handled tbe bill in the Senate 100

and replaced Ka~ as the administration s.po]~esrnan in this
instance. 101
VI.
~

:FO.ST SE3SIOIT STATEL:.EUTS

newspapers.

99 J ournnl

2!

In summing up the F·i fty-third 'Session,

the Scna te, ,2I!.. ci.t . , p. 3189 •

100
As one of the leaders in the oil conservation bill

to

battle, the Senator vm.a appointed
a Superior Court judgeship in Orange County as a reward by Olson. ~ Francisco

Chronicle, July l, 1939, P• 2.
101

sacra.mento

~,

June 19, 1939, ·p. 1.
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the

~

stated editorially that the

level of a burlesque show.

Asse~bly

·~ ' ::

:

.

I, .

I: . -

sank to the

·~

It was with solemn pretense

that Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday were "Tuesd2-y:fied ...
From .late 7:edriesday to 1.:00 A.

in continuous session.

u.

Friday, the Assembly was

"If that: condition makes for seasoned

·. ; ·. i; '

.

1

.;

·~

'i. .i'.::·,:
'I

and reasoned

l~gislation,

' .'

than a hothouse provid.es t:1e best

kind o·f refrigarat.ion. ".l02

. .,. .
·: , I .
..

In his summation of the just completed session,

! ..

Times writer Hanson stated, "one of the so-called sensations

.

.

.

\

~

of the so.ssion was the way Olson a.nJ ·the major oil COI:lpnnies
and the

ere

got into bed together, • • • in order to put

aver the oil control bill."l03

When Olson had served as a

State ne·n ator, there was no love lost between him and too
maj"or oil COI1lp anies. 104 In addition, \Vhen tho ct.ip s were

down, as on the oil bill, the Governor would clap a call
the house on the Assembly~l05

o~

By using the influence of his
~

I

office

tl')

pressure

le~islat.ors,

plus locking up the Assembly

102 saernmento ~' June 17 1939, P• 26.
9
10

3~ Anrreles Times, June ·2 4, 1939, P• 5.

104Ihid.
10 5This practice is utilized by the Assembly to make
sure that all members are present. Unless exc~~ed, an
Asse~blyman must be present in the chamber durinG a call
unti l a notion dispensing with the -call has pa::::sed. Any
me~bcr c~~ move for the call when. a ~uorum in lacldng.
Joseph Allan Beek, The Califoinia. Legisl~ture (~acrcrncnto:
California State Printing Office, 1950),, PP• 9-3-4.
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!or

Chronicle wri ter Earl

c.

Behrens statot! that "Th9

oil control bill was one ot the most bitterly fous ht at
the recent session of the l.e~islature ... lo?

mented on tho

sup~ort

I

co,~ld

m::.·dly

The Petroleum World

co~~ented

The editor noted that, unlike the

days of the Sharkey measure, ". • • more ·o il men are, shall
we say, at least mildly agreeable to a state oil law." 108
Those who had abiEle.d by the voluntary prograiJ. were tired ·o f

the antics o! thoss non-conformist operators.

'1 ' i !!

I;. ' 1 :;

i
!

~

I

1,: ; : ' ' ;
I

:

: ..

:~

;
.

;

I

.

J. .,

!': ir ' {1
11'

l ' :

r

I' It::
:f

~

1

t

·

~ . -~: \ ~ ~

Although

.

~

~

r ·.

i ·. -.

. [l

• • • we are compelled to admit that in view of the
wide divergence of opinion amonz oil men ~bQUt voluntary
curtailment procedure, and the absolute inability to
find any common ground with a minority who r o fu~e to
agree with anyone, outside control seems to be nccessnry.l09
106
Los l _r- ge le s Time.~ , 12.£• ill•
107s an .Francisco Chronicle9 August 28, 1939, P• 12.
108 "Edi toriel, " Petroleum 7i or 1~. , XXXVI (July • 19 39) ,

,

[ '. ;/ \ ..
•\41- . 1 . '::
·~ ~ !

zine state.d editorially that

l09Ibid.

:;

II

saddened by the prospect of non-industry control, tbe maga-

P• 19.

I

I

I '

•

!<.:·.{. . · I.

trade Journals.

editorially on the bill.

•

1: ..

c~ntemplnted.

~

•

. . . ·'

::Ie als') com-

given by the CIO and Standard Oil

and the .fact that a more unlikely alliance
be

~
:I
.~
lJ' : . . .• . .!
II: ·'
I : ~ ; .· .

m~~y

hours, he. BOt his only important administration
sponsored bill passed. 106

i

!

~

,. '.
'•

;.
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Business desired stabilized prices, not out of creed
· or unjuzt profits

• • • bu.t to op·e ro.te on regular schedules, avoiding

b.oth scarcity and overvroduction, and keeping the min:imum
number ot \oo.. ox·kers e n:ployed. tor the gr~at~st nunber of

days in the year. A1so~ in oil, when thins s run on an
even keel, the public 1nt~rest is being serve~ in conservation of a natural resource.llO

At the root of stabilized prices is the amount
produced ·as it relates to anticipated market

or

crude

de~and.

In a later issue, evidently to help diznipate any

~
'

I

fears nbout the bill, the magazine ventured the statement
that to the average person the bill appeared co:nplicated
and "yet actually, if i. t can be c.on·s idered in the lie;ht of

oil conservation efforts in California and -in o·t ;her states,
it is a relatively simple piece of le3islativn." 111 The
law-abiding operators would have little
act.
m~a~

trau~le

In addition, when the act b.eoa.me law,
radical changes tc the industry.

i~li

under the
would not

The Atkinson bill

differed from the volunt ary program in only a !ew r e apccts.
"rrobably the only imlJortant di!!'erence batwecn actual oil
indust~J ope~ations

voluntary

syste·~

allowables • .,ll 2

under the projected law

a~l

the present

will be found in adherance to proration
The allowables would be. subst~"'ltially those

110~.,, p. 2 3·

lll"Editorial," Petroleum ·,':orld,
P• 20.
112
Ibid., P• 21.

x-.avi

(October·, 1939),

r .-.
·!',. f ;.
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recomnended by the Central Committee. o·:t CalUornia Oil Producers..

The di!.terence would ba that a few ope·r ator 9 or

fielc.s wonld not be able to overproduce their walla· with
impun:i t:J and thus drain their neighbors.

I-t woul1 cer-

tainly seom that the magazine would agree with J. H.

tarshall's st8temant that
Ca.liforllia alone or all the icportant oil producing
states has never had in etfect conservation laws regu·-

lating crude oil pr0duct1ou such as

hav~

now bocone

generally ace·epted throughout tb.e mid-continent aroa.
Certu.inly the underlyinG conditions in California
c~lling for conservation legislation • • • hava not
been tlate.r ially different !rom those e.:. dotin:; in other
large oil producing otates.ll~

---

The Oil and Gas Journal favored the meaoure, but it

__. _._..,.

~

called attention to the .tact that the bill mado explicit
reference to stabilization ot the production and the dis-

tribution o! oil and gas ani their related

produ~ts.

This means the commission can regulate production
and <J.i:Jtribution of crude an.'!. refined prouucto, ·,:·hich
will indirectly· a!:Cect crude and refined prices.. Thi.s
is the closest approach to a utility status it can ~o
without definitely creating the oil injustr.1 as a

public utility.ll4
Young Democratic Clubs £! California.

Tj a publica-

tion o.f June 28, 1939,, ot the Young Democrat.ic Clubs ot

C~li!ornia sho~ed somo ~bivalence toward ttc till.

to the time of the passage o! the bill a

"~e~~lo~en's
o

-

113 ~. ,..~rs
~ h a ll , .g£• ___
cit . , P• 23.

114011 and Gas ~ournal (June 21, 19;9), P• 1 5•

---

rp

?1
agreement" among all the oil companies to produce only
seventy percent of capacity existed.

But because major

companies bad violated the agreement, the

~all

ones, 1n

order to survive, bad ·been forced to produce in excess

or

the agreed capacity.
Assemblyman ~tkinson and Governor Olson feel that
• • • the independent oil companies are preventing the
greatest good !or the greatest number, just as Little
Steel attempted to prev~nt Eig. Steel !rom benefitting
the majority. In all ~airness, we wish ·to preaent
this argument, but we also want to indicate that· tbe
passage of this measure ~~ well be a booaerang.ll5·
Governor Olson

~ ~

public endorsenent.

thoueh Olson did not sign the oil bill until July

Al22~

1939,

he felt compelled t ·o make a st.atewide radio appeal on tbe
evening of June 18 to urge support of the bill.

He gave

concrete reasons why the bill deserved both public and
industry support. 116 The Governor ecpbasized the .importance o! oil and ga3 in connection with the
of the people..

ec~no~ic wel~are

"California produces some 600,000 barrels a

day or eighteen percent of the iPationa17 total."

In

ll5Young Democratic Clubs ot California, Inc •• De-

mo~rac~ ~ ~,. ~ Information service ~ the Le~islature
anu Government in the State of Cal~fornia, l and I,
{SacrD..iaento: tegi'slative Bureau of the Young Democratic

Clubs of California, lne., 1939), P• 5·
116sueceeding paragraphs c·overinz ths spcach were
taken directly or indirectly trom the completed. tc~t of the
brog,deast·. See Olson Papers, Speeches o! 1939· (Bancroft
Lib~ary, University o! California).
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California,

eigh~-!ive

percent or the oil is produced,

refined, and marketed by six or seven exceedingly large
and powerful economic units.

The remainder is in the hands

\

.

of the smaller compani-es or individuals who '' • • • are in

,

,._

I

.. . .:

I' ..;

t

. j

i
;

reality closely dependent upon what the major coapanies do."
Waste is awesome in that sometimes "• •• as little

~·. 1.1·

f t :

_l

j·

ao ten to twenty-five percent of the recoverable oil in

I . .

I.

the deposits" is extracted.

i

~i ; i

!

Voluntary controls have not worked, as ncny

~ildcat

j

I

•

I

:

l

o».erations had been successful and overproduction continued.
The major companies have shut in some of their producing
wells and have purchased all the independent oil they could
to stabilize prices, but this has had its limits.

It has

caused the s-t orage of enormous amounts o.t oil above ground
which is costly and wasteful,

The next step wan !or the majors to seek legislation
to redress the intolerable situation.
had shortcomings and were defeated.

Earlier proposal:s

This, Olson explained, is why the major companies
~Jpporting

:~

a bill .sponsored by a "liberal state adminis-

.· .

I

i'
~.

The·s e

SB.Jile

companies are also under the threat

~

t

;. . :

~

j
'

.

I0

t : '

f.
; l

tration."

, ..

!

I' .
;_ t

But

The Atkinson Bill is not the kind or a bill tho
dominant forces in the industry--the major companies-want. But it is the only kind of a bill tr..is administration wo.u·ld accept, and they prefer regulation and
stabilization under it rather than .have no oil production
control at all.

are

t I~

,. ! ·
.=

~

I

I

o

'

~
. . .. j
' :

\

or federal prosecution r ·o r violations of the federal antitrust laws.

With state laws establishing con-t rols--controls

not completely to their liking--they will cease running
afoul of federal antitrust legislation.

In a statewide radio broadcast on June 25, Olson.,
sensitive to the accusation that his administration had

sold out to Standard Oil,ll7' talked

of

the legislative

session just concluded and on the Atkinson Bill in particular.
H~

asserted that the oil control act was the most important

bill that passed and

I

• • • a bil~ which would not have passed but for the
fact th3t large interests in the oil industry, an well
as ~w all interests, found themselves conpolled to admit
the falsity -or the idea that government must not interfere with or control private business. They found
the~selves compelled to join in supporting this legislation which places the people's government in contro~ o£
the oil industry in the interasts o! conservation, and
in . the interests of the consumers of oil and gas and
their products. The passage of the At-kinnon Oil Bill
was thereby made pos-s ible. It is a progressive measurein keeping with the platform or my party. It i _s
necos ~ ary to a policy of -conservation or our natural
rcs c.; urces • . It opens the way to public control regulation
of the production, transportation, mnrketine, and the
prices t .o the consumers o! the oil and namal gas resources of this State and their products.

j

Nevertheless, despite .Olson's signing the bill into

l
j
1

i

I

I

la~

I
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and his direct appeals to the public, AB1925 -was to be
ll73tatemant by As~e~bl~aoman Daley appearin~ in the

Anr;eles l~vening ~, June 15, 1939.
118
Burke-, "The Olson Rogime in California," P• 294.
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shortlived.

During the struggle to enact the bill opponents

had vowed that i.f it were passed they would proceed to undertake a referendum

move~ent.

Accordingly, after the bill was signod, John A.

s~ith,

P.resi der t of the Independent Petroleum and Conaumers Association, stated that referendum petitions would

~e-

placed in
.

I
I

-circulation on July 27, 1939.
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THE. REFERRNDUM BATTLE
I •

POSTPONEMENT EFP'ORT3 PAIL

~

~

Initially, and perhaps oddly, the supporters

or

the

referendum did not want the referendum to appeor on the
November ? ballot.

llowever, Attorney -G eneral Earl ','/arron

of'f'icially approved two petition titles for a referendum

:

\

l
:

l

on the new gas law.

The petitions bad to be signed by
132,573 ragistered voters, 1 and had to be certified to the
secre-tary o.r State by county election or-r icials before
September 19.
become law.

On that date, the bill was scheduled to
Tbe Attorney General had given notice to the
' l ;

Secretary o-f State that any initiative or referendum would
be on the ballot as l -ong as it met qualificat-ions thirty

days be!ore th-e election.

on

August 25, 1939 1 backers

,

o~

ot mandate to bar the Atkinson bill !rom

appe~rin3 as a

7. The petition asked that the vote

be postponed until the next General Election.

~he ar~nt

was that it would be impossible to get the pros and cons

.

I::· . : . .

the referendum .move-

ment fil.ed a petition in the State SUpreme Co·u rt tor a -w rit

rererendum on November

i .I

-I
I

•
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1 san Francisco Chronicle, Au~st 1, 19~, P• 7•
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to. the voters..in the short time until November ?.

Prior to

submitting the writ, the backers, through the San Francisco
law firm or Gregory., Hunt, and Melvin, had i.ni"ormed the
Department
th~

o-r

State

or

their proposed c·o urt action.

Olson,

stated; bad called the Special Election for tho ex-

press purpose of the "Ham nnd Eggs" _proposition, nnd therefore, the state did not have the authority ror submitting
any referendum question.

Chief Deputy Attorney General Robert W. Harris.o n told
the court that state law ·r equired that a referendUm. be placed
on the !irst election ballot available.

On september 6, from San Erancisco, the State Supreme
Court ruled that the Oil Referendum would appear on the
same ballot -a s "Ham anc1 Eggs. •

By denying the writ of ·m an-

date, the Court • s ruling su-s tained Secretary of State Jordan's
plan to put the measure on the ballot if the qualified ttnmber of s-ignatures reached him by midnight Sept;ember 18, the
deadline

~or

!iling petitions to qualify the bill as a

referendum.
Chronicle writer Earl B·e hrens stated tba t "inde_pendent

oil producers took the lead in the tight to delay the re~erendum which they themselves. had eponsored.•2

~~ose inde-

pendents who -s upported the petition had lo.st out in their

2san Francisco Chronicle, September ?, 1939,. P• 9·

I

..L

,.....--· ·-

.

7'1
j

I
I

I

contention that the

~Ham

and Eggs" measure was to be voted

on to the exclusion of' all other initiatives or referendums.
Accepted was Secretar.y ot State Jordan's insistence that
the Governor could not forbid other measures without vio-

lating the Constitution.

I

II.

PETITIONS INVOLVED IN FRAUD AUD ACCUSATIONS

SUfficient signaturea
supporters

or

~

acquired.

Now that tbe

the referendum bad "lost in their attempt to

have the measure appear on the November, 1940 General
Election ballot and thus avoid any confusion with the pension scheme, referendum· petitions had ·to be certified before the bill became· law on September 19.
SU!.!icien·t signatures were filed with secretary of

State Jordan on September 16 to quality the oil measure !or
submission to the people.

Certified signatures came to

13?.240; the minimum. number needed was 132,·573•3
Although ·an adequate number o-f signatures had been
·submitted, there had occurre.d a serious setback.

Petition

. circulators .tor the ref'erendum failed to file their original

· .r~ti tious be·r cl.. e the deadline in san Francisco and Alameda
CountiesJ there!ol'e, supple:l!.lental lists were not allowed

to be filed by election officials in those two counties-•

3San Francisco Chronicle, September 1?, 1939, P• 10.
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·- ··

~
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This meant that those opposed to the oil bill had to secure
a hish percentage of signatures in Los Angeles County,

In

that county, petitions containing 187,085 signatures were
flled by J.

s.

Smith, President of the
and Consumers' Association. 4

Reported casas

Inde~)endent

.2£ sta-tewide fraud.

Petroleu!!l

There were nore

than the five cases that follow;5 but they typifi~d the

types of fraud involving ·petitions and petition circulators. 6
The

f2!

Angeles Times? re p orted that tho Los Angeles

District Attorney filed charges against a Charles Holuebek,
petition circulator.

It ·was the first move of a majo·r cam-

paign to wipe out forgeries in connection with the uil Con-

trol Bill petitions.

The District Attorney's office said

that it was quite possible that thousands o! farced names

may have ba.en signed to the petitions.

with ten counts

or

Holue be·k wo.s charged

felony, five counts of !or.ging sicnatures,

4 Gan Francisco Chronicle, August 29, 19391 P• 3. Tberewa~ no mention in this article or any later ona r-cc;nrding
wh~t percentage of the subt:J.i tted signatures were valid.
5Almost all information relating to fraud was taken
from the Srrn Francisco Chronicle and Sacra~ento ~; a c~se
that app c ~red ~n one was usually found in th~ oth:r• r:om
the_~ Angeles Times, only on~ article dea~in: w2th ·th2s
subJect was uncov~red and is included in th2s paper.
6 soe Appenaix for portion of the State Penal Code
that deals cdth referendum abuses.

7L)s Angeles Tines, September 23, l939t II, P• 1.

i
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and five counts of filing false affidavits vouchinz .for tr...e
false

na~es.

This professional petition circulator had been

receiving eight cents a name.

l

I

II

Some petition circulators
were- being paid ten cents to twent7 cents per nane. 8
Another example was the a-rrest of a Jame-s Sipari by

the Svn Jose District Attorney,

It was st3ted that Sipari

had forced 3?6 out of 400 ncm.e-s on one petition. 9

l

He

pleaded guilty.

['

On September 23 the California Oil Conservation
League announced that it would submit evidence to the Grand

Jury which would show the forgery

or

to Atkinson re!erendua petitions.

-several thousand names

The

attorn~y

organization bad evidence that representatives

for the

~£

the in-

dependents had raised the amount of petition Si6natures fro3
five cents to ten cents without any
Tiandw:ri ting expert_s were ready to

insist~nce

.
testi!y

or

verification.

to the .falseness

I

I

r !

f~

1

1,,
i ·'

o! hundreds or signatures.
The San Francisco Grand Jury was presented with chargas
of fraud and forGery.

The District Attorney's o!!ice

&tated that there had ,been "• •• pages turned in where more
than one httndred _names .in

have been written in
the su::e ha'!ldwriti::t.g nne. even wlth the s~e penci1." 10
8

nolloway, .2:2•

-

succeasi~n

ill·' P•

.!

42.

9san Francisco Chronicle,

Je-pte~ber

21. 1939-, P• 2

lOSan Francisco Chronicle, September 26, 1939, p. 9·

L
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I

The Grand Jury was shown photostats ot petitions bearing
such names as Joe Louis, Donald ' Duck and Seabiscuit.
In Alameda County twenty-seven arrests on petition

frauds were made

in

a period of about a month and a halr. 11

In Oakland a person was given one year in jail after pleading

'.

I;
t

•

.I
;_-: :_ - :J
1_,

guilty_to petition fraud.
I
1..

St~nd~rd

doinGs.

A

Q!!

Co~paay ~ Ols~n ~

accu3od £!

Petroleum and Consumers • Association, was so.n.t to Y/.

I

Berg, Standard Oil of California President.
dated August 31,

19~9,

was reprinted in t ·he

ture issued by this group.
Standard Oil were
o! petitions for a

usi~

fi.
!

Tha letter,
c~paizn

terror tactics against the

refe~,endum

against the Oil Bill.•

litera-

sever~

circulat~rs

"

.

..

citie!l and

countieif and launched a cacrpaign agcinst· the circulators
of the ae petitions, with woman ci:rculatorG as thoir particular prey." 12 Police records, photoGraphs, and oth~r
evidence could be shown to prave the goon squnds to be
S.t andard Oil employees.

The letter stated that thera is

· "a reasonable belie!" thc..t the Board

or

I

I.

I -t - stated that oon in the pay of

goon squads ap_peared on the streets t_rn

Directors had no

11 San Francisco Chronicle, November 7 1939, P• 10.
1
12Pamphlet Box Q! Literature, ~· £ll•

-

I

letter from J. A. Smith, head of the Independent

I

I

~ron~

: .,

_ _ . -.-•·

·-
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kno~ledze

of what was

happeni~g,

but that on receipt o!

the letter would ac·t promptly to call ort the goon squads.
The excerpt of Berg's reply appearing in the

sa~e pa~phlet

stated that "under the Constitution men and wo-:1en r:urely

have equal ri~hts in this regard,"l3
The same organization that wrote to 1.1 r. \7. H. Berg
charged that George L. Killian was overreaching himself

as Deputy Director of the State Finance Department.

The

group claimed that Killian had contacted several county
clerks and

h~d

demanded tbat they delay approval of names

on the peti'tions ror twenty days.

This tac ·t ;ic would have

kept out the sqpplemental ·petitions and defeated the re-

!erendum.

Killian had no comment.

In the sa:ne vein _, J. Frank Burke, Sou them Cali!or-

nia manager of Olson's gubernatorial campaign, levelled a

blast ~.. t Killian.

of

t~Q

a~rko

Making hie charge !roi:l the headquarters

Independent Petroleum and Consumers' Association,
stated that Killian directly -and Olson indirectly did

:::1ot :.mnt to !ace a canpaic;n where the voters would learn
the !acts about the measure, the interests -that backed it,
and the unsavory method of its adoption.
mated that if the bill

bec~e

law, Killian

aurke
~auld

als~

inti-

be mado

Director of Natural Resources to administer the statute.
1",.

~Standard

tlrote in reply.

Oil files do not contain the letter

~.

Berg

.

......,... -

-

' . .
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I

Chronicle writer Behrens also stated th-a t it could be as-

; .

~ ':

sume.d that Killian had acted under Olson • s orders whon he

called on all good Democrats not to sign tho petitions
circulating against the Governor's .oil measure. 14
III.

I'

In such widespread fraud and forgery supporters o!
On September

21.

semblyman Atkinson tiled a petition tor a writ

19~9,

or

As-

mandate

in the State· Supreme and San Francisco Superior Courts.

It

was an atte1llpt to strike the oil bill !rom the November 7
election.

The Secretar.y ot State, o! course, had accepted

the referendum as properly qualified, but Atkinson insiste·d
that there were many signatures improperly certified and
that the referendum title was de!ective. 1 5
On september 26, the State Supreme Court denied the
writ o! mandate with which .Atkinson had hoped to block the

oil act !rom tlppearing on the ballot as a referendum.

This·

action by the Court scuttled anJ further moves to stop the
referendum~

notwithstanding Atkinson's contention that

thousands o:! signatures .1n

.Loa

Angeles County were .for-

geries.16
l4San Francisco Chronicle, September ~2, 1939, P• 9.
1 5.2!!1 Francisco Chronicle, Septecbe r 22, 19~9. P• e.
l6San Francisco Chronicle, Sept·e:1be r 27 1 1939, P• ?.
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-

I
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ATKlliSON \1RIT FAILS

the oil bill saw an opening.

,j\

J
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Following the Court's decision. investigations conI

tinued as cited earlier in this capter.

I

were .not with the purpose of stopping the referendum;

I

rather -they we-r e to determine fraudulent signatures and to

iI

I
I

!

But investigations

determine whether innumerable people had signed because they
had been givan !alse information about the petition's
contents.-1 ?

IV.· PROI-'O!fl.1 ITS OF TII'S OIL tGAStmz; PROrQJITIOU

Governor Olson and supportin5 Democrats.

In

a

radio address delivered Oc.t ober 16 9 1939t and sponsored by
the "Yes on 5w Committee, Olson stated that many of the
bil~:' s

provisions had been drafted by bimsel..f.

The major

companies had wanted a duplicate Sharkey bill, of which be
would have no part.
b7 Senator Wagy

or

He had denounced the bill introduced
Kern County be-cause "It would set up a

commission selected by the oil interests.

I publicly

announced that I would veto such a bill it it were passed." 18
He emphasized that support tor the measure came .trom
President Roosevelt and other federal department-s.

He said

that there was no popular opposition to the bill, but that

l7Ibid.
1 6olson Papers, Speeches ot 1939, ~· cit.

I

.!-
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.,

opposition did ,come !rom a few oil men who were making great
fortunes through waste.
financing the

"No~

It was these few people who were

vote on Proposition 5·

H·e , stated tbat the . commission would be. required to

inquire into all matters that related to oil and gas resources, including potential production, transportation,
refining , marketing. and distribution.
permit it to investigate the· price

the consumer.

or

Its powers would

petroleum products to

It would have the authority to subpoena oil

::.;

,I!

compan:r records and to determine whether prices were reason-

l!

.,!

' I
!

able or excessive and whether any monopolistic practices
were 1nvolved. 1 9

He declared that the bill. was the "first step ever
taken by the State to ,control effectively its large oil and
gs.s resources and to· prevent their .ruthless, senseless., and
selfish waste.• 20
In the pamphlets prepared by the state to provide·

the voters with the pros and cons

~t

the ballot propositions,

the usual custom by writing one ot the
official arguments hims.e l!. 21 Olson stre a sed that the bill
Olson departed

~rom

"19
Sacramento l!!!!,, Oc-t ober 17, 19~9, P•. 12.
20 Burke, "The Olson Regime in Califo-rnia," P• 295.
21 m 1939 election pa-n::;:lhlets were sent to 3,.600 000
1
1
voters. ~ Franci sco Chronicle, October 25 1 19?9t P• 28.
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would help keep oil and gas reasonably priced and would stop
-r eckle.s s- waste or a precious resource. - He wrote that the
'

National Administration endorsed the measure since it stressed
national de£ense and_conservation•

!.

I.

'i !.

He stated that "those

!::·_.
'

opposing all e;overnment e.f'fort- ~ to protect public interest,

~harkey

:
.'

..' ' .

those seeking to profit by excess and waste!ul production
of oil and gas, are ~pposing this bill, 1122 He denied it was
the __

(

Bill reincarnated, -and claimed that the Sharkey

Bill had deserved to be

defeat~d becau~d

it had placed pro-

duction control in the bands or the industr.y itself.

But

this propo-sed act placed control in the hands of the people's

representatives; this was a -t undamental difference.
In an address ot welcome to the Western Conference

on Governmental

Problem~

delivered in San Francisco on

Oc-tober 26, Olson dwelled on the importance or Proposition .5.
He stated&
Here are the only effective liquid fu-e l resources
west of the Rockies. Here is the only effective oil
and gasoline supply for the coast states and Alaska.
Here is the only ef£ective fuel supply for Navy and
other derense operations in the Pacific. Just at
present, California Oil fields are the so~~ce of
liquid fuels for the entire Pacific area. '
22

Pro~osed Amendments tc Constitution, Referendum
Proposed Law, Tuesaay, November 2, i939, I
~ook compiied by FredWood, Legi-s!at~ve Counsel
(Sacramento; California ·state Printing Office, 1939), p. 10.
Measures an

~3speech of October 26, 1939, in stanley Uosk (co~p.)

State Papers

~

Pu-b lic .Addre.sses ]Z Olson,

~·

£!i•,

p. 202.
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Olson stated that it was essential to eliminate waste
and to stabilize the utilization of oil and gas rosources;
not only was it important !or conservation purpo·s es, but it

would benefit" domestic consumer·s in terms· o! reasonable
price.s £or their products.

He asserted tba t i .t

\"lllS

proper

!or the state to have an interest in and control over
California's oil production, and the state's interest ex-

tended to the price o! oil and oil products which must be
paid by the consumer.

The bill would prewnt oil production

for sale in foreign markets.

He stated,

matter is that we do not have

e~ough

·~

ovm vimv o! thi-s

oil to permit its ex24
port for any purposa except our national de!onso."
On October

30 in

a radio speech i'ro~ .Los Angele·s

the Governor denounced the small minority o! oil intere.sts
that· opposed the measure, a group that was placing their
sal!ish interests before that o! the public.

"The oil com-

panies have repeatedly tried to control. tbe~selvos.
e!.torts have be·en ino!feative.

Their

They are apparently in-

capable of the ~ind o! control that will serve even in their

own interests,

~o

say nothing whatever

or

the

~ublic

2
1nterest." 5

He branded as a falsehood tho opponents' contention
that it was bad -·to have the commission appointed by the
24Ibid. I P• 203.
2 5olaon Papers, Speeches .Q.!
speech.

!.2.llt ~· ill• t

P• 3 o!

1
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Governor.

He sta.t ed tha t having an oil control com:Ua aion

elected by the people would not provide aa

~reat

rr
{ II

a pro<: ,.

tection of the public's intere.st as the placine o! control

·,.

I !

in a commissi c-n appointed by and responsible to tho Gonrnor.

To those who would condemn the bill boco.uso it had
~he

Standard Oil support, he ·stated, "I take cy poBition on

merits or these measures • • • , regardles-s ot what any·
private interest or group determines to do nbout them-. "

26

In rep.ly to those who claime·d that hir,hor prices

would be the inevitable outcome

or

this bill ' ·o pas~n~e ., tho

:~ ·_:
0

i

Governor declared this had not occurred in a.:n.y atn.to r;here
.1

I

oil control lawo existed.

J

I

l

' j
}.·I
I

Ho claimed that 1 t would not

!

happen here because the Atkinson measure was· etron~r than
any control bill

th~n in

i ·.

eftect.

Paul Peek, Speaker of the As.sembly and Chniri'lan o!

-: i
(

the Democra tic State Central Committee, gave stnunch sup-

. i

port to the measure whose passage was secure d larc~ ly throu~h
his efforts.

Appearing in Governor's Hall

~n tbo

State Fair

Grounds on October 24 he spoke of the: diverse groups that

~oppcd.

.

~

l

~

-r

.

: :

supported tho· measure and asserted thot in the stntos which
had ena cted similar laws 5as·o11ne prices bt!d

i.

~-

He

st~ted further that one "little independent" wn~ a

~3o,ooo,ooo

corporo.ti.on, which wa:S pumping oil !ro=

t ·h o

[
i.

l
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~ttle~ Rills as !nst as it could make a prot1t.2?

Peek

.--ent on to claim that 300 ·i ndependents were supporting the
TOpocition and that the opposition would be hard presaad
~o find even thirty indo pendente opposin. ~ Pro~os1 tion 5. 28

Atkinson stressed that passage

or

tho Act would

1ean cheap e;a·s oline, emplo:ymont for oil workero. a.nd oil tor

>ho Uavy.

"Seven other great oil states bnvo prO'nd poai-

;ively that lawg Of this kind have brought Ch03por gasoline
tnd protected tbe little oil men.• 29

Federal ottlcials !a1 departments.
~oosevclt and

former Precidont Hoover both gnvo t~: cir un-

tuali!ied support to tho measure.
~oosevelt gave

Proci~ont

On

October 24 ProDident

bi.s approval by at3t1n.g that ho not onl,.

~avored the ~eneral principles involved, but a :·? rovcd the

,ill's specifics as well.

ln part the bill sup,ortcd the

~rinciplc- o£ oil production controls through intorotnt:e

~oo:pacts which Roosevelt otrongl7 favore-d .

l.p:provnl of the measure, vrhich

r.

) .

'i'bi!l unqu.ali!1-ed

·l

'

i .,.
.

D-. R. said he htd .d ie-

j

i :

}Ussed with federal officials, went farther than Docretar,r
0
)! the Uavy .Edison I B approval or the b111.'
OD Bovembe~ 5 t~e ?rcoident
In a tele·gram to Olson
29P.ronosed Amenatents

•

12. po·n sti tut1on, £2.• ill•, P~ 11.

30Lo~ Anr,eleo Tioes, October 25, 19~9, ¥•
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.f

'
I.

stated thnt his

ad~inistration

was solidly behind _the bill.

!

i.

t..

He mentioned it3 benefits to national defense and the fact

!i

that it would ". • • regulate national produc-t ion. ruld.

..' ;

st-abilize enployment .in this vital industry. n3-l
In his endorsement

!~ •

.Hoover stressed the fact that

the issue at stake- was a conae!'Ve.tion measure and should be
so viewed by voters on a non-partisan basis.

He stated that

tho bill contained basically the same ideas he had

ur~od

as

President in 1930-51; ideas which bad been rec-oi:ll!lended by
the Fodera! Conservation Board.

protect the national oil

required scientific

Hoover said the .b ill would

su~pliea

cont~ol

or

£rom waste because it

oil and gas production.

Secretary of the Interior Ickes urged a "Yes 11 vote
on Proposition

5.:?2 lie maintained that !rom the beginning

he bad.. favored the bill and had ins.tructed hio Director of

the Petroleum

Conserv~tion

Division of the Interior Depart-

ment to appear before the Assembly hearings at
He

eophasiz~d

Sacra~ ento.

that this referendum, if approved, would give

California similar legisl: _tion to that adopted by the. other
oil produ.c ing states which minimized wast·e and nadc :for
5l3an rr~ncisco ~niale, NOVeQber 6, 1939, r• 7•
32 on a 11ovcmbar t~ broadcast, Ols·o n appeared 1.rl th Ickes,
and both e:mphasi.zed the conservation aspect of the :::.easure.
Burke, "The Olsc·~ Regil.'ic in California," p. 29-5.
.

!l.

.•.
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increased recovery.

nearly twenty

p

~1i~ ~~s

vital to a

st3t~

thnt proJucad

:!r Ce!lt of the nation 1 a oil, Ic!:e::;

-s~id.

Both the· H9.VJ" and '.7e.r De:rartments en,1or3eU. I'roposi tion51, although it should be noted that their role cano in ror

soma censure :fron the !2a

.~n;~elo::J

Times.

or the- !Tavy Edison dGclarcd tb J t the Navy
favored Proposition !).

J,ct:Ln: s !Cretury
J~!)!lrbcnt

G~rongly

H3 in;iicatcd the Duv:t 1 s Dt:.m.d should

not be construed as interference with the ri:.::;!1t s of

o::ty

voter, but should be ta!ten in the light of the fc.ct that for

national de-fense
positive

~ova

purpo~cD,

the Atkinson bill woulu b-e a

in the rizht direction.

Just- _prior to tho election, Edison st3.ted in n

te 1 e grem13 3

I

I

I

I

I
I

It should-also be undcr~tood that wh11c tho ITavy does
not participate- in po_l itieal ca.mpa1gn3, it i:::: ncitl1er
illegal nor impro~er for any citizen to quote from any
public document i~sued by the Depnr~n~nt. Accord1n_:ly,
those who nre in favor o!_ the Atkins-on lnw \7c:.~c not
doin:; any illee;al act but were well_ within their rights
in quoting this Dcpn~tncnt a9 bcincr in i\lvor of: th~t

law.34

In addition to the Secretary o! the Na.vy'c .favorable
remarks, the Navy Depc.rt1.1cnt ga\o-.: .full authorization to
Lt. Commander Wentworth II. Osc;oo-1,- Inspector Naval Petroleum

33For full text of tele~ram appearin3 in a political
advertis~~ent, s~e ~ Anr.ele~ -Tines, Novembcx 6, 1939,
P• 10.

p .

r

I

Reserves, to join Governor Olson in submittin~

91
un cr.doroo-

ment to appear in the pamphlot mailed to regiotcred voter3.

In his endorsement the

Co~andor

co:::m ented tho. t the Iiovy

endorsed the Act becau~c i t v:ould acco:1plich t~1c con!:>nrva tion.
o~

o-il-the Navy's sole concern.

He stated t ln t in the

lllilitacy sense Califor:lia wan ioolate:i by the Rockies from
the oil pools of tl'.e E~ot.

eum deposita of

Califc~ia

Co:J.sGquently, l;he c;reat petrolcould well become t.ho controllinz

factor in .a successful canpaicn in the Pac1f1c.35
Tho

17.
I

u. s.

~ar

Department endorsed the bill. on October

Secretary o! War Harry H. Woodring r1rot c o.

the Secre.tary of th(3 Havy to clear up th9

let·~e.r

to

clnconc~ption

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

!

that· the t'ar .Depart:ncnt had no interest in the cons~rv.:ltion
battle be in;; waged. 36 no·.7ever, a .l&..§. Anp;elc s Tir:r ~ ::: article

minimized the endorscmen t by quo tin~ the '.7ar Secr·H to.ry' a
statement .. t;~at "I bavo not .t:Ulde any comment on th-3 J\tkinson
bill and have always taken the position of refasi.nr; to

comment on matters bofora state leGislature::.. u37

Dupporters

ot the measure had boen nta.t in(3 unequivocally tl:.c..t the ·.·;ax
Depart~ent

was one ot "the nany federal departncnts

3~oposeg Amendnents !£Constitution, 22• cit., P• 11 .

3 6 For complete text of letter, .see Sncrancnto ~.
October 1?, 1939 t P• 12.
3'7Los Angele.s Ti~e s, October 30, 193), P• 1.
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I

supporti~

the measure.

Sto.te !!!:lloc·a l co.I!Luttee-s .
ns tho "Yes on 5" Coi!U:littee.

A maj·or orcnnizntion

To avoid the

c ~y

cf partian.n-

shin9 political or otherwise, thi-s Committee h :1.d the support

of such diverse
I
I

'

org~izations

as the California Gtate

Grr.nze, Civic Le :lgtle o£ Improvement Clubs, Union k ,bo-r

I
I

I

Party o! San Francisco., . Retail Petroleum Dealern '

As~ocia

I
I
I

;

'

tion, and San Francisco Chamber of Commorce.

Tho organiza-

tion sponsored at least ono broadca st b;:r Governor Olson, a

I
I

I

I

I
I
I

I

!
i

I

titteen mdnute address on October 16, in

to tho press the receipt of inportant
Edison's approval o£ the

~ea~e

~hich

he announced

t G legr~~s,

including

becauso it affected

.national derense and conservation.

I

In addition, the Comruttce

eng~ged

1n the usual

political advertisements and parnphleteeriag .
boardo and

polit~cal

litor&ture the Committee

In it s billu s~J

the hoe

as its symbol or the waste in oil that existed un·l would
continue to mrist i ! the Propo.si tion -w ere defeated.
There wero numerous organ t zations which endorsed
the bill, either in laacue \71th ur inde penJ.cntly of the

•res on 5• Committee.

The

Co~onwealth

cisco endorsed the measure november 1.

Club

or

San Fran-

The Club's -re!tber-

ship !'avored it by a three to one margin !ollo·?:!ne a

monthAs investigation, which included tour open debcta s.

·

-

-~ -- - ·

~

r·

---------~-----...

I

I

Sttpport came fron the !!un:icipal League of Los t..nccle·s on
October

~o.

A.tter nn exhauElti ve ctud.y by o. s!'ccial co!!l-

mittee,. it wns concluded that:

-a:r

~

proration o:r production and poolinG or drill
sites, the act assures a reasonable inco~c to the
smnlle st or producorc. while e. t the nane tin~ ~)u tti ncr
a brake on the activities of the oil hoc~ • .;u ~

The Civic

or

San

Lon.~e

Franoisc~ is~ucd

of Ir.l7!rovcncnt Clubs a..J.d

A~socintions

a bulletin !or tho Special Dtate and

nmicipal Election on I1over:1bcr 7.

Its endoro .1 2cn t wac b:J.sed

in ·part on offi.cial naval records which contai!:"..cd the in-

!orcation tho.t twe·n t:r-cir;."lt nillion barrels ·o! oil -;<tere per-

manently lost in 1938

bec~usc

in. the ·s tate's oil inductry..
waste the oil industry
'

wa~

o!

\Va~te! t: l

productive methods

.Alone r.itL thio

non'.ln~nta1

sufferinc fron boooo

~~d

de-

pressi-o ns, was experiencinG periods of overproJ.uction nnd.

I

/

consequent pri·c e collc.psc, and waa aubjectinr; oil ernpl.o yee·s

I

to per:lods of starvation ell bec:lu·se of lo.ck of :y::oor.::ttion
and control. 39

The Citizens' Comnittce tor Oons~rvation and r ational

Def'ense sta.ted that OV€:r 200 ncttve indc:>endcnt.~

.'j.()

in the

38 Los Anr;cl_J.!l Tines., October 39, 1939, II, '-' • 3..39Pamphl.e t. -Box o! Literature, 2£.• ill•
40For a ~e.rt :i.nl lint or i:c.dcpender!t oil ::;:r-o:. !ucer3,
ref'iners, and ma.rk:eters, see :full p-age advertisr!:lent in
Sacrs=cnto ~, cctob3r 24, 1939, P• 11.

~
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I
I

indus~J

oil

!nvored P=oposition 5.

The

~rou~ f~ther

added

that ninety per eent of tho industry su9portcd the IToponition.

Those in oupositio:1 wero the operutors who h0ld. large,

flush oil

w~lls,

~nd ~ho

had nado it n pr3ctico not to adhere

to the voluntary curtail.nont ar;reed upon by t!111 rent of the

industry,
the

The nnount of

~igures

ovarp~oduction

wao not nccrct;

wore available at tho Oil Unpire'o office in

los Angeles.

The Comnittee'a explanation why nont

indc~cnJcnt3

were for the bill was that those who ·produced
barrels or lesg a day were
was- wel~

e~{e .rJpt

such as theae thnt

from proration, :::md 1 t

consti~~tod

of the 18,000 odd wells in the atato.
Indus-tr:r-conn-:;ctc ~

i
l

(

/

I

I

t~cnty-!ivo

intcrcnt!.h

more than 11,000

41
Tho !bt t o~rtl

· ~;ripper

Well Association~ cor~ oscd cf o,or~tors of ~n all oil ~ells

nationwide,. th:A.",; rr their rm:;:"~~ort to th~ Pro:' o::;i tio.:-1, al t.~ough
42
tha California :Jtrippe:r '.':ell A~socia ti cn ':"'las o:;:'o~'.; d to 1 t.

Earlier' fo rm.er Gov2rnOr ...., e- tT. Hollo·m ly 0 r Oklc.~!o~a, then

/I

that state •a repre::Jent:ltive on th~ l!ltcrsta.t ·~ ')il Co~,~ct

/

Commission, had assert·o rJ th~ val:·_e of conaorv~.t i c:1 ct-: tute s

\__

to his stutc .

Itc c;reat:)~t ac s 2t he clain.cd

\7D.S

"•

•

•

that many thouso.n1 s of ou::- ctri p_;>er r:alls ha~;9 been saved
41~a~ento I2£,, Cc t~bcr 21,. 1939, P• 2.

-

42s an Fre.ncisco Chron j_ clc, October 20, 1SY7, I 1 • 9·

-
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!or

n~

more years of production end the greatect pozsible

rec.o very o:r oil !rom tho!le wells. •· 43
A strong atatecent of

~Jpport ~us

issued by the Oil
:~o.

;7orkers' International Union, District Ccu.."'lcil
California..

1, of

Tho CIO Ol)onsorecl bulletin -s t<!tcu tlw. t the1'e

were some 18 ,coo walls in ·chc state, and of t !.1.i3 total,

nearly

a,ooo wells of zuall

closed in order to opc.:.:·atc
Under voluntary

prorut~on,

settled prodPction h 8.d been
~.:;he

it

.lare;er wells in flu::;h fields.
wa~

cheaper !or

opcra~ors.

to closa tho ruJall wells und transfer their allowable produ.c tion to the larger wells in the flush fields.

~hi.a,

o£ course, lm.d meant t~e lay-off of CIO oil workcrs. 44
Unde~:

the Atkinson Larr thase BtOOO s:nall

w~lls

would

be reopened for ·produc··cion. and hundreds of workers hired,

The 8,000 wells would be adjusted to the total allowable
fixed by the Dtata -Commiosion to meet carkct

req~irements.

This would be. e..:coc.pl·i nhad becaune overproducing o:)erators

and large producing wells in flush ficlda would be required
to cut back their production.
\:.'hi.le the CIO oil worl:ers had a direct

stal~a

in tho

outc·oma -, the rival union, the Sta.te Federation of lebor,
sent circulars to its 900 councils· and a :L'filia.tod unions
4 3snn ~rancisco Chronicle, Octobor 2.9, 1939, l h 6.
44Pamphlet Box o:r Literature, 2.;l• ill•

I:
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96They claimed that production cur-

and urged a "No" vote.

taiLcent would decrease oil field employment and
present statutes wer~ adoquate. 45
Endorsement of

~

12re n·s.

with mass circulations, the

th~t

the

Two influential nm7spapers

~ ~F-r~an~c~1~s~c~c

Chrcnicle and

th~ Sacramento~' endorsed the Froposition editorialiy. 46
The Chronicle stated on October

17 that the bill had the

support of the Navy De·_,artoent and had been deai;:;n.ed to put

en

-oil production under orderly control and atop \7aste.

a

later date, a. strongly \-:orded editorial asserte-d t h3t the
Atkinson bill "• • • represents

a great

step

fo~1ard

in the

long battle to stop waste in the oil ficldo, _put order into

California petroleum ro~ources for
the most economical use." 4 7 It stressed the support o!
production and

hi~h

consez~e

ranking federal officials.

It denounceu those elements

that had opposed "sane control'' of oil proJuct.ion and had
sa-botaged attec.ptn by -the oil

voluntary control.

il!dus~cy

to est:!.bli.sh a

These nere the elel:lants that ueraly.

wanted to get the oil out, rego.rdlesa of \l<lste or future

45Los Angales . Tiues, October 30, 193J, II, P• ;.
46rn addition, the O~~land Tribune, the Jan -~ rnncisco
News, and th-e San Francisco _;;xarliner sup;:>orted. tne bill.

~xce?t for t ·he -:f:lcrruue n :;o ~' all were infl\le:n·;ial
Northern Califor::J.ia H~ p ubl~can newsp.a1>ers.

47san Francisco Chronicle, Octc:1,r 25, 1939, !h 14..

I
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nceds--elc~ents

that des i re.:: chao3 and

goals for th.e oil industry.

~i th

O_? p oa~.J

The Sacrllmento

CX7Cllsi ve,
~

nnda

1 ts pol1 tical writer.

ot the bill, the

..

T'.u.~

back~~~

~rc·d uctj.on

or

its st<l.L"l·l on the

Herbert L. I'hilli?s,

paper pointed o;_:_!J· t h-:

it wns receivinG

fro~

and national admin1atra GiOn3, ita cndorscnent
workers~

gaso-

th e Ct:r onicl P-_ ct,,_t nd.

l~o-,.rn

editorial page e.nd 1!! tb.e column

r ~~id

continu.e d and

depletion and waste throu3h l.!ncontrolled
line \'1ould boco!!le core

lo!i.:-ranso

!mr_!>o~e

tho otate

by c. 1. o•

as well as from in1ependent and zajor oil in-

te=-ests.48
In articles ap.p ea.ring October 6 and ?, ::.r. I ·h illips
\'Tent to great lengths to illuotrate thL t I'ro_po :d tio:l :: wn.s

n ot ukin to the e~=lior Sharkey n~asure.

The c~of c~iti-

cism of the lattor wao that the commiasion that would regu-

late and control oil production would be chosen, to all
intents and purpos e s, by the ~ajar co~panies.
have been out-and-out

~hl ~ ·vould

~onopoly.

The a a thor explained h~w the Atkinson ncasu~e would
be· adnlinistered, showing hc:.v 1 t di.f!ered !ror:t t .:1c .Sharke-y
Act.

Nevertheless, h' in:licatcd, fron th3 mon.:-nt t ·: .:: bill

had ap ~e~ed in the

1939 session, the

bill" had .not ceased.

!,

J

::: C ..:' Ca:Js

o :: a

1
'

j~ar:~e:r

''
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~~

·
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The bill ho.d been labe-l led as a Standard Oil measure,

said Phillips, but Olson was no graat admirer of Standard
Oil as witnessed by the .fact that he "• •• battled Standard

or

stata tideland oil deposits during
his entire term as a State Senator." 4 9

Oil on the question

In his October ? article• Mr •. l?hillip-s refuted the

adversaries • claims that the bill would lead t .o conopolists
controllins the conservation measure, that proration laws

were undesirable, that prices of oil

pro~ucts

uould in-

crease, and that there was no waste in California.

He

cited the .fact that in other oil st·a tes, statutes bad
brought down gasoline

p~ices

and protected the small
I

;

operator.5°
Editorially, the

~

stated that opposition -came

rro:n a small minority o·f oil pr·oducers who felt th.llt profits

could be greater with the waste and lack of coordination
that then existed.

To be told how much oil could or could

not be extracted would be unbenrable t ·o t.hem.

"It is

the same old selfish opposition that always- greets any step
toward adequate conservation o! our natural resources.n5l

49Ibid.
50sacra~ento Bee, October
=~.;;;,.;::;~.;;;;..;o.-

?,

I

1939, P• 3.

-

5lsacramento
....,,.-.,.,;;;;;.;;;;...-.-......_ Bee, October 12, 1939. P• 32 •.
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In another atte ..._, pt to prevent the linkin~ of tbe

Atkinson Bill with the Sharkey Bill• the paper stated that
it had opposed the latter measure becausa "• •• it would

have allowed private oil interests to dominate the selection
or a proposed Oil Control Board."52 Yet billboards continued

t~

proclaim a new "Sharkey Bill" in order to deceive

the voting public.
V.

0PI>Q.3I-l'ION- TO

Dissentin~

~r...;~

Democrats.

OIL t!EASURB

P. E CPO ~n ·ri~ll

It has been anply -enphasized

that- Olson gave vi-gorous support to this measure.

Yet this

issue divided the thinkinc o! the Democratie hierarchy in
both the- executive and legislative branches.
Lieutenant-Governor Ellis Patters-o n, on October 24 1

stated that he opposed the Proposition.
.first of \Vhat

w~ s

fi,~

st~ted

in the

to be a series of addresses tr.nt prices

of oil products, particularly easoline 1 would .soar beyond
the reach

or

the average motorist.

This split

~ith

the

Governor over Proposition 5 1. as well a·s the '" Ham o.nd Lggs"
measure on the same ballot, was generated by Patterson

charges that the ".forces of greed end monopoly" backed the

5

b111. '

52 Sacrarnento ~~ October ~o, 1939, P• 23.

-

53san Francisco Chronicle, October· 25, 1939, P• 28.

,------
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But the real

noted, was that the

o~dity,

c.

I.

o.

as Chronicle wrlter Behrens
~as

supportin3 the measure and

that Patterson had shown a definite consistency in followin~

c.

I.

o.

1ea.de:.;-ship.54

Yet Patterson would not endorae- the

bill whose pa-ssage the Olson administration leatlers considered the greatest achievement o.f tho recent -s~.ssion.

Patterson merely haz·ped on the point that conservntion was
a smoke screen for raisins and maintainin3 high prices !or
petroleum product-s .
Also in opposition was Assemblyt'lan John 0 '-Donnell,

Democratic Floor. Leader.

lie was quoted55 as saying1

I'm not interested in. any fig_h t bet..,-ecn ·major and
independent companies. I'm intereoted principally· in
the fellow who h~s to pay a high_price for casoline
for automobile. lzy nmendcents Lwhich were rcjcctcgl
would serve to give these thou-sands of buyers a representative ·on the oil pro.rate commission to .oee that
price structures and quality are r.1aintained for the
benef'it of the consui:J.er and to mnkc a bn-:! bill a. good
deal more palatable to the people who are cauzht in
the oiddle of this ficht.

In the of.ficial pamphlet

listin~

the pros and cons

!or voters there was submitted in opposition to th..) bill .an

article aiened by Decocrats Ralph C. Dills,
mau. 69th District, ;.:)eth L!illineton, Gridley

Co~pton

Assembly-

;. ~; cc!:lblyman,

·54 Ibid.
55The tollowinc; quotation was obtc..:.ned from c~paign
lite.rature distributed by the Independent P~troleum and
ConGUmcrs • .Associa ticn, San L'.rancisco, California_. .Pacphlet Box or Literature, ~· £!!•
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4th District, e.nd J. Frank Burke., rad.io cdi t or an.l 01 r.on • 8

1933 primary campaign manager in Southern California.
authors declared this bill \'!O.s the

Bill since it established n thr ee

sa.r.H~ l'.~ t ~1~

Tho

·.:;hn.rkey

~an co~i~=ion

thnt would

have artificial control of oil production which could only
result in higher price :3 to consumers.

Th&y indi c J. ted

th ~l

t·

lec;islators openly acknO\·rlcd{!ed that the bill r.aJ been hie;h

presoored into passago v.ri thout sufficient opportunity for
int-e lligent d:i-scus-sion. 56

The authors stated thn t sooner or l a t -e r the Board
v1ould come undor the thumb of the

lar~e

eor,oro.tion3 •

.Property :o wners in oil produc-inc areas woulcl have their
taxes increased as "tnxeo on oil properties arc nsnessad

on tho basis o:f production, anJ ·· ~1 en this is curt :;. iled,
taxinc; agencies will -b e oblic ed t ·o saddle thi 5 additional
load on the already .hard-hit taxpayers. ,,57

'The. article

declnrad t hat the bill was not a true conDcrv3tion neasure,
as no oil was. bein;; want ed ~·l ever;; barrel bcin:; extracted
was put to beneficial use.

~he present la~s re~uired that

oil operators c .o nduct operations wi tbout waste.

In August -,

1939; all wel.ls in production-controlled staten had been
shut dow.n as a result of atte~ptin0 to control su] ply and

56Pronosed Amendments!£ Constitution, op. cit., P• 11.

-- ·

5?Ibid.

1~.
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demand.
Lastly t the argum!3nt was put fort b. th::.t }?roponcnt.3

of the .Sharkey Bill had oaid that 1 ts cte·f en.t \70uld moan
excess storage and production of oil
T~e

the industry's collapse.

Bill

w~~c t ~oul~ le~d

m~t

to

defeat, but there

-,v as no collapse and "tho oil busin.oss is UJ.orc ::;r .OG'!',)t::rous
in California than in GilY other state. "5 8

Statewide

!!!l.ll

lo cu 1 c o.mmi t tees.

behind the opposition to

Pro~osition

The dri vine: force

5 was the Independent

Petroleum and Consumers' Association-, 5 ') r1i·t~1 headq_u~rters
in Los Angel-es and San Francisco.

Its political advertis-e -

ments were somewhat .frenzied in their alle{;o.tion:J that a
success·. ful "Yes vote 11 \"lould meo.n a

mono~oly -b~l

tre

avari-

cious mojors with resultinz skyrocketine prices and the
60
demise of the independent producers..

The Association

resorted to marine life for its s_st:lbol; in tllio

mann~r,

the ohark would symbolize the as so cia t;ion of t :·.e Sb.o.r.l::ey

Bill with Proposition

5;

People could visualize a ohark

.5 8 Ibid.

-

59This organization did not exist ~rior to the
referendum c:to-oaign and ceased to exist i"olloo,·; in.: the bill's
defeat. Tiolloway, QQ• £!!., P• ~2.

60 Ty.pifying the politic~l ndvert!L · ~enta is the hal!
page ad appearinG 1n the So.n Francisco ChroniclP. of October
23, 1939, P• 9·-

-
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gorging hii!lself on indepandent oil dealers, service station
operators, and hapless motorists.
In its att·e mpts to co:nbat the

11

Yes- on 5" billboards,

the Associati on protested billboards that declar·ed the

u. s.

navy wanted "Y · s on 5" for national de.fense _purposes.
MI.·. J. A. Smith,. President of tho Independent Petroleum and

Consumers • Association, hit at t ·h e billboards by stating
that it was unfortunate that .b illboard advertising was not
honest in the sense thot newspaper advertisin3 was honest
because it was controlled. 61
O~her

groups in

oppo~ition

were the Los Angeles Ser-

Tiee Station Operators and the Realty

Frot~ctive

Group.

The f'o1·mer remarked th:;.t the Proposition "was the old
Sharkey bill in sheep's cloth1ng." 62 The Realty Group,
through its advisory

eo~itte3

r:

made up of' realty .men from

all areas of. California, declared that the bill would increase taxes on real ,estate.
should have the

ri~ht

It stated that the state

to prevent waste and to set up the

legal machinery to accompli-sh this.

But

To resort to state control • • • would threaten

·the. ri ghts o.f individ.u:;.l !recdo!:l ·a nd libe::-ty.

Thia
control bill not only tends to con!iscnte property
61 San Francisco Chronicle, October 31, 19,9, P• 12.
62Los .Angeles Time.s, November 3, 1939, P• B.
-.-..;;;.=~~~

I
j
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bgg

rights,
tax base.

The

~

is an ~mportant threat to the local property

Angeles Times.

It is ·difficult to aDcertain

the influence o.r a newspaper, but the stand tn.kcn by this

major daily in its "Watchman" series and editorials simply

cannot be underestimated.
In a seri.es of articles authored by tho n·::atch!no.n"
the- War Department, the !fa.vy Depar-tment,

a.nj tt~

Proposition 5" Committee were taken to tasl'::.

rebuked the

Committe~

"Yes on

:'he ·. :atchman

for its insi.stenoe that the Times

was trying to convey to the vo.ters the impression that the

two Cabinet

Departmen~s

did not approve

or

~roposition

5.

A number of bi1lboards depicted a large war vessel carryin~

c~ption:

"United 3to.tes !Javy say.e:: for :rational
De tense Vote Yes on Five. " 64 This, th9 .-: a tclm.an statej,_
the

had invited c:ritieal CO:iL'"7lents.
th~

:Vhile AetinJ Sccretnry Of

Navy Edison had endorsed the bill in

~enc .ral

and Commander Osgoo·l had written in 'favor.

of

ter.ns,

th~ Ac·t . in

the ·o fficial voter's pamphlet, an o.tficial Uav-<J

spo~esman

said that the billboard posters did not have either the

sanction o.r cooperation of the navy.
The article went on to state the liavy"'s e:1Cornezent

6 3Los An~eles Times, October 30, 1 )39, II, P• 3·

64Loa .An<:>;eles Times, Novembe·r 1, 1939, P• .8~
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o~

the Atkinson Bill was not being questioned.

But to use

the Navy's name and prestige on a billboard, complete with

battleship• in a referendum campaign was being questioned
rightfully by the opposition and the ordiiBry

citizens.

While having the full right to endorse the measure, the
Navy

should not want to become embroiled in _p olitics, nor

should it want to try ·to influence voters.
The Watchman indicated that Proposition 5 advocates
crit 1cized the Times tor carr,ing· Eecretacy Qf

War

Woodring's

statement of October 29, 6 5 in which he implied that the War
Depart::1ent did not

approv~

of the measure.

Watchm:m stated

that while the !: Jar Department supported the Uavy and In-

terior Departments in their ef!.orts to conserve petroleum·
and so stated in a le-tter to the two Departments, no mention
66
was made· in the lette·r about Proposition 5 specifically.

If tbe Navy could become the center of controversy
!or billboards that stated, in effect, ~Navy says Yes,"

then why not in billboards that stated "Navy says no.w
The la.tte.r did appear,. and Edison scotched the idea that

billboards earryine; this pronounceme-nt· were authentic,
to~

this would have negated the Navy's position of oftici-

al.ly .favoring the measure.
~

But

6 5see my page 91 • .:
66Los Aneeles Times,. November 1, 1939, P• 8.

~-
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!~dison declared tho llavy hau authorizccl neither side
to u·se its name in billbo·a rd advertisin~ and ho.J not
instructed voters ho','l to voto. I!o·:,•cver, he dcclnred
that when requested to state its views on the bill,
tho !~a"V}' re;>ea.tedly v.nd ccn-:;;i.stcntly f~vo:."od tho bill
as a measure for national defense and conse~~tion.6?

The ,vatehman ·s tetod how unfortunate it
~Tavy

Department .had .:permitted itself to

campaign via billboards.

b~

tr..n. t the

dragged into the

.lhile it was true

1

\'l~:>

th~'t

tbe Depart-

ment had ai'!irmcd the fnct that .i t had not o.ut;l:-:>rizcd the
uso. of i"t.s namo in such a manner, it had not t.::2:cn any stern
:ceazurea t .o stop tho billboards.

7or the Navy to express

its vie\73 on legislative cutters bo.tor0 any hcc.rinc, <:·.specially when -invited officially to do so, was certainly

proper.

But the

~Vatcb.mml

I!laintained th:. t the lbity ohould

; _,1
'i

not have permitted itself to appear as one o:.L the cajor
fron·t runners o.f the

ca::tpai~n

v:hen it

\~c.a

bcl'c:;.,o ·chc people.

' d o""~ m•l•t
. ~
i on. 68
I+., sr.:1acKe
~ ::;..ry :ul;..ruG
In a two colm:m Tir::.or; edi toriul ap.:;)eu;--iu;; Cctobcr 29,
the ;1ri ter considered F:r:or>·o:;i tion

ballot measure next to

11

5 as the

lltm c.nd .:.:;g!;s•"

r103t

iuport.:mt

I.

?he article did not

deprecate the concept of conservation or undar-rntc the
in~ortance

of California oil resourcen either to the state

no.tion~

or the

waa whether the
6

But it ·indicated the key to the
prese~t volunt~ry ~yste~

mou~ure

wao not better

7~ J.nr;eles Tines, iloveobcr 4 1 1939 1 P• 1.

60.!!l!£1•' P• 6.
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than state regulation.

Proponents -o f t h e Proposition con-

·tende.a thnt the present system was raul ty in thn.t 1 t was
aucceedi~g

in keep-i ng oil production only within ten per

cent of t -h e prorate systec figures.

The culprits, perhaps

a half dozen. were exploitinc; their fields in sor.1e eases
to nearly twice their alloted quotas.

Thus, the ,claim was

that conformist companies were beari-n g such a heavy cost
that 1n selr-de!'ense tbey would be forced to resort to unlimited production ir the regulatory act were rejected.
secondly, proponents were declaring that if the
~alifo:o:-m.
s
.

blll. "ere
rejected the-r e would be federal legis.

lation which, of course, would not be overly concerned
wi-th knowledge or consideration of local needs.
The wri te:r stated

that government regulation would

be bad, as· bad as regulation and control which government

already was- exertine; over commerce and industry.
would not
g~vernment

onl~

The act

turn California's oil industry over to

control,

bu~

it would turn it over to the con-

trol of self-seeking politicians;

~ven

worse, these would

be radical politicians.
The writer went on to indicate that sponsorship and

major support were

~oming

from the

main objectives of ·these left-wing

c.

I.

o.

One of the

propon~nts wa~

to bring

oil production and its great labor force under C. I.

o.

~- -

~

_____ ___
r
,
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1G3

influence. 69
If th-'~ act were -_,)as sed, th~• ed.;.J..v+-o~i"'l
L
c~

'be the entering
al~

-~

ind'..lstri·es

~·TedP:e
....

b.~.vinc

by "!;he

ct 2. +:~
--

i \·~

1

. .. I

to ....., ~ 4~·
..,,............
,_ .. c -:~ •.,;r ·,1

-.

•. . . c c ,.
to c1o with n ~ tur ..,. ........, r -.. -~,.. .....,,....'-·-

would lead to state control of 1ji·trus
_-) lace the pressnt

~3:

.....

_volunt~.ry rn.~00Xru'!l,

prc·.• uct~. O!l

o.nd t:-...crc

.,.,- ., 1 ~

~

,
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~VQr

This

;_; 0 re-

j·.l :; t

·.-.oald

be no end •
.As !or tr.e New De c.l, ito support waG·

t c)

lHJ ctx ;->octcd,

as the New Deal woull be for government control of business
and industr.y on the basis o£ principle.

The Navy'c support could be discounted in :.h:Jt it
consumed O!lly

three and one-quarter ::'er cent of C·: li!or-

nia -• e oil production, and tb.at by es·tint:J.tcs of its o·:.rn
sta!t, the Elk Hills Reserve had. an oi~ surpl;y coo~l for a

century and a half at the present rate of eon3'.:."1'1tion or

the ro serve •
This sai!le October 29th editorial ~:;oin 1.JeJ. out toot
political domination o·f the ind'.lGtr:~ •7ould. l"~d. to n

freeze-out ot smaller outfits, and such Mono ~ olintic
practices would .mean rising pric.es ior o11

- t
pro -~ uc G•

3inco

only a few eompanien uere resistin~ tbc voluntary pror,r~,,

the industry itself ohould di~ci.:~lin~ the ha!i.d.ful or renego.des.
_,1 1n +hP ~anc article
This stoternent is oade a 1 t 110U :.:;, ro
·
~ ~.
f
' 'I"',.. c . . ., n -ro:n
it stressed that su;>port for the neasu
'""'o..)r- ~h::: ~o-cnlled
almoct all the majors ancl fran a eood many o.~- v ~ ....

69
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independents.
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In voluntarily surrenderine th~ right of selr-retiUla.tion and inviting a set of poli.tic.ian3 to step in and
perman-antly run it:.::: b u.:- iness, is. it not o~c 1dng a
remedy apt to prov-3 warn-e then the discase?70

I

'l 'he Time-s contcntled ttu;. t in ord.er to be c onnistent

with its lonG record of opposition to eovernucnt central

or

industry it could not endorse the froposition.
A~ain

editorially on !'1ovember 5, the Tirr..ar: zt <.:. ted

tho.t the ccmmiszion ar: established t;r the

rae.:l-:::'.:: 1'~

\'1ould

bo.sG the oil and eas in_J .ustry from the well to tho consui!l.er
in t i-.e nanc of cons( rvation c..nd \7a!3te prcvcr,~icn. 7l
.

.

I~

continued by otc.tins that : cction 10.5 cf th·J

Atkinson measure described what constituted waste., and
Section 8 t!ave the Cor.r..iEsion powers to nakc :rules, enforce
the act,

ana

similar rola :ed po·. 'lers, and. ttuo,

• • • the provisions of t ·n is bill furnish the !)o.ttern
for a s.t rai3ht jac~:et in which poli ticin:ts c~n clap the
Cc.lif'ornia oil i:r:i.lu c t;r·y, if thdy so ctooce . . • l'.here
is plenty of evidenco th~t conserv~tion and prevention
of t;aste is not th . :. real aim • • • , an:l ~ his ic ·Lh9
first ste.p t ·o ward the. ~:I kin;; over of all na tarnl resources by the stat ~ .7~

On November
defeat.

7

the :::1easurc

~he fi~~ l ficur~ ~

•::e~t c ~wn

of th3 vote as

to a thun:iering

=~leao c J

by

70Los. Angeles

~i !'1 C8t

October 29,

... .I,., · '

II, P• .,,. .

7119..2. An=ieleg,

'f i~e rj,

;iovc::bor

5,

1) ~ 9,

P·•

~

I:

"\'AJ

,._
'-' •

____-£1' J

j
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Secretary o.r State Jorda!l on December 5 showed the "!To"
votes totaling 1, ?55,625 ani the

11

Ye·s·"

votes totnlinc;

The mar~in of defeat was 645,000 votea.73

1,110,316.

In Northern California, tho voting was close.

bill carried in twenty-five out of tho

or

fifty-ei~ht

The

counties

It had a majority ot some 15,000 votes
north of the Tehachapis.?4 · For example, Alameda County
the state.

had "Yes," 130,052 to "No," 102 1 198' Sa.n 11'rancigco County

bad "Yes," 1?0 1 424 to "ITo," 91 1 743; sa.c ramento County had

"Yes," 32,589 to "1To," 33 .1 20?.?5
In the southern part of the state it was a different
picture.

In the eight counties below the Tchachapis, the

"Yes" vote was 44-5 1 405 as opposed to a "No" vote or
1,12~,565.

334,921 to

76
11

For example, Los AnBeles County had "Yes,"

I\o 1 " 881,252;. Orange County" had "Yes,''

9,9?.,

to "Uo-1 ' 1 45 1 38?;. San Diego County had "Yes-," ,36,537 to
"llo," ?4 1 523. ?7
On reported expenditure-s, the Secrctal:'y of State

-

'73san Francisco- Chronicle, December 5, 1939, :P• 4.
'14nurke, "The Olson Regi~e in California," P• 297.
?5Los Angeles Times, november 9, 1939, P• 6.

76 nurke 1

11

The Olson Re gime in California," P• 297.

??Los An~eles Times,loc. £1i•

..-------

lll

announced that as of September 23 the Independent Petroleum
and Consumers' Acs.o ciation had expended

~?5,144.

ot this

!igure, $,51,085 was SJ_) ant in acquiring cienatures e.nd cir-

culating the petitions.

The largest contributor3

Superior Oil Co:c1pany, which

o~)ent

~29-,500

~re

and t'nivl3raal

Consolidated ,Oil Company, -w1:i .c h spent $11 1 000. 7D

An of

October 31, the As3ociuted Press reported that the Independent Petroleum end Consumers' Association had spent
a.nd the "Yes on 5" Committeo had spent 1256,?40.79

~230 1 385

The

total cost to the As~ociation was $392,454. 80
If the

Atkin~on

Bill had gone into effect, the mem-

bers ot -the Central Committee. o:t California Petroleum Fro-

ducers felt that the7 would be retained as an advisory

body

and the staff of the Oil Umpire, which had acquired ten
years experience in research and statistical work, would
somehow be util·ized. 81

In expectation o! victory. Governor Olson, on
October 2 appoint-ad Ri.c hard Sachse, 82 o! Pasadena, Director
1

78san Francisco Chronicle, September 2~, 1939, P• 6.

-

79san Francisco C'.aronicle, Octob~r 31, 19j'-) , P• 12.
80Hollo·u ay t 22• £.!!.· t P• 42. This !i~re WRS stat~d
in a tele~rrun to tho 8-UtilOr from Secretary or state Jordan.

81Los Anf'ieles Times _, September 16, 1939, P• 12.
82Sachse was a con~ulting engineer and h~d been a
chier on~ineer of the California Railroad Commission.

----·-·
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of the Departme.nt of Uatural Reoourc·e s.
have received another

~4,000

The Director would

yearly on top

or

his

~6,000

salary as Director of' Na.tura.l Resources if tl~e 011 Control

Bill had passed.

Olson st~ted that the new Director was

a liberal progressive stroncly in sympnthy with his
admini atration-.
VII.

CuNCLUSIO!l

Those in support of Proposition 5
unusual assortment.

constit~ted

n mont

Whi.le tha.ir motives· ::noy hnve di!!crcd,

the major Calif'ornia oil

conp anie~,

nents of the Olson administration,

tho

c.

I.

agcncie~

government -and pr.omincnt federal officinl:::r,

o,

of the federal
an:~

journals and newspapers found themselves in thr.

But this seemingly formidable array was not

most ele-

trnde.
oa~c

enou~h

bed.

to

achieve victory.
That the referendum battle was not a tea-oip ;in3
affair has been illustrated.

·_·,bether the bill' 'J pro;mncnts

had suffered a decisive defeat was not a question to be

pondered; the evidence wag overwhelming.

Another oil con-

servation bill had gone down to defeat in a roferendtll!l,
the second one in a decade.

The voters, enlichtened or

otherwise, had made the choice.

----·

-·

,--- -·-

CHAPTER VI
DEFEAT--REASONS AND CONSE -~U&""fCES

SIGNIFICJJICE OJ DEFEAT TO OLSON

I.

The bill had been solidly beaten in spit.e o! the

support of diverse elements and by a larger majority than

I

I .

the Shark&y Bill.

The Governor was bitterly disappointed

over the outcome, n-o twithstanding the statement made by
Pierson Hall, Campaic;n Manager for the bill, that "pu.blic
control of resources is something which mus.t come sooner
or later.

I prefer to do it by s·tate law rather than b;r

federal stat~te." 1

.!

Olson had taken a oore active part in the .A-tkinson
battle than be did in. any other issue of the. 1939 election. 2
The fruits of his efforts

~0re

bitter indeed.

He .found
• I

that his sup.;Jo.r·t ca:ne fron the northern s ection of the

' I

state and the opposition from the heavier populated southern section.

He reo..lized that t ·h e split between himself

and Lieutenant-Governor ratterson had contributed to the
defeat or the measure.

Also, be could now add to his

1 "V.oters Swa.:Llp Atl:inson Bill," Oil and Gas Journal
XXXVII (November 17, 1939), P• ·98.
--'
2 Burke "The Olson Regime in California," p. 295.
1

•J
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lengthy list

or

opponents the "independent'' oil interests.

Olson was also denied the opportunity of making political

capital out of a successtul passaBO or the bill in his
re-election campaign in 1942.

In a ninety-five page or-

..ficial handbook connactod tvi.th the 1942 campaign, 3 only
four lines on page twenty-one are devoted to th9 topic o!
gas and

o:r

Mention is made of the !act that the Division

oi~.

Oil and Gas had worked d"iligently to pravcnt natural

gas waste.

But no mention wa.s made

termad as one

or

or

what Olson bad

the most il!lp·o rtant -e!'forts o.r his. adminis-

tration-an e.t.reotive oil bill.
II.

P033IBLE EXPLAUATIONS FOR

Possible avoidance

.2! .!

REF..S~6UDU!.1 DEF~AT

battle.

As

brou~ht

ou·t

earlier· in this paper, when AB1926 was passed, opponents
had made known that they would demand a referendum.

In

California, legislation that raises revenue or appropriates
money !or cus-tomary expenditure-s of stat.e government is

exempt from a· referendum·.

Also, any measure that the

Legislature may pass and regards as

i~portant

for the pro-

tection of health and safety· of the citizens is in immediate eftect if two-thirds o! the me.mbers- of each house
3speakers' U~ual for Governor Culbert L. Ol cron's

Re-Election Cc>.r:.paign of 10"+2, Issued by the 3tate-'.·IJ..de ~mnittee to Re-elect~overnor Olson (Bancroft Library

University o! California).

'

..------
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vot·e !or 1 t, and if a ·statement or reasons 1 s added to the
bill.

In the 7ears 1931 to 1941, an

avera~

of twelve per

cent of the laws passed !ell into this category.

These

were primarily measures to deal with the depression. 4
In the 1941 session bills were enacted that established marketin3 controls and pro-rata schemes that were
highly controversial.

These statutes could not· be sub-

j'ected to the Referendum.

It is a reasonable

con~ccture

that the Legislature, then, was not timid about using this

device to thwart opponents.

The California courts had

accepted the fact that the Legislature was the best judge
o:t

the urgency of a statute in most caee-s. 5

But.

so far as

AB1926 is concerned this writer could find no evidence to
indicate that the bill's supporters even contemplated the
use

or

the above mentioned device to prevent its being

brought to a referendum vote.•

Referendum favored

2!! £!!!

opponents.

The .fact

that the measure became a referendum definitely was not 1n
its favor.

"The Referendum is by ·nature a conservative
proces·s ; it seeks to preserve the status quo." 6
4w1nston w. Crouch, The Initiative and Referendum in
California (Los Angeless The Castle ?ress,J.1J1+5), P• 15. 5Ibid.
·Glbid.

.. ..

_______

.__......:.._.
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Because

or

the enormous number of signatures that must be

obtained in the ninet;y day p·e riod, professional circulators

must -be hired, and thus
• • • nearl;y every referendum bas been brought about

by some lar.g e business 1ntere st or an orc;anization that

bas the facilities. £or collecting and spendinz sizable
campaign funds to get the desired results. 7

Thus, one is tempted to accept Zimmerman •s cont.ention that

"·• • • large e:xpendi tures made by a !ew small but· enormously
'wealthy' producers were instrumental in swinging the popular vote against the conservation law." 8
Condu-ct o·t referendum election. It· is difficult to
·----~~-------assess the proper weight to the !actors or publicity,

--

=-------

propaganda, and the referendum as a voter device.

Certainly

proponents enjoyed favorable support and publicit,y !rom most

of the press, .a nd many editors were impressed that eo

man~

prominent national political· ligures supported the bill,
as -w ell as the tact that a .former U.

s-.

Attorney 1 .Fierson

Hall, was directLug the campaie;n.
To vote intelligently-, a voter needs intorma.tion
and expects to glean some information trom the

campaignin ~ .

Now both opponents and proponents of Proposition 5 enbraced

?Ibid.

I

P• 16.

8 Er1c i. Zimmerman, Conservation in the Production
of Petroleum, (New Haven: Yale Cnlversi~Pr-ess, 1957),

p: 165.

_ ___ _j

,.---- --- . --

11?
the animal kingdom for their billboard advertisement-a .

Opponents trie.d to as.sociate the Propos! tion with the discredited Sharkey bill by using the shark as a symbol.

It

was depicted swallowiitB independent oil _d ealers, service

station operators and the motoring publi-c.

Proponents used

the h·o g as their symbol or the waste in oil that exi-s ted

and. would continue to prevail 1! the Proposition were
deteated.9

This type or campaigning was of a low caliber1 it
seemed that both sides lacked the desire to submit serious
reasons tor or agai_n st the bill..

Petroleum World claimed

. that it could be implied that neither side bad locic or
justice on its side, and. voters would be severaly ·handicapped in voting intelligently it billboards had been the
1

sole source of in!armation. 10 ~troleum World had been

I

greviously distressed that there would be a referendum in

I

1939 or any other_ year.

The magazir.e had predi.cted that it

a referendum became a reali.t y, the same slogans that ensued
~rom the Sharkey

Bill-monopoly and high price-s--would be

heard loud and clear.

Such, indeed, was the case.

9'"Ed1torial, "Voters at Sea as ?igs and Sharks
Appear on Billboards in Oil Control Campo.ign," Petroleum
World, XXXVI (October, 1939), pp. 19-21. See pages 2o-·21
for widely used example-s of billboard ads.

10Ibid., P• 19.

I
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This prominent trade journ::Jl bad hoped th-at .t ho re.terendum attempt would be nband.oned.
ducting a mammoth program

or

I:
I

The indu:;try rroo con-

public r~lations, desiened to

win increased favorable public o-p inion, and it: realized tbo.t
it. the bill were to be plac.e d on the ballot, the fn~ustry

or

would be divided and much

the public re.lationo ·of!orts

would be scuttled. 11

Furthermore, tho magazine indic8ted that canpaign
publicity would be all the voters would have to

~o

on.

Very rew would understand all the facets of tho bill--the
economic, the political, or the t -e chnolo:;ico.l.

~\s

tor the

oppone.n ts or the bill'

The fnoscauable truth is that the strensth of their
position lies-not in lo3lcal argument, but in a flair
for misleading catr~-phrases, calculated to appeal to
pu.b li.c sentiments.
Possible . reasom~

viewed the Atkinson Dill

voter rejection.

~s a con~lict

1~y

voters

in which the major

oil companies opposed the independents anl in which state
regulation

or

the industry vas to be substituted for sel!-

policing by t ·h e industry.l:;

·M ore peo.p .le voted on

ll"~ditorial," Petroleum ~orld, XXXVI (July, 19~9),

P• 19.
12l:bid ·

-·

13The de r eat o~~ the sharkev
"' Bill was vie~cd as a
victory for the small producers. This vi.ctorj" was due in

. --- ·- ------ J

1

.,.
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Proposition 5 than had ever voted on a referendum 1n prior
7ears.

14

Proposition 5's decisive defeat could be attributed
to the voter being overwhelmed by the numerous other propositions on the ballot.

~e

many proposals placed on the

ballot were undoubtedly a burden tor the electorate.
In Proposition

5, the

voter relt that the outcome

would a!!ect oil and gasoline prices.

In this instance,

perhaps, the voters cast their votes contrary to their long
range interests, although, on the whole in California referendum history

·n • • •

the people seec to have acted with

;Ju·s t about the same degree or democracy, d1scernment 1 de-

votion t .o the public welfare, and. deaul toriness o·f purpose
as the average legialature." 1 5

i

I

·: !

Far more damning waa the comment. by a writer in the
Oil and Gas Journal.

---~--=-

The general public does not yet know what. it ~o
positi.on :iJ is all about, cares less, and, if the
charges that the oil control bill will create ·~onopoly,
increase the- price ·c! gasoline .and put a lot of small

!'

large part to the· tact that a. gasoline conscious public
thought that it saw restraint of trade disguised as conservation. Crouch. £2• £!!., P• 16.
14Ibid.

1 5valdimer o. Key and ~inston r.. Crouch, The Initiative and Referendum in California (Berkeleya UniVersity or
California~ I>ress, 19'39), P• 5'71.

I
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operators out of business is r!geated often enough,
the measure may be voted down.
III.
Standard

TRADE

2!!

JOUITU~AL

Bulletin.

REACTIONS TO DEFEAT
The Standard Oil Bulletin

.stated editorially that the oil and gas conse.rvation prob-

lem persisted nnd that "• • . •

it . rem~ined

unsolved in the

I.

other leading oil-producing stateo· until there were enacte-d

.I

adequate conservation laws comparable to that which met
defeat in ~ali!ornia.• 1 7

The management had supported the

measure, feeling that the consumer, the nation, the oil industry, and the oil employee wou·l d all bene!i t.

The pu·b lic

lacked the understanding of the characteristics of oil

·. i

' !!
:

fields.

People in the industry understooj the benefits

that were derived from an oil field where the producer
operated at an ef·f icient rate in ·c ontrast to the wells of
some producer who allowed his wells to run wild at a wasteful
rate.

Those who operat;ed their wells in the attempt; to ex-

tract oil at the lowest practical cost and with as little

, I

I '

waste as p.o ssible were put in an untenable position when
16
L. £. Stockman, "California Again to Vote on Conservation Billt" 2!! ~ ~ Journal, XXXVII (November 2.
1939) t P• 16.
l7"01l Control in California," Standard Q!! Bulletin,

XXVII (November, 1939), p. 1.

-- -- --
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state enforced conservation regulations did not exist.

B•-

in!orcement is given this s-tatement w-hen 1 t 1o realized

that •pool and well allowables are recommended by a commi ttee as nece_s _s ary to prevent waste, but operators are

under no

ob~igation

to follow the recommendations and

1
frequently do not.• 8
Petroleum World.

Prior to the referendUl!l vote. tho

November issue of this magazine re:p.o rted ho·:1 t ·h c industr,y
was -s uffering from over-production and top-heavy invenThere- was extre-me pessimism as to ·whether the in-

tories.

dustry could maintain tm.y semblan-ce of econooic blllonce in

that the

vo~untary

control pr.o gram. mir;ht· be ineffectual in

forestalling large additions to storage-.
In the !ollow.ing :c.onth 's issue-, tha- ccznzino continued

to lament how vexing were the industry's problems.

However •

in a . complete reversal o! its pre-election poslticn, the

magazine concluded that voluntary control was desirable

a!ter all.

The reason £or the reversal a?penred to be the

possibility of !ederal c .o ntrol over all oil pro.:lucing

states. 19

As a result, Petroleum ~orld e~braeed the volun-

tary progr-am in more than just a casual mann•) r.._

l8zimmerman, on.

ill•,

Ina

p .. 165·

l9Ibid.

. - - -- - -
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-
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len3thy arti·c le in the ·J anuary issue the voluntary program
was reappraised as bein6 highly justified.

The article

said the program was based on democratic principles and protected and assisted the marginal ·producer.

Oil Production

had been successfUlly curtailed throughout the l930 1 s when
oil producing ·states under state control were used as a
yardstick.

The Article stated the continuing success or the

voluntary program co.u ld be shown by the stability of crude
oil prices

~

thLs state as compared with those or any other

leading oil state. proration laws notwithstandine ...
Under the N. I. R. A. from September. 193; to Uay 1

1935, an average

overpro~uction

authorized schedul P occurred.

end

or

or two per cent above the

From the end of l!a;r to the

December, 1939, the average state quota wa..s un<!er

600,000 B/D or about two per cent in excess or tha established quota.
as

goo ~

This record, according to the magazine 1 was

a -a the record achieved by the industry ¥Then the .N.

I. R. A. Codes were imposed.

I.

The article 1ndi.cated that beginning in 1936 the
Central Committee had used its influence to reduce excessive
and unnecessary drillinG of wells.

Though opposad by land

and royalty owners, as well as small promoters,

s :i~ce

1936

new tields were given a proper well space pattern, 1. e.,
one well to twenty acres.

In the early years or curtail-

ment, rour wells to a sinele acre was not uncommon in some

.~

· -- ~ .J

,...-----··--·

l
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townlots where each owner pulled out what he could ·a nd
ignored the rapid extraction rate, which meant a short
flowing lite.
by

In all cases,

spacin~

agreements were attained

the voluntary consent of royalty owners, operators, and

property owners.
The statutes dealing with the

blowin~

I

of natural gas

into the atmosphere had been successful, according to the

· j· ; '
i

Statistic-s on natural gas production and consumption provided evidence or this. 20

magazine.

'

:

~

. IV •

ECONOMIC MO':IlV.ATIOI1 OF OIL PRODUCERS

Major

2!!

producers.

SUpport from the major in-

tegrated c.ompanies was based on economic self-interest.; the

conservation and curtailment sections
conrlict with their econoQic welfare.

or

the bill did not

Because these com-

panies held large reserves o£ crude oil, exploitati-o n over

an extended peri.od of time would be a practical and desirable matter.

These corporations held huge investuenta in

transportation, refinin0 , and distribution facilities.

Thus,

20 "California Stands on Its Record," Petroleum World,
XXXVII (January, 1940), PP• 19-28. However, ao reGards gas
production, the Oil ~ ~ Journal reported that 2 billion
.reet -of gus wereDrown into the a~r in Southern California
during December, 1938. This occurred. while the uas companies were shippin~ large quantities fro~ the Can Joaquin
basin fields to Southern California. L. P. Stoc~an,
"California Operators Vote en Curtailmen-t," Oil nnd Gas
Journal, XXXVII (Uarch 16, 1939). P• 33.
---------

I.
j,
'

~
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the extension of crude oil extractio-n would be desirable
for their eeonomic enhancement.

Selr-interest, tben,

motivated the large companies to endorse conservation.

Small oil producers.

The small, non-intec;rated

company possessed a different outlook.

Generally s.p eaking·1

this producer would want to extract the oil as quickly as
possible, especially when the price was rieht.

Economic

self-interest would dictate the acceptance of curtailment
when the price had declined.

The Atkinson Bill, or any

other oil statute, would not coincide with the self-in-

terests of the small operator who would not view lon3-range
exploitation as expressed in statute t ·orm ao beneficial.

The principles ot scientific conservation in an oil bill

would be of less interest to these o::perato.rs than statute
provisions providing !or equitable compensation of pro21
duction al1otments.
V.

CONCLUSION

Deluged with words and pictures from ·bath
there was probably a considerable number

side~

or· hapless

who did not .u nderstand just wbat the bill involved.

voters
In

addition, the economic uncertainty of what impact the bill
21Ba.in, Public Polic.:r Toward Competition ~ Pricing,

p .. 40.

.~ - -
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would have on gas and oil prices may have eaused many or
the electorate to_ follow the maxim

"~.Vhen

in doubt, vote no."

Dire times did not befall -the industry.
journal that had prophasied that a

fUn~ral

-A trade

dirge would have

to be played_ it the Propos! tion suffered de-r eat, made a

complete about taco and_praised the voluntary agency.
Consistency need not be a virtue.

1
·· ·-~

..

CHAPI'ER VII
ANALYSIS OF TllE ATKDfSON BILL AS

!

I

All EFFECTIVZ STATUTE

Ir th·e Atkinson Bill had become law ·would it have

been the p·a naeea that its diverse promoters exaltedly
claimed it to be?

or

Would its ·passage- have meant some kind

"unnatural 1nterf'erenco 11· in a privata sphere

ness enterprise?

or

busi-

It was actually neither of the above, as

the b111 1 s shortcominGs will amply demonstrate.
Using references relating specifically to oil
.economics and conservation, a brief t .echnical

and

legal

i

explanation of oil pools, depletion, and conservation is
provided.

Its drawbacks ns an oil statute, as well as its

-c .omparison with the

exist1.n~

voluntary

pro~ram.,

arc ex-

plored.
LEGAL AND TJECr.!.NIC;\L ASPj:;CTD OF OIL EX'r'RAC1ION

I.

.

I

!

Reservoir -energy

~ ~

!ound in lakes or reservoirs; an
ot the aggregate pore spaces

rock."l

g! capture.

Oil is not

oil pool - • • • consists

~etween

the grains

or

the

The oil itself would remain immobilized except

1 Reginald Ragland, A History ~f tha Naval Petroleum

Reserves and of the .Pre.s ':) nt Hational~oiiC;r Respect~ng Them

(LOs An.geleo~ Zn.n;}, 1944), P• 133·

-

.

,..-----
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that it is usually combined with some rluid and mobile gas.

The gas will. push ahe.ad when there is a release of pres-sure •
such as when a well is drilled; and

or

the oil with it •

and

~ound

Salt

\7a ter,

th~

gas will pull some

heavier than oil or gas

in practically all oil-producing arcasy tends to

drive out the g.as and oil nhen there is a release

or

pres-

sure.

Since no oil reservoir can ever be

or

co2pletel~l

drained

all its oil because tho gas and/or water pressure which

forces the- oil to the surtace never lasts

lon~

enou-gh to

_p roduce all the oil, control of reservoir enere:r is vi tal.
But there is another

oeter~inant

besidoo control o!

reservoir energy in maintaining production control; it is
the legal concept of "rule of capture."

Condensed to its

essence, this concept means that
• • • a producer could drain as muc!1 oil .fro:.1 an
underground reservoir as his wel~s could produc~,
regardles-s ot whether this dimini-shed the quant~ ty
available ~o a neiBhborin~ producer exploitinG the
same pool.

Since the usual situation was multiple owners drilling in
a single oil pool, fields tendad to bo drilled v~th slight

regard to either sound engineering practices or the needs
ot the mark~t.

Also, under the "rule of capture," each

2 John H. Li-chtblau and Dillard P. Spri~cs, ~ Q!!.
Depletion Issue (~o\7 Yorl'::: Petroleum Industry Besea.rch
-F oundation, 1959) t P• 17-•

_________________ ;

j
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operator was rorced to protect his property from drainage
b;r others.

In order not ·to suffer . the

1033

or

oil cap-t ured

from him, and also to avoid rarfeituro of the lease

tor neglecting _the . interests o.r the lessor._ c.ach

itE~l.t

op-er~tor

had a strong incentive ror ra?id developoent.
· Conservati-on

~

12roration in theory £!l:.l

pr~ctice.

To minimize wasteful oil depletion calls for conservation,

and to R. Ragland• true conservation con31stcd
• • • of the applic :2tion of -scion tific ;>;-inciplea
in -controlling and I!lD.intaining tho reEervoJ_r energy ot
an oil !ormation, and in such spacin:_; of t l:0 wells
drilled into the foroation as to cako the fullest, most
efficient us e of the reservoir enerey.~
In addition, the rate of oil withdra..-1al was vital.

principles of conserva.tion demanded

th ~.lt.

3ound

only a s1:.all

.fraction of the rec·overo.ble oil in the field. ohould bo made
annually.
For the avera -c oi~ fi.eld the annual wi t ::c.rn•: ;al
should not exceed five per cent of the oricinn~ volume
of recoverable rcs ·: Jrves.. If oil in wi tb.i .::-.:1m1 too
rapidly, the equilibrium be~feen oil, ~n.!3 ani wntor in
the pores of the reservoir undercrouni in de~trcycd;
gas e -scapes to tho atnos:_Jhe-r o and is wasted, wator encroaches into the "ell ahaad o.f the oil, and the total
re.covery o~ oil ia decreasea_ by the amount of oil that
is left behind in the sanJ.

As pointed out, great physic·a l waote, as

•
· ~Raglana'1 • gn • .£.!!
• , P•
4 Ibid., P• 134.

\7Cll
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13~
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periods of over-supply, occurred in those pool.s whero
competitive operation of leases existed.

becaoe important to

deter~na allo~nble

There.tore, .it

production rates

in regard to market de!!lanl for crude oil-in other words.,.

proration.

Proration would be the z:;aans fur I!li ti~o.ting

the effects

ot the "rule of capture."

It \"las r:1eant to

prevent waste, to insure ratable extractions, nnd to retain
a balance between supply and demand.5

Now while proration in California did not hava the
legal sta.t us that existed in soma stntes 1 it came into
being under a v.o luntary ar;ency when equilibrium c.ould not

be regained under the .free operation of the "rulo of cal)ture."

To meet market demand, proration was juotified as

a conservation cr1tor1on. 6

It helped check above ground

waste of oil which ensued when oil was produced in exces-s
of .storage capacity.

Preventing th-e accumulation

or

un-

usually heavy surplua stocks was vital in that it provided
stability for the crude oil market, since it tended to pre-

vent any quick price changes caused by sudden changes in
inventory conditions.

~chtb1au.

an economic analyst, makes

an analogy to the !arm situation.

The oil producer was

5Jos.e ph E. Poeue, i:cono~ica of ~ Petroleum lndustr:r
{New York.z The Chase l;ational .naDk Of tile bit;r oi lrcn. York •
1939) t P• 19 • .
6

Lich·t blau,

~· ill.•,

P• 19-.

------------- - -

.
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like the farmer in that he had -a high ratio of fixed coats
to operating costs.

\"lhen a price decline occurred, he

attempted to offse-t it by an increase in output; this
merely enlarged the surplu-s and caused a price spiral
ward.

or

The ultimate rate

d09ln-

recovery would be louored,

depletion would be premature, and marginal and stripper
wells would be abandoned.

The recoverable oil

th~t

the

latter conta.ined would be .forever lost bec-a use even t7hen tho

oversupply would be rectified, those wells would rarely be
drilled again.
While proration may have had 1 ts im:pet-u s an a ·r ae tor

in- controllin~ overproduction, it could be juntified as a
I
I

j

II
J

I

sound conservation device.
The practice of proration

h~s

clearly

de~onstrated

that restricted flo'3" of oil w.e lls conserves the reser-

voi-r energy and results in higher recoveries o.nd lo\ver
over-the-1ife costs than would ba experienced if ~ells
were produced under conditions
An example

o~

or

o ;1en-flow. '1

this was an East Texas tield thnt was pl3ced

-u nder conservation stututes shortly after itn discovery.
The !ield would produce five billion barrels as

n~ninst

one billion barrels i£ it had been _producing prior to regu-

lated production conditions. 8

The highest total recovery

from any oil pool would depend on adhering to a

?Pogue, £.!?.•
8

ill•.,

Lichtblau, ~·

P• 20 •.

£1!.,

P• ln.

I

- - - - - - - - .:-....J

~

!

I

I

I
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scientitically determined oil/gas ratio.

the late 1930•s, much

of

Yet• well into

this gas was simply burned ott.9

Restricted production and

mult1pl~ 1

competitive

operators could not be more incompatible in that
Only by an actual poolin::: of leases in tl1e single
reservoir--unit operation--or by the imposition or
rules of production that co~e to the s~e effect-proration--can the oil pool be handled accordinG to
the dietotes o~ advanced engineering practices. Conse·quently • a curtailment of !lush pro.duction promotes
recovery and operatinG -e !!18iency· wh1le leadinD to
improved economic balance.

Proration, then. must rest on two principles: conservation and equity.
curtailing

flo~

These two would ·be maintained by

and estublishinc ratable extractions to

adjust tlow to meet market requirements.

The establishment

o! a quota system would have to take into con3ideration the
requirements of waste prevention and market dcnan:i without
violation o.f t .h e principle· of equity •

.ur. Pogue states that proration is not basically a
stabilization

m~asurc,

for while stabilization is achieved,

it is from the result of restri-cted !'low and. ratable
ratings whi-c h are instituted on th-e basis of c.onservation. 11
;

I

To combine proration with conservation would involve the

I

I

9lbid.

lO.Pog-.le'

~· E.!•

lllbid., P• 32.

!.

._,.__ _---
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state in that "proration is based upon the power inherent
in the State Governments to regulate production prnctices

in the interest .o ! waste prevention. ul2

To Joseph Bain., petroleum conservation should encompass two goals: the

limit~tion

of the rate of ex-

traction in order to extend the economic lifo of a pool
or field,, and the controlling of all extraction cethods in
order to get the ultimate recovery from euch pool.

ratios and placing and
. achieving these goals.
raising

or

sp~ cing

Oil/gas

of wells would be vital in

The stnbilization and poanible

petroleW!l pric.es. would not be a distinct

~oal,

but would come about in attaining the two prior goels. 1 3
Three things would huve to be undertaken i f the t ·.·JO
g.oals were to be. accor.1plished.

Every newly producinG field.

-w ould be subject to enforced unitization, and thus., dr·ill-

ing and

p~oduction

would b.e subject to a scientific _pl:an.

The state would have to require unitization by use of its
po.lice power in order to minimize waste.

Compulsory tmd

scientific unitization of new fields w.o uld be essential.

Secondly, tho.se fields which could benefit from
unitization would be subject to a certain amount of' unit

planning.

This factor

or

secondary recovery was

~!

12lbid.
1 3-Bain, Public Po.licx Toward Compe·ti ti on ~ Pricing,
P• 53.

..

------~-er-=.,. '~
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particular importance to Califo.rnia in that no major oil
tie.l ds were going to be found after 1938. 14 A basic requisite o! conservation would be met 1! secondary recovery
were carefully planned and scientifically developed as long
as it wou·ld not be too concerned with fix-ine stnterlde

allowables so that surplus production would be avoided. 1 5
~birdlyt

the proration system must be established in

such a manner that the regulatory commission
• • • should ba required to justify its distrlct
quotas fully in terms of t .h eir effects on conservation--that is• to show that the degroe of curtailment
is neither too eevere nor too lax for good overall
conservat1on.l 6
Quotas established ·w ould have to be in complete agre.e:o.ent

with principles ot scientific unit production of

fields~

Attainment of ·the goals described would involve
eng~eering

and

le~al

complexities, but the conservation

goals could be realized ir the regulatory commission were
granted direct regulation o! drilling and production. 1 7
II.

Weaknesses.

Al~

Ill ADEQUATE OIL l.t:ASUR3

Bain

co~~idered

the Atkinson measure

to be a poor proration statute; in relation to his three
14zimmerman, !?.E.• cl t., P• 167v

-

l5Ibid.
16Batn, Public Policy Toward Competition ~d Pricing,

P• .55•

l?Ibid., P• 56•

!

--------·· "' ~
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goals, the bill was inadoquo..te.
not justified on the basis

or
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In tho bill, proration. was

conservation.

Proration was

to be used to &stablish mandatory crude oil production
quotas to avoid waste, but wa..s te was defined
in excess

o·r

llfl

proliuetion

a reasonable market de:cand as detcrnincd by

the commission.

Proration v1as the means to prohibit over-

production :in order to stnbilize prices, but its primary

.!unction should not have been this BOnl.

Tho purpose

or

proration should be to extract the oil at a rate th3t would
be moat favorable to achieve ultimate recovery !ron a poo1. 18
Rea1 uniti·zation wa$ not in tho Atkin3on noa.nure.
The commission. could not _prevent drilling o·f walls,. and 1 t .s

power to spaco wells wan limited in that

~cll-spacin 3

in any

given field was· subjact to agreement by the operators.
Thus, both new and already developed fields woro icoune·
!rom entorced unitization. 1 9

However, only mandatory· unitization
physical waste completely.

~oul d

ho..vc endod

This would have meant com-

pe.lling operators in a pool, \'rhether f ew or na.ny, to exchango their .leaseholds for an equitable interest in the
pool..

The pool would

h~v ~

been dev·elo:pe·d. an-:1 o:::crated by

someone who represented all the leaseholders f\f' the pool.

--------··· .
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It is when a field is developed as a unit rnthor thnn in
individual tracts thnt th-e greatest possib-le .re-c overy is

made.

Unitization would have meant an increase of twenty-

five-thirty per cent greater recoveries over
mothods of operat1on. 20

e:tistin~

While it is a simple task to berate tho Atkinson
Bill, the difficulties of acquirin6 n sound conservation
law 1n 1939 must be considered.

Probably about half

or

the

crude oil output in 1939 was derived from numerous small
producers.

This was -u nfortunate froo the

achieving effective ·conservation.

stand~oint

With a lareo

of

n~ber

of

independents, it would be difficult to implement proper
conservation measures or enforce existinG stQtutes.

Ad-

.ministration of unitization and proration quotas would b.e

a formidable task whore there existed humerous snnll and
competitive holdings.
task

or

prc-~_ucers

would sinplify the
wasteful exploitation contro1. 21

Comparison

Fewer

~ ~

voluntary

pro~rnm.

I£ the

Atkinson Bill ba::l becone a statute, the differe-nce b:e tween
it, a state regulated proration agency, an1 the existing

voluntary proration acrency would have been one of form and

20American .retrolcul!l. Insti tutc, Petro leu~ Indust.r ;r
Hearin3s Be!or:- ~ Tem.pore.ry Nati.onal i,cano!!l~C C'oMOi ttee
(.ualtimore: The :i..ord fult.i.mor·e j?re ,:_s, 1942), P• o~ .
21 Bain, ?ublic rolicy r.rornlrd s;ompeti tion
j

P•

e...!!i

:--- ricing,

%'(";

;.;v•

i

I

!
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not -content.

13-5
Since the voluntary agency in California was

the same in _principle in. the oetbod of dete:mininc; a.lloto-

ments as those of the s.t a te e sta bl i shed comci nsiantJ, muking
the California

a~ency

a

sta.~e

regulatory accncy
have changed the principles involved. 22

~ould

not

The voluntary aaency hud conserved oil, even if
overproducti-o n of quotas

h~ d

to be toler-a te J .

Res t ricting

the rate of output, especially for flush pooln, conscrv.e d

reservoir gas pressures and enhanced maximum recovery.
it suffered certain handic~ps.

do

wi~h

drilling were outside

But

Unitization ~~d anythin~ to
th~

province of ·the Central

Committee, and these vrere the two main sources of waste.
In addition, quotas the Central Committee entr>.blishcd were

determined primarily· n·o t to achieve maximuo
but to attain market stabilization.

cor.!J c rv~ tion,

Althou,-.:.; h conscrv:;.tion

was given recognition, it had to take a subordinate role
to stabilizat1on. 2 3
III.

CC!ICLU3IOH

If the Atkinson Bill wan something le s n than perfect
~ron

the standpoint of ocientific or true conserva tion, 1. e.,

the attainment o! maximum recovery from a pool, ho'.7 con one

I

I

j

I

22-n-l
.o<.U..n' Price Behavior

~

Comnetition, P• ?1 •

2 3Bain, PUblic Policy '1.1 oward Com-::> etition £mi Fricing,
·p. _3 0;_

---~-
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rate tho efforts of

th~

voluntary s.e;ency in th._i_::; rc::pcct?

According to Bain, the aims of the

must be classified as successful.
tions,

~he

volunt~ry progra~

In spite

o~

quot3 viola-

amount of crude to refiners was draJtically

reduced and tended to relln:in so in the 1930's.

This, ot

course, meant that the extraction process was slowed down,
and thi.s in turn, enhanced the opportunity for incrQnsed

recovery

fro~

a given field.

----------------:-:-..

------ ·-·

·····-
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VIII

SUill.iARY AllD COHCLUSl'Jll

This. _paper undertook to investi ;·_-').te the circumstances tba t seemed t .o v1arrant the Atkinson Bill, the "war"
it kindled between large c.nd small oil producers, the.
heated politic.al tussle t ·o o t was genera. tee: prior to it·s

pas·sage, the !actors tba. t were responsible for inflicting
on it a referendum defeat, and an evaluation o£ the worth-

whileness of thin stillborn oil statute.
The California pe·troleum industcy enjoyed a sooewhat unique position in the decade
wa·s not

sub~ect

to the control

or

or

the '30's in thnt it

a stat.e aeency.

However,

in this decade, chronic economic ills and cries o·f physical
waste se-:-:'1l.ed to support the consensus that only a poli tically instituted solu·tion c·o uld resolve the then

problems.

existin~

The Atkinson Bill wan to provir1 e t l:o soluti.o n ...

That the bill, officially kno-wn as the "California
Oil and Gas Control Act," sought to ac·h ieve desired e:;oals
J.s .amply p·roved by the preamble of the bill.

regulate, and stabilize the extraction
gas is stressed.

or

rro cons.erve,

oil and natural

If the above c.ould be entorc.e d., there

would be elimination of waste in the fields, n.nd there
wouL exist the

limit~.tion

and prorntion of crude oil pro-

duction to meet reas·: ;nable market demands.

Thus, the bill

-----------"':.-

r

·-
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was an attecpt· to enable the

St~te

to use itn police
hal3.n~o

to- en!'orce provisions th:::!. t would strike a
the advoeaten o£ scientific

conserv~tion

as u

;ow~r 3

bct·r.e-en

~c~~

or

minim:l z.ine; waste in prorluc tion &.nd tho ndvocat::: s of econtt.:~ic

considerations who

vie~ed

foremost a state-arrived

oil production to ensure a stabilized ::.nrket.
embodied conservation provir;ions had to be

fi~ure

of

;\. bill tlJ.:tt

tcD~Jcrca

vii th

provisions _o n market forecazts on needed c.ru _: o oil producti-on "in order to prevent abrupt price gyratio:: r;.

The bill, then,

w~s

caucht in tho cross

~ur~ones

or nba t diff'erent groups thought its basic provioion.:. should
atte::npt to acc.O !!<plish.

Should i·t e:..1phasize co!"H:ro::. v:ttion

and waste or produc·t i.on contro 1 and stabilize: . ion?

viawed the bill as a means of

limitin~

Olson

proGuction in order

to space out Cali£ornia reserves for no

m~ny yc~ra

sible.

John Lichtblau

To him, this was conservation.

stated, however,

as pos-

th -~t

The purpose of conserv:Jtion tbrou3h ?roG.uction control is not the hoar~in:; of undersround rcs·crvca for
future u -s e, as is sonetimes assumed, but the co..:dmization o.r the ultimately recoverable oil su _: pl:r ~ro~
each depo.si t.l

From certain ele~nts in industry, nt~b : lization o!
prices and conserv~tion ~cent pullin~ out ns .~uch o:l no
would be necessary to meet market demands--und no Eorc.

1

l __ .

Lichtblau, ·2,2•

ill•,

P• 20.

--~1- .~.

\
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The emphasis as concerned conservation W3s centered on a

proper price lovel rnthcr than physic ~ 1 wantc.
lorld reflected this ''ietr;)oint by

~... ctroleun

statin~

First, true conscrvo tion in achieve:\ b::,· plncin;-- a
ceiline on inventories and c ons2qucn t ·;msto:! a~co:.~:;nny
incr the buildin3 up o.f .excc!ioi v o otoc!:::s; 2.n"l ::;8cond, by
proratinG output to reasonable do ~anJ, cru ~c oil price
structur-es seek t::sir propo:r leve l. A pro~ c: :~ :"> icc
level in turn makes ;:.osDiblc and leeds t ·o con~crvation.
Convers~ly, de:1.oralizcd prices lea(: inov:'.. t ~~:.: l: ·') to ·::aste
and the breakdorm of all con-s erva.tion effort::;.'-

To organized labor, i. o., the

C~

I.

ot production would mean fuller or at leu3t

o.,

ct~bilization

~ore

ot c:ble

employment practices.
·It would appear, th-::n, thot in lai't:;C p:J.rt, th·:?
econor:~ic

de·terminis.--n of powerful interests rc::::;u.ltcd in an

oil bill that contained basically the

prcvisi~

1::::;

of tb~

voluntary pro ;z;ra.::I, but provisions that ~-:e:re n c· w e!"!f orcaahle-.

It contained provisions for oil extraction

s~nrcd

to market

demand rather than con·s iderations of tru~ or ocicntific con-

i
I

j

se.rva.tion.

Because it was not .e:J.po•:,·ered to stifle cor.-

pletely overdrilling ~~d poorly placed ani 111-sp~ccj nites,
it prob-ably could ·ho.Yc acco::l_;,"l lished little or r.o .cor :· than

the voluntary agency.
To hav _ been effective, this ·1 939 stz::.tuto would .have
had to go beyond the voluntnr.y asency.

Even if the bill

bad gone into effect, tho reasons for pb.ysic ~: l t·:a~t ·:) would

2"Cali.fornia Jtands on. Its Record,'' Fctroloum ·.7orld,
XXXVII (January, 1940), .P• 20.

_____
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not have been altered.

The factors that plaBUed the in-

dustry in the realn· of physica l waste would not have been
minimized sufficiently or eliminatad by thia bill.

Only

mandatory unitization of ·a lready developed fields, plus

that of newly discovered field.a, would ho.ve ended pb.Jtsical
waste completely.
The

gluttin~

of the

~arket

in certain years of the

1930's made it app0ar that well allowables and proration

But the

were vital.

Atkinso~ su~porters

could not foreeeo

t .h e i!:lpact o:r ?,'orld i lar II on the industry.

.'ih'3·n war came •

the idea of curtailine production gave way to the necessity
o! providing enough fuel for the armed forces.

At the end

or the war, many in the industry feared the old

preble~

overproduction would occur
consider that
lation

wartim~

incrcas~

or

a~~in.

they failed to

rroweve~,

conoitions had

of

brou~ht

about a popu-

several million people, with many more

to follow.
The great demand for petroleum produced by the war
and then an

expandin~

pol)ulation led to production

which jeopardized the ultimate amount that

froo a given yell or pool.

~as

exces.~es

recoverable

However, observers dif£ered in

their opinions about the need for conservation legislation.

Writing in 1945, Joseph Eain

sta ted~

The maximu~ O? ? Or~~nity for effective conservation
in California • • • is • • • probo.bly past. ~l~c balk

I

i

/___

---------- - -~.
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of our probcbly total oil reserve has been developed
without ade-quate regulation, and we are now i
th d _
elining period of our bounty.~
n
c e

Yet writing three years la tor, ·~t:illia':l Hollm7 ::::..~.. C.Gsertcd 1
•today there is 11 ttle or no

~alk

o£ e.ffo:::-t to ::;~c 14 rc

sage of an o·i 1 con servo. ti on .law although the ne ~ d 1 3
probably greater· than ever. " 4

In th0 doeade after 19Li-8 two legislo.tivc ·proposc.ls

u connection with

oil and gas conserv8tion_ were

notc~orthy.

In 1956 an initiative we.n submitted to the votem -;·;ith the
stated objective of pr<:)v-::;nting w·aste.

1'he bill's zupporters

thou-gb.t the initia·t1ve nhould. be us.e d since previous attempts

at conservation lesislat1on ultimately reached th~ voters by

referendum.

Also, they wo.ntce. to be sure tho bi!l vro.c kept

inta.ct wit.h out major lq:;isla.tive am~ndz.cnt and avoid.. any

possibility of the bill'o beinG blocked in cconittoe.

In

the pre.- elcction campaiGTiint_:; the p.roponen ts die! not copb.a-

f

size the need for conservation; instead they d\"Telled on tho

complex details o.f thin highly technical bill.
teated by a larg:c margin.
In 1958 the state legislature passed the .Subsidence
Act as a result of the aubsi clence of land in the Lon~ Beach
r;hich uare r;ubsiding.
area. The net &pplied only to lands •·

p, lll.

,
I

I

x
t ·
e.n:l
:.~Ba 1 n, Fu bli c Po 1'~ c.z -.-~""-CA.rro·.."rd CCl"mi2.e-t.i
10n --

4

-

Uollowayt op, ci !;. , .P•

55·

2_ricin~,.

I

-

~-

and were

su~ject

to

that the necessa!'y

tions

un-:!erl~in~

inun.·."!.~tions

!~ :': ' (:V±C: c:i

fron th ·: s :'3 ..

repr ·~ nsuri~~ Or>~rat3. o:l.s sJ~ oul:!

such a.reo.!l

~~·1 prot"~ct t.~ ~

.....

increc.!;e

o:.l c: .:·

c:--~ o in

such lan~l.s !ron unr~tl:;:;o:J..:..ble wCJ..otc. 5
So the Atkino-on .Act of 1939 v1an not tlw f:i.r ::; 'u r..or
the final attel!:pt to· crcc..te a ota to
the oil induntry.

But

rc~ul :. · to:-~.r c.c-:~~c:.?

!c~-r le0i~lo.tivc

impact the Atkinson bill

ho!~.i

on

c~n c ~:u:'.l

ac.ts

C .s~ li.fornia

creat~d

a serious rift in hio

seriousness o! the defeat for

t~·e

the

i) Oli tics.
rever::;~,

Governor Olson certainly zuf.fcred a poli ticc.l
the bill

over

as

ad=iniatr~tion.

The

Governor ca=.not be mini·· ~::::i ni~tration-

nized 1 for he had considered it as his najor

sponsored bill and had placed the full \Vci ;:h'!> vf hiz pren·-

tige behind it.

But the b.i tter pill .of

Governor Olson's alone, !or in

1~39,

C.efo~t

mi Ghty

tit~s,

poll tical en(i economic, marnhalled force·s and
vi~orously

r:o.z· n ot
both

~:.u~hcd

for victory--and lost.

5Robert E. Sullivan, "Californie. 1 " Con~~rv:;tion 2!
Oil ~ ~, h. Le0al Ir~st;off, 1~-5~, Robert j~ .Sullivan, ed.
(Chi.ca;:o: Section of L~ ~.:n' a ana. ~ ~atural R~~ource!j I.n\7 of
the American Bar Association, 1960), P• 49.
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APPE:-T:DIX A

An act relating to the conservation, rot:;u.L.:ti vn and
stabilization of the p-roduction and distribution of cru ,~e
petroleum oil and naturnl gas c.nd tho ; •roJ.ucts thereat,
creatine e.n Oil and Ga s Conservation an _i. Control Con.."1i~sion;
definin3 the powers and duties of such commiosion; authori~inG it to presc·rib ::: rules, regulations an::l or.,1 erc; providing penalties for the violation ~f the provioion~ or
this net, and of the rule s , rcGul::l ticns C-'1d (Jr(:ar:; of the
col:Uilis.sion; and levyin~·; n ch rn·c~ on the proce~ds of o!l un.l
gas to pay the cost of tho administration una en: crcemcnt
of this act.

--~--~--

-·

-· '
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As o.f 19;9, the

c~nt.ral

Col!U!littce

WaD

organized as

followsz
J.::ach district, uheth~:!:' it •.·;ar:

It hud 28 districts.

one or several -fields, was kept as much ns
22,.000 B/D.

I~ach

poo~iblc

to

district had. a field com.mi ttcc o.r 5 to

22 members, the number beinG determined by tbP. nuohor

operators in the district.

or

Each operator had one vote for

committee membership and chairmanship, no

~ttcr

his production figures.

were held, and

/~ual election~

how small

the c.b airmen of the 28 districts composed the Central Committee.

~his

was the governing body for

conserv~tiou

nnd

proration.
The Committee elected a chairr:wn an ~l en:)loycd a.n Oil

Umpire.

l'bere were three standing com;nittees: tl1e· Alloc-a -

tion Coiil!Id ttee, the Ad.J:llnistrative· Committee, an:.~ tho Nc;-1
·.J ell Co~!:littee.

·rhe Alloc:ltion Coz:mittee haC. t ;:o i!:!~ar tant

functions: it had. to determine the allocation of oil to the
various •.vells and fields, and it had to ~tu.d.y prcblc::s
1nvolvinc; waste.

The Central Com:cittee net con chly, anj

based the state quota on otatis~ics. su-pplied. hy th'! u. 3 •
Bureau o-r Mines·.

Financial support for the Cc-:-:~i ttec anj

152
Oil Umpire with his. technical staff was based on voluntary
contributions.
barrel.

The assessm ent

a~ounteu

to 1.25 nills per

Eighty !our per cent of the state's total

~-_. ro-

duction was used to pay the assessment; the other sixteen
per cent were mainly- stripper- -well operators, en..,i they
were not -a sked to assis-t in curtailment ef'forts. 1

1 "California Stands on Its Record, 11 f2!_rolc ::n :; orl1,

XXXVII (January, 1940), P• 23.
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3ECTIO:i 07 F 8UAL CQD;; P.:RT.\llU:TG

TO

Pi~TL(ICN

FJUUD

Cha-pter 49 • Se.c tion 64b, reads in pa:rt:
It shall be u:lln ·:~ful for an_y ;>~r:J ::m c:trc·.t l a -:;1:1 :·;·, ns
principal or agent, o~ huvin~ ch ~ rge or control of the circulation of, or obtainin3 s i ::;natures to., any pcti tion
autho:r.-izcd or p::ovidca for by the Conati tution or la'.' /3 of'
the state of California r e ~~lotin: tho initin~iv o , rc f'cr ~ n
d:ll!l or ·recall to nisro p r~scnt or I!lako any falne stntenc·nt
concernin3 the cont ents, purpo-rt or effect of a.."ly ~ uch
pati ti "n to any _pe.rson r;ho oi:;ns, or \"'Tho dosi= c::: Lo aic;n,
or who is rcqu~~~ed to oi~, or who mx~~:J inquiric~ with
reference to any such :poti tion, or to whom any such petition is presented for h l o- or h er Gi&lat-ure.
Any person, ei-:;her a s pri ncipal or a t:cnt, violo:tinr;
any or the provisions of thi ~ se ~ tion is puni 3 h ~blc by
imprisonment in ·t h e state :}:o."'ison, .or in a couaty jail,
not e .::;:ce 3 din .:~ two yeo.rs, or by fin-e not exce c d l n :~ .five
thousand dollars or by ~oth.

